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Jeffrey Toobin (“The Showman,” p. 36) 
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ican Heiress: The Wild Saga of the 
Kidnapping, Crimes and Trial of Patty 
Hearst,” will be published in August.

Emily Nussbaum (On Television, p. 72), 
who has been the magazine’s television 
critic since 2011, won the 2016 Pulit-
zer Prize for criticism.
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newyorker.com.

Lauren Collins (“The Model American,” 
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Dexter Filkins (“Dangerous Fictions,”  
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in 2011. His book “The Forever War” 
won a National Book Critics Circle 
Award.

Peter Gizzi (Poem, p. 42), the author of 
“In Defense of Nothing: Selected 
Poems,” has a new collection, “Arche-
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Kathryn Schulz (Books, p. 66), a staff 
writer, won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for 
feature writing for “The Really Big 
One,” which appeared in the magazine 
last July.

Jake Halpern (“The Nazi Underground,” 
p. 46) is the author of “Bad Paper: In-
side the Secret World of Debt Collec-
tors,” which is available in paperback.
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lished eleven novels, including “The 
Miracle” and “The Medici Boy,” which 
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is the creator and showrunner of “Man 
Seeking Woman,” which has been re-
newed by FXX for a third season. His 
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Brats,” is out in paperback. 

Bruce McCall (Cover), a longtime con-
tributor, is working on a memoir. “This 
Land Was Made for You and Me (But 
Mostly Me),” written with David Let-
terman, is one of his many books.
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THE MAIL

expose his voyeurism. Of his choice not 
to report witnessing the murder, Foos 
writes (now in the third person): “The 
voyeur had finally come to grips with his 
own morality and would have to forever 
suffer in silence, but he would never con-
demn his conduct or behavior in this sit-
uation.” In another typical justification, 
Foos says that his curiosity hurt no one, 
because his customers did not know that 
he was watching them while masturbat-
ing. In fact, Foos appropriated private sex-
ual acts without the participants’ consent.
Mark Shumway
Georgetown, Calif.
1

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY

I am writing in response to the poem by 
Calvin Trillin (“Have They Run Out of 
Provinces Yet?” April 4th). As an Asian- 
American poet and editor, I found it offen-
sive and racially insensitive, as did many 
other readers, especially in its use of words 
such as “threat” and “no stress”—language 
that is reminiscent of the Yellow Peril of 
the late nineteenth century, in which peo-
ple of Asian descent were viewed as dan-
gerous to the Western world. Some may 
argue that, because the poem is intended 
as doggerel, there is no reason for offense, 
but perhaps they haven’t endured contin-
ual racism, in both subtle and direct forms, 
or maybe they aren’t reading the poem 
closely. As any poet knows, tone is an 
important part of a poem, and Trillin’s 
tone is off. It has been said that Trillin 
was mocking foodie culture, but he could 
have easily conveyed this message with-
out using Chinese cuisine as an acces-
sory and setting up the divisive narrative 
of “we” and “they.” The New Yorker con-
siders itself a leader in writing on culture 
and current events, and its poetry must 
meet that standard, too.
Diana Keren Lee
Los Angeles, Calif.

OUT OF SIGHT

Gay Talese’s article about Gerald Foos, 
a motel owner who secretly spied on his 
customers for decades, devotes only a 
few lines to the culpability of Talese 
himself during their thirty-year corre-
spondence (“The Voyeur’s Motel,” April 
11th). He writes, “Had I become com-
plicit in his strange and distasteful proj-
ect?” Talese doesn’t appear to have strug-
gled much with the decision to stay mum, 
and the piece is a missed opportunity to 
attempt to understand the perspectives 
of those who stayed in the motel, and 
to look at the role of misogyny in this 
homegrown “research.” Talese seems 
more interested in the slapstick moment 
when his tie dangles through the obser-
vation vent over a couple having oral sex 
than in exploring the moral implications 
of gazing at them, and others, from above.
Mary Stephens
Alexandria, Va.

I appreciate Talese’s exploration of the 
shadowy recesses of privileged male sex-
ual behavior and his acknowledgment of 
queasy complicity. However, the confes-
sional tone of the piece doesn’t say as  
explicitly as I would have hoped that a 
line was crossed. As a special-education 
teacher who has worked with male juve-
nile sex offenders in a treatment setting, 
I immediately recognized similar ten-
dencies in Foos. He displays what, in the 
psychiatric field, is referred to as grandi-
osity: a sense of superiority—revealed by 
the way that he speaks about himself and 
views his transgressive behavior—which 
is not grounded in reality. Talese notes 
that the journals Foos keeps to document 
what he sees became “increasingly gran-
diose,” and observes, “Foos starts to in-
vest the omniscient Voyeur character with 
godlike qualities.” Like many sex offenders, 
Foos thinks his actions are justified, in 
this case as scientific research. He even 
expects recognition from the scientific 
community. His self-absorption and his 
extreme selfishness are also typical of sex 
offenders. When Foos claims to have wit-
nessed a murder, his predominant con-
cern is whether reporting this crime would 

•
Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, 
address, and daytime phone number via e-mail to 
themail@newyorker.com. Letters may be edited 
for length and clarity, and may be published in 
any medium. We regret that owing to the volume 
of correspondence we cannot reply to every letter.



The scraping, hazy chamber goth of the singer-songwriter Chelsea Wolfe sounds a bit like Lana Del Rey 
brooding through Silent Hill. The Roosevelt, California, native plays folk by definition: her confessional, 
demure vocals on “Winter” sway crisply over barroom guitar. But it’s the layers of dissonant, cold embellish-
ments, like the acidic bass line on “After the Fall,” from her 2015 album, “Abyss,” that have prickly experimen-
talists and jet-black metal fans flocking to her sets. She returns to the Music Hall of Williamsburg on May 8.

PHOTOGRAPH BY PARKER DAY
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
1

OPERA

Metropolitan Opera
Following the announcement that he will retire from 
his post as music director at the end of this season, 
James Levine conducts a lyrically expansive, if occa-
sionally unpolished, performance of Mozart’s “Die 

Entführung aus dem Serail,” an “escape” opera about 
four Europeans trapped in a Turkish harem. With 
John Dexter’s cartoonish production from 1979 long 
overdue for a replacement, the cast, which features 
Albina Shagimuratova (a jaw-dropping technician in  
Konstanze’s elaborate solos), Kathleen Kim (a silvery-  
voiced Blondchen), Paul Appleby (a pleasant but 
small- scale Belmonte), and Hans-Peter König (a 
Wagnerian who brings heft and zest to the bass role 
of Osmin), focusses on the music instead. (May 7  
at 1.) • Also playing: The late Patrice Chéreau’s new 
production of Strauss’s “Elektra” (realized at the Met  
by Vincent Huguet) is possibly the most humane ren-
dering of the opera ever brought to the stage; even  
small roles (such as the Fifth Maid, a poignant Roberta  
Alexander) are strategically cast. Chéreau’s Chryso-
themis is not a weakling but a strong and independent  
character, and in Adrianne Pieczonka she has a voice  
of cutting power that complements the rounded  
heft of Nina Stemme as Elektra, a pathetic slave of  
vengeance and thwarted sexuality. Eric Owens’s  
mighty Orest serenely accepts the terrible task that 
the gods have set for him; Esa- Pekka Salonen, in the 
pit, shapes the score with an unexpected tenderness. 
Waltraud Meier is a dramatically nuanced Klytäm-
nestra, but she lacks the low notes required for the 
role. (May 4 and May 7 at 8.) • The latest revival of 
Puccini’s enduringly lovely “La Bohème” boasts a 
promising young cast that features Maria Agresta 
and Bryan Hymel, and Ailyn Pérez and Levente Mol-
nár, as the two leading couples; Dan Ettinger. (May 5 
at 7:30.) • Bartlett Sher’s effectively abstract, pseudo-
nineteenth- century production of Verdi’s “Otello,” 
which opened the season in September under the 
baton of Yannick Nézet-Séguin, returns for a brief 
revival. Aleksandrs Antonenko, in the punishing 
title role, and Željko Lučić, as Iago, are back; new 
to the production are the soprano Hibla Gerzmava, 
as Desdemona, and the conductor Adam Fischer. 
(May 6 at 7:30.) (Metropolitan Opera House. 212-362-
6000. These are the final performances of the season.)

Opera Orchestra of New York:  
“Parisina d’Este”
The forty-nine-year-old company capitalizes on all 
the attention given to Donizetti’s Tudor dramas at 
the Met this season by presenting a concert per-
formance of one of his lesser-known works from 
the same compositional period. The soprano An-
gela Meade, who has consolidated her reputation 
as a bel-canto specialist with a big, precise voice, 
leads a cast that also includes Aaron Blake, Yun-
peng Wang, Sava Vemić, and Mia Pafumi; Eve 
Queler conducts. (Rose Theatre, Jazz at Lincoln Cen-
ter, Broadway at 60th St. 212-721-6500. May 4 at 7:30.)

Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
The acclaimed period-instrument ensemble from 
San Francisco, under the direction of Nicholas 
McGegan, is marking the modern rediscovery of 
Alessandro Scarlatti’s “La Gloria di Primavera” 
with a CD release and tour. Composed to celebrate 
the birth, in 1716, of the Holy Roman Emperor 

Charles VI’s only male heir, the stately, lavishly 
scored serenata was largely forgotten following 
the little prince’s death in infancy. The soloists 
include Suzana Ograjenšek, Diana Moore, Clint 
  van der Linde, Nicholas Phan, and Douglas Wil-
liams. ( Carnegie Hall. 212-247-7800. May 6 at 7:30.)

Mannes School of Music Opera:  
“Little Women”
We may be two decades into the age of “indie 
opera,” but Mark Adamo’s deft and deeply felt ad-
aptation of the Louisa May Alcott novel, from 1998, 
has endured as an authentic American masterpiece, 
simultaneously intimate and grand. Joseph Colaneri 
conducts the student singers and players, in a pro-
duction directed by Laura Alley. (Gerald W. Lynch 
Theatre, John Jay College, Tenth Ave. at 59th St. 212-
279-4200. May 6-7 at 7:30.)

1

ORCHESTRAS AND CHORUSES

Carnegie Hall 125th Anniversary Gala
Exactly a hundred and twenty-five years after its 
first opening night, Carnegie Hall celebrates a run 
of continuous excellence unmatched by any per-
formance venue in the Americas. Richard Gere 
hosts a gala event (for which concert-only tickets 
are available) that features starry turns from the 
likes of Martina Arroyo, Renée Fleming, Marilyn 
Horne, Yo-Yo Ma, Itzhak Perlman, Lang Lang, and 
James Taylor; Pablo Heras-Casado conducts the 
Orchestra of St. Luke’s. (212-247-7800. May 5 at 7.)

Oratorio Society of New York:  
The “Lord Nelson” Mass
Haydn, as in his better-known “Mass in Time of 
War,” had a way of using sacred compositions to 
address worldly concerns. Kent Tritle leads the 
“Lord Nelson” Mass (also called the “Mass in 
Difficult Times”) in a concert with his capacious 
group of singers that begins with the New York 
première of “Jonah,” an oratorio from 1995 by the 
composer Marjorie Merryman. (Carnegie Hall. 
212-247-7800. May 9 at 8.)

New York Choral Society:  
Handel’s “Israel in Egypt”
The spate of springtime oratorios at Carnegie Hall 
continues with an appearance by another of the 
city’s outstanding avocational groups, conducted 
by David Hayes, in one of Handel’s elegant en-
tertainments on sacred themes. The vocal solo-
ists include the soprano Christine Brandes and the 
baritone Jarrett Ott. (212-247-7800. May 10 at 8.)

1

RECITALS

Bargemusic: “Celebrating Frederic Rzewski”
In no less than four days of concerts, the floating 
chamber-music series pays tribute to the iconic 
American composer-pianist, who over a long career 
has combined old-fashioned keyboard virtuosity 
with a fearlessly individual modernist style. Among 
the works presented are “De Profundis” (with text 
by Oscar Wilde), the Trio for Violin, Cello, and 
Piano, and (of course) “The People United Will 
Never Be Defeated”; the fine musicians participat-
ing include the pianist Ursula Oppens, the cellist 
Raman Ramakrishnan, and Rzewski himself. (Fulton 

 Ferry Landing, Brooklyn. bargemusic.org. May 4 and 
May 6-7 at 8 and May 8 at 4.)

“Hours of Freedom”
The conductor Murry Sidlin’s passion project, the 
Defiant Requiem Foundation, mounts a chamber 
program, featuring the soprano Arianna Zukerman 
and the baritone Philip Cutlip, in honor of Holo-
caust Remembrance Day: a free concert combining 
music, video, and narrative to illuminate the work 
of the deeply gifted composers—such as Gideon 
Klein, Pavel Haas, and Viktor Ullmann—who per-
ished just as their gifts were flowering. (Bohemian 
National Hall, 321 E. 73rd St. May 5 at 7. For reserva-
tions, call 202-244-0220.)

Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center
The violinist Benjamin Beilman and the pianist Ye-
kwon Sunwoo, two young artists who play with ex-
ceptional refinement and spontaneity, present a re-
cital in homage to the immortal composer-violinist 
Fritz Kreisler, performing such cherished confec-
tions as “Praeludium and Allegro” and “Tambourin 
Chinois,” as well as several of his arrangements, in-
cluding the Prelude and Gavotte en Rondeau, from 
Bach’s Partita No. 3 in E Major, and Corelli’s Con-
certo Grosso in D Minor, “La Folia”; Viotti’s Con-
certo No. 22 in A Minor, a showpiece by another cel-
ebrated virtuoso, is also featured. (Rose Studio, Rose 
Bldg., Lincoln Center. 212-875-5788. May 5 at 7:30.)

Chiara String Quartet
The ardent young ensemble, which plays all of its 
concerts from memory, completes its season at the 
Metropolitan Museum with two bedrock works: 
Beethoven’s Quartet in E-Flat Major, Op. 127, and 
Schubert’s Quartet No. 14, “Death and the Maiden.” 
(Fifth Ave. at 82nd St. 212-570-3949. May 6 at 7.)

Look + Listen Festival
This longtime series merges the energy of new music 
with the unique cachet carried by galleries that fea-
ture contemporary art. The final concert this season 
will be held at Brooklyn’s Invisible Dog Art Center, 
with such renowned advocates as the JACK Quartet 
and the bassoonist Rebekah Heller interpreting new 
and recent scores by Jo Kondo, John Luther Adams, 
Phyllis Chen (also on piano), ICE’s Nathan Davis, 
and the musician-inventor Daniel Jodocy. (51 Ber-
gen St., Cobble Hill. May 6 at 8. No tickets required.)

Parthenia: “Semper Dowland”
The master lutenist Paul O’Dette, along with the viol 
player Christel Thielmann, joins the admired viol 
consort to explore the haunting music of the finest 
troubadour of the English Renaissance, John Dow-
land, in a program at the Metropolitan Museum’s 
Vélez Blanco Patio; it offers the complete “Lachri-
mae,” the composer’s landmark collections of “pas-
sionate pavans” and lighter pieces, published in 1604. 
(Fifth Ave. at 82nd St. 212-570-3949. May 7 at 3 and 7.)

Yefim Bronfman
As part of a season-long focus on the music of Prokof-
iev, Bronfman, the thinking man’s piano powerhouse, 
offers what should be a commanding concert: all three 
of the composer’s so-called “War Sonatas,” Nos. 6,  
7, and 8. (Carnegie Hall. 212-247-7800. May 7 at 8.)

Murray Perahia
The veteran pianist, a favorite at Lincoln Center, is 
back at David Geffen Hall, performing a recital that 
hugs close to the core Germanic repertory—master-
works by Haydn (the Variations in F Minor), Mo-
zart, Brahms (including selections from the Piano 
Pieces, Opp. 118-19), and Beethoven (the “Ham-
merklavier” Sonata). (212-721-6500. May 8 at 3.)
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Star Power 
John F. Kennedy welcomed documentary 
cameras, which loved him back.

The modern documentary was born 
in 1960, by way of that year’s Presidential 
campaign. The producer Robert Drew, 
a Life-magazine editor who wanted to 
make television documentaries as fluid 
as photo-reporting, oversaw the devel-
opment of lightweight synch-sound 
cameras and recorders. He put the equip-
ment to the test in “Primary,” an up-close 
account of the two rivals for the Dem-
ocratic nomination, Senators John F. 
Kennedy and Hubert Humphrey, as they 
hustled for votes in the April 5 election 
in Wisconsin and then awaited the re-
sults. That film is the earliest and most 
revolutionary work in the new Criterion 
DVD and Blu-ray release “The Kennedy 
Films of Robert Drew & Associates.” 

“Primary” is the primordial observa-
tional documentary; Drew’s minimal film 
crews are embedded in car rides with the 
candidates and behind the scenes of ral-
lies, on the sets of broadcasts and in cam-
paign headquarters. But the filmmakers’ 

work here is experiential; their presence 
isn’t merely implied in the closely ob-
served events, it’s inseparable from them. 
Drew and his team appeared to enjoy a 
complicity with Kennedy that never de-
veloped with Humphrey; Kennedy’s eye 
catches the camera with seeming winks 
of recognition, whereas Humphrey’s 
glances into the lens are fretful and wary.

As much as “Primary” was a new kind 
of documentary, Kennedy was a new kind 
of candidate, whose supporters, running 
after him in the street and pressing him 
for autographs, were more like fans. While 
Humphrey talks policy with taciturn farm-
ers, Kennedy plunges into a frenzied crowd 
and, on the podium, proclaims political 
ideals with soaring rhetoric and ringing 
tones. The energetic Kennedy even elicits 
noticeably active and intimate camera 
work, as well as a brisk pace of editing. 
Drew’s camera crew included Richard 
Leacock, Albert Maysles, and D. A. Pen-
nebaker, who soon became, on their own, 
three of the greatest documentary film-
makers. Kennedy, who went on to become 
the most cinematogenic President to date, 
ushered in both a new world of political 

authority and a new art form to reflect it.
In 1963, when a federal court ordered 

the desegregation of the University of Al-
abama at Tuscaloosa, that state’s governor, 
George Wallace, planned to defy the order. 
Drew got President Kennedy’s permission 
to film in the White House while he and 
the Attorney General—his brother, Rob-
ert F. Kennedy—sought to enforce the 
admission of two black students there 
while trying to avoid violence. In the re-
sulting film, “Crisis” (also in the Criterion 
set), Robert Kennedy proved to be a mas-
ter strategist, while his associate Nicholas 
Katzenbach, working in Tuscaloosa, de-
vised and calmly executed the tactical 
confrontation with Wallace which proved 
successful in integrating the school. Drew’s 
cinematographers (including Leacock and 
Pennebaker) were seemingly everywhere 
at once—in the Oval Office, at the Attor-
ney General’s home, in Katzenbach’s war 
room, and even at the Alabama governor’s 
mansion, but their complicity with the 
Kennedys and, above all, their commitment 
to the principle at stake shine through in 
an artistic act of existential engagement.

—Richard Brody

MOVIES

The filmmaker Robert Drew showed Jackie Kennedy and Senator John F. Kennedy campaigning together in Wisconsin in the 1960 documentary “Primary.” 
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MOVIES

1

OPENING

Captain America: Civil War In this Marvel- 
superhero sequel, Captain America (Chris 
Evans) and Iron Man (Robert Downey, Jr.) bat-
tle for control of the Avengers. Directed by An-
thony Russo and Joe Russo; co-starring Scarlett 
Johansson and Anthony Mackie. Opening May 6. 
(In wide release.) • Dark Horse A drama, about 
Welsh miners who decide to breed a racehorse. 
Directed by Louise Osmond. Opening May 6. 
(In limited release.) • Dheepan Jacques Audiard 
directed this drama, about a Bangladeshi immi-
grant in Paris (Antonythasan Jesuthasan) who 
tries to conceal his past political activities. Open-
ing May 6. (In limited release.)

1

NOW PLAYING

Distant Voices, Still Lives
The British director Terence Davies conjures 
a crucial decade and a half—from the Second 
World War through the nineteen-fifties—in 
the life of the fictionalized Davies family, in a 
working- class neighborhood in Liverpool. A boy 
and two girls grow up under the wrathful despo-
tism of a violent father (Pete Postlethwaite) and 
become part of an ever-tightening web of friends 
and extended family. With an unfailing eye for 
place, décor, costume, and gesture, the director 
glides his camera through tangles of memories 
to evoke joys and horrors with a similar sense of 
wonder. In effect, the movie is an autobiographi-
cal musical, with the singing of pop tunes and tra-
ditional songs in homes and bars standing in for 
unspeakable intimacies. Davies shows that, for 
all its brutality, constraint, and frustration, the 
pressurized little society offered him a school-
ing in sensibility, thanks to a cast of characters 
whose minor distinctions evoke a world of exqui-
site differences. The actors’ performances have a 
controlled yet passionate expressivity to match—
especially in the case of the sisters (Angela Walsh 
and Lorraine Ashbourne) and their friends, the 
floridly sassy Micky (Debi Jones) and the griev-
ously tyrannized Jingles (Marie Jelliman), whose 
glances and inflections suggest whole chapters of 
a novel. Released in 1988.—Richard Brody (Mu-
seum of the Moving Image; May 8.)

Elvis & Nixon
This comic fictionalization, directed by Liza 
Johnson, of the events behind the famous 1970 
Oval Office photo of the King and the Presi-
dent is a giddy historical delight. The premise 
is rooted in pathos: Elvis Presley, no longer at 
the crest of popularity, inveighing against the 
Beatles in particular and the Age of Aquarius 
over all, wants to volunteer for the war on drugs 
and wants Nixon to swear him in as a federal 
agent. The main drama is whether the meeting 
will ever take place; the story pivots on Elvis’s 
friendship with the film editor Jerry Schilling 
(Alex Pettyfer), whose devotion hits its limit. 
Michael Shannon plays Elvis with understated 
cool and sly swagger, turning a skillful imper-
sonation into a performance that’s filled with 
empathetic energy. The script, by Joey Sagal, 
Hanala Sagal, and Cary Elwes, shows Presley 
in a startling range of ordinary contexts that 
highlight all the more his extraordinary char-
acter. As for Kevin Spacey’s incarnation of 
Nixon, it, too, passes quickly from manner-
isms into a thoughtful effort to capture a sin-
gular world view. Johnson stages the action 
with delicate attention to gestures as well as 
to visual and tonal balance. The dialogue spar-
kles with gems of historical allusion and per-
ceptive asides, and the actors virtually sing it; 
the film plays like a whirling sociopolitical op-
eretta.—R.B. (In wide release.)

Everybody Wants Some!!
The new film from Richard Linklater is one of 
his sprightliest. It is set at a Texas college on 
the threshold of a new school year, with fresh-
men like Jake (Blake Jenner) arriving, in mild 
trepidation, to begin the next installment of 
their lives. Classes start in a matter of days, 
and, until then, pleasure is unleashed. Jake, 
who is on the baseball team, dwells in a house 
infested with his teammates: partygoers like 
Roper (Ryan Guzman), Dale (J. Quinton John-
son), and the silver-tongued Finn (Glen Pow-
ell). Some are still callow boys, while others, 
like the hypercompetitive McReynolds (Tyler 
Hoechlin), already bristle like grown men. The 
year is 1980, and songs from the period litter 
the soundtrack, but Linklater’s happiest gift is 
to transform the action—you can barely call it 
a plot—into a dance to the music of time. He 

makes room for each character to breathe, so 
that none of them are left out; just when the 
movie seems in danger of slackening into a free-
for-all, he introduces Beverly (Zoey Deutch), a 
performing- arts major, who beguiles Jake and 
bestows a measure of calm. The finale, like that 
of Link later’s “Dazed and Confused,” partakes 
of an exhausted bliss.—Anthony Lane (Reviewed 
in our issue of 4/11/16.) (In wide release.)

A Hologram for the King
There may be no opening sequence this year 
more exhilarating than the Talking Heads- 
inspired musical number that the director Tom 
Tykwer dreams up to introduce his gleaming 
take on Dave Eggers’s novel. Tom Hanks gives 
a terrific performance as Alan, a struggling, 
desperate American salesman of holographic 
software who travels to Saudi Arabia to bro-
ker a deal with the King, who wishes to expand 
his rapidly growing tech sector. While waiting 
for the King to appear, Alan and his team chat 
in often comical I.T. jargon and meet a few 
local characters—notably, his wisecracking 
Saudi driver (Alexander Black) and his doc-
tor and love interest (Sarita Choudhury)—who 
keep the “Godot”-like proceedings buoyant. 
The story, about Alan’s impending midlife cri-
sis while he awaits the deal, offers a shaky, 
America- in-decline vibe as well as a techno-
phobic undercurrent that never really takes 
hold. In one of Tykwer’s neatest visual tricks, 
Alan visits a sweltering world of empty sky-
scrapers—a desert illusion of a soulless future 
that looks too fabulous to fear. The film plays 
like a science-fiction parable in which humor 
and pathos jostle for attention. Although it 
falters in flashback sequences (which present 
a superfluous backstory), the unusual tone and 
arresting visuals hold interest. —Bruce Diones 
(In wide release.)

Jason and Shirley
The director Stephen Winter revisits a classic 
independent film—Shirley Clarke’s “Portrait of 
Jason”—in this ingenious docudrama about the 
night, in 1966, when Clarke filmed Jason Holli-
day, a gay black hustler and aspiring cabaret art-
ist, in her room in the Chelsea Hotel. The artist 
Jack Waters and the novelist Sarah Schulman 
play Holliday and Clarke, respectively, and they 
co-wrote the script with Winter. The result is a 
meticulous imagining of the shoot, especially in 
Waters’s electrifying impersonation of Holliday. 
It’s also an anguished view of the power rela-
tions, societal conflicts, and cruel sacrifices from 
which Clarke’s film arose. The movie feels like 
a series of spontaneous variations on Clarke’s 
and Holliday’s themes, but in many details it 
departs from the historical record. Here, Clarke 
struggles to control the shoot and recruits her 
lover, Carl Lee (Orran Farmer), to take over. 
The scene suggests Clarke’s transformation of 
directing into an art of life—the creation of the 
unique circumstances that made her film pos-
sible. Winter and his collaborators offer a dis-
tinctive homage to that spirit.—R.B. (Anthol-
ogy Film Archives; May 9-10.)

The Jungle Book
The latest Disney movie is a loyal adaptation, 
and the loyalty is strictly in-house. The direc-
tor, Jon Favreau, and his screenwriter, Justin 
Marks, honor Disney’s own animated version, 
from 1967, rather than Kipling’s original texts. 
Live action replaces the finely drawn cartoon; 
given the tumult of computer-generated im-

Robert Downey, Jr., Chris Evans, and Sebastian Stan play rivals in “Captain America: Civil War.”
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ages (the whole thing was filmed in Los Ange-
les), viewers may struggle to establish where 
the liveliness resides. Mowgli (Neel Sethi), 
at least, is a recognizable human, but the urge 
to root for him is tempered by the bumptious-
ness of his tone; reassuring though it is to see 
him befriended by Bagheera (voiced by Ben 
 King  sley) and Baloo (Bill Murray), you can’t 
help thinking that a more natural fate for such a 
child would be to end up as breakfast for Shere 
Khan (Idris Elba). Other old hands include Kaa 
(Scarlett Johansson) and King Louie (Christo-
pher Walken), both of whom appear to have suf-
fered a startling inflation since 1967; the coils of 
the python are now as thick as a tree. The movie 
is scrupulous and richly detailed, yet peculiarly 
shorn of charm, and nobody seems to have de-
cided how much of a musical it should be; Mur-
ray sings “The Bare Necessities,” Walken only 
half sings “I Wan’na Be Like You,” as if he were 
Rex Harrison in “My Fair Lady,” and Johans-
son’s delectable crooning of “Trust in Me” is 
consigned to the final credits.—A.L. (4/25/16) 
(In wide release.)

Moses and Aaron
Jean-Marie Straub and Danièle Huillet’s 1975 
film of Arnold Schoenberg’s opera brings to 
life, on location in the desert, a reinterpretation 
of several crucial episodes of Biblical history—
Moses’ presentation of God’s covenant to his 
chosen people, his recruitment of his eloquent 
brother Aaron to preach to them on his behalf, 
and Aaron’s weakening during Moses’ forty-day 
sojourn on Mt. Sinai, resulting in the worship of 
the golden calf and Moses’ breaking of the tab-
lets bearing the Ten Commandments. By way of 
the brothers’ conflict—between word and image, 
idea and emotion—the directors make the case 
for their own radically austere style. Their rar-
efied aesthetic coheres perfectly with the opera 
to come off as a kind of twelve-tone filmmak-
ing which, like Schoenberg’s music, reclaims a 
classical ideal for a progressive cause that owes 
nothing to nostalgia. Oblique angles, long takes, 
and static tableaux allow Straub and Huillet to go 
straight to the drama inherent in the story and 
the composition. The stark images are as pas-
sionate and engaging, profound and beautiful 
as the complex music to which they insightfully 
respond. In German.—R.B. (MOMA; May 9.)

Tale of Tales
The Italian director Matteo Garrone is best 
known for “Gomorrah” (2008), a plunge into 
the criminal clans of Naples. At first glance, his 
new movie, set in imaginary lands, deep in the 
myth-riddled past, seems like quite a swerve. 
But his source is also Neapolitan, Giambattista 
Basile, whose collection of fairy stories—earthy, 
bracing, and unsentimental—was printed in the 
sixteen-thirties. Three of the fables, with mon-
archs at their heart, have been plundered for the 
film. The first king (Toby Jones) rears a giant flea 
and sees his daughter (Bebe Cave) carried away 
by an ogre, the second (John C. Reilly) battles a 
sea beast for the sake of his childless wife (Salma 
Hayek), and the third (Vincent Cassel) is an in-
exhaustible satyr, tricked by a pair of wizened 
sisters (Shirley Henderson and Hayley Carmi-
chael). Garrone makes only a paltry attempt to 
interlock the narratives, and the final convoca-
tion is an awkward affair; yet the movie nonethe-
less holds firm, bound by its miraculous mood. 
Wonders are everywhere (if you slice into a tree, 
it will bleed water, like a spring), as is a casual 
carnality. Luxury entwines with filth. Following 

Basile, Garrone grasps a basic rule of folklore: 
nobody must flinch at prodigious events, for they 
are part of the mortal deal.—A.L. (4/25/16) (In 
limited release.)

Viktoria
The Bulgarian director Maya Vitkova’s epoch- 
spanning family drama about Communism, 
motherhood, and freedom ingeniously blends 
personal life and grand history, earnest passion 
and tragic absurdity in a mighty outpouring of 
imagination. The action starts in 1979, when a 
young librarian, Boryana (Irmena Chichikova), 
refuses to have a child with her husband (Dimo 
Dimov), a doctor, unless they emigrate to the 
United States. But when an attempted self- 
induced abortion fails, the baby, Viktoria, bears 
the mark: sh e’s born without a belly button. This 
odd distinction is given a political slant. Vikto-
ria is publicly celebrated by the country’s real- 
life dictator, Todor Zhivkov (played by Georgi 
Spasov), who envisions a workforce of women 
freed from pregnancy. Nine years later, the child, 
granted a chauffeur and a hot line to Zhivkov, is 
a Communist spoiled brat and the terror of her 
classmates. Meanwhile, Boryana refuses to let 
her mother (Mariana Krumova), a lifelong Party 
member, see Viktoria. Then, the Iron Curtain 
falls and the balance of family power shifts. Vit-
kova’s spare, precise yet richly textured images 
sing with restrained emotion and natural meta-
phors and catch the characters in self-revealing 
gestures of an overwhelming intimacy. Wom-
en’s bodies are the center of the film, with milk, 
blood, and even intrauterine images joining po-

litical pageantry and protest in a quietly fierce yet 
compassionate vision.—R.B. (In limited release.)

1

REVIVALS AND FESTIVALS

Titles with a dagger are reviewed.

Anthology Film Archives Special screenings. 
May 9-10 at 7:30: “Jason and Shirley.” F BAM 

Cinématek “Labor of Love.” May 7 at 2 and 
6:45: “Looking for Mr. Goodbar” (1977, Rich-
ard Brooks). • May 10 at 7: “The Wild Party” 
(1929, Dorothy Arzner). Film Forum In revival. 
May 6-12 (call for showtimes): “Band of Outsid-
ers” (1964, Jean-Luc Godard). The 7:30 screening 
on May 6 will be introduced by the actress Anna 
Karina. IFC Center “Becoming Meryl Streep.” 
May 5 at 7:30: “The Seduction of Joe Tynan” 
(1979, Jerry Schatzberg), followed by a discussion 
with the director, moderated by Michael Schul-
man, a contributor to The New Yorker and the au-
thor of “Her Again: Becoming Meryl Streep.” 
Museum of Modern Art The films of Jean-Marie 
Straub and Danièle Huillet. May 9 at 4: “Moses 
and Aaron.” F Museum of the Moving Image 
Special screening. May 4 at 7: “Pierrot le Fou” 
(1965, Jean-Luc Godard), followed by a discus-
sion with the actress Anna Karina, moderated 
by the critic Molly Haskell. • The films of Ter-
ence Davies. May 8 at 2:30: “Distant Voices, Still 
Lives.” F • May 8 at 7: “The Long Day Closes” 
(1992), followed by a discussion with the direc-
tor. • May 10 at 7: “Sunset Song” (2016), followed 
by a discussion with the director.
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MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES

Museum of Modern Art
“Neïl Beloufa”
The young French-Algerian artist, one of the lead-
ing lights of the revitalized Paris art scene, makes 
films about contemporary economics and its rhe-
torical ruses, projected in custom-rigged settings. 
Beloufa’s installation “The Colonies,” his New York 
museum début, orbits around a 2011 film in which 
nonactors discuss their homes in a bland life-style-
speak: “People are beautiful here—they have a re-
ally good work-life balance,” one woman says to the 
camera. But you can only just make out the images 
of this Sweetgreen-and-SoulCycle paradise, as Be-
loufa projects his film onto Plexiglas panels, which 
judder along a steel track. Custom seating, which 
incorporates iPads and a comically oversized USB 
cable, overlooks the museum’s sculpture garden. 
The ultimate pseudo-Edenic real estate, Beloufa 
seems to suggest, is Yoshio Taniguchi’s glass for-
tress on West Fifty-third Street. Through June 12.

New-York Historical Society
“Anti-Semitism 1919–1939”
This concentrated wallop of a show charts, in a re-
lentless litany of broadsides and artifacts (all on loan 
from the Museum of World War II, outside Boston), 
how hatred of Jews moved from the margins to the 
core of German society after the First World War. 
Posters and other ephemera from before Adolf Hit-
ler’s accession—including reichsmarks stamped with 
caricatures of Jews, blaming them for inflation—nor-
malized anti-Semitism in German cities, to such a 
degree that by 1933 it was no shock to see newspa-
pers enjoining Germans to “shun the Jews socially” 
and “make the Jews’ lives unbearable.” Front pages 
of Der Stürmer, shop signs banning Jews, and a cat-
alogue for the Degenerate Art exhibition, of 1937, 
precede Hitler’s notes for a speech at the Reichstag, 
to which the chancellor added a single word in red: 
“Judenfrage,” the Jewish question. Through July 13.

1

GALLERIES—UPTOWN

“Elmgreen & Dragset: Van Gogh’s Ear”
The latest public provocation by the Norwegian- 
Danish duo is an empty kidney-shaped swimming 
pool, flipped ninety degrees and standing across 
from Saks as proudly as Saint-Gaudens’s statue 
of General Sherman gallops near Bergdorf’s. The 
evocation of van Gogh’s missing ear is a typical 
 Elmgreen & Dragset feint—it’s less a tribute to the 
post-Impressionist painter than it is a ruse to sneak 
homoerotics into the public sphere. In the past, the 
artists have used swimming pools and diving boards 
as symbols of gay desire and absent bodies. In the 
heart of buttoned-up midtown Manhattan, their up-
turned pool, with its cyan interior, has an irresistible 
campy glamour. Through June 3. (Public Art Fund at 30 
Rockefeller Plaza, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. 212-223-7800.)

1

GALLERIES—CHELSEA

John Chiara
Following a series of wonderfully woozy West Coast 
landscapes, Chiara, who lives in San Francisco, ex-
hibits cityscapes of Manhattan. The photographer 

has been known to convert a van into a mobile cam-
era obscura, and he remains process-oriented here, 
in large pictures full of accidental effects and skewed 
color. Buildings are yellow and green beneath or-
ange and black skies in Chiara’s end-of-days view of 
the city, hallucinatory and alarming. Through May 
21. (Milo, 245 Tenth Ave., at 24th St. 212-414-0370.)

Mike Kelley
Nine largish canvases, made between 1990 and 
1995, renew our acquaintance with the late master 
of the scrofulous sublime. There are three types, 
in acrylic on wood panel: egg-shaped, amoeboid, 
and rectangular with radiating squares. Furiously 
noodled brushwork, floating crazy faces (look-
ing alarmed in “Prenatal Mutual Recognition of 
Betty and Barney Hill”), and high-keyed saccha-
rine color deliver the echt-Kelley effect of antic 
unease. One oval, in faux woodgrain, displays a 
painted poster advertising a college-fraternity 
competition for “Hanging Effigies.” Kelley was 
our faithful reporter on such sinister madness, out 
there in the national dark, and a comic scourge of 
our possible deep-down share in it. He would have 
had a field day in this Presidential year. Through 
June 25. (Skarstedt, 550 W. 21st St. 212-994-5200.)

Lee Krasner
This succinct retrospective makes a strong case 
for the painter, who died in 1984, as an under-
rated master of Abstract Expressionism. The 
works range from a defiant self-portrait, made 
circa 1931-33, to big, gestural abstractions from 
the sixties and seventies. Krasner had the mixed 
blessing of being palpably smarter than her male 
peers—in historical knowledge, formal compre-
hension, and stylistic taste—while being side-
lined by their innovative audacities. It’s as if 
she could never escape having to prove herself. 
But she could bring off marvels, such as “Kufic” 
(1965): a lyrically relaxed, breathing web of pale 
ochre strokes on raw beige canvas. Through June 
4. (Robert Miller, 524 W. 26th St. 212-366-4774.)

Haim Steinbach
Steinbach toys, in a big way, with the psychody-
namics of commercial color engineered to influ-
ence moods. Metal boxes of Pantone-brand pig-
ment occupy glass-fronted plywood cases. Select 
hues, such as Cool Gray, cover walls. One wall ar-
rays a spectrum of a dozen, including Bumble Bee 
Yellow, Poker Green, Inferno (a mildly aggressive 
red-orange), and 100 Mph (red). Objectified, the 
calculated allure of the colors turns sensation-
ally creepy. The artist is best known for his shelf 
works, and several new ones are here, including 
one pairing a vinyl Stay Puft Man with a folkish 
carved rabbit, which, in the Steinbach way, excites 
the mind and freezes the blood. Through May 27. 
(Bonakdar, 521 W. 21st St. 212-414-4144.)

Tom Wesselmann
An entertaining attempt to boost the reputation 
of the Pop-art paladin, who died in 2004, soft- 
pedals his specialty of pneumatic nudes in favor 
of the inanimate: foodstuffs, household appli-
ances, cigarettes, a Volkswagen Beetle. Wessel-
mann’s grabby colors beguile, and he had a win-
ning way with shaped canvas, cutout metal, and 
vacuum-molded plastic. Nonetheless, all the im-
ages and forms still orbit the rejoicing sensuality 

of the “Great American Nude,” as the artist called 
his signature theme—monumentalized breasts, 
lips, and feet, like an explorer’s happy sightings 
of a carnal Xanadu. Through May 28. (Skarstedt, 
550 W. 21st St. 212-994-5200.)

“In Good Time: Photographs by Doug DuBois”
The earliest photographs in this fine mid-career 
survey capture the tensions in DuBois’s family, 
in Short Hills, New Jersey, following his father’s 
near-fatal fall from a train in 1985. They reveal a 
careful observer, alert to anger, resentment, and 
affection, and clearly aware of the impact of his 
own presence. Over the years, DuBois has brought 
the same sensitivity to bear on other close-knit 
communities, including an extended family in a 
run-down Pennsylvania mining town and young-
sters coming of age in suburban Ireland. The lat-
ter series, especially, strikes a balance between 
critique and concern. Note the portrait of a teen-
ager looking lost behind his cigarette’s smoke—
the very picture of aimlessness. Through May 19. 
(Aperture, 547 W. 27th St. 212-505-5555.)

1

GALLERIES—DOWNTOWN

Zarouhie Abdalian
The young artist from Oakland makes her im-
pressive New York début with a delicate exhi-
bition in which even the sparest materials be-
come subtly elegiac. A mortise lock, mounted 
to a white wall, clicks open and shut; a hunk of 
lava rests on the floor; a plaster statue of Janus 
has been cut in half and installed so its two faces 
confront each other. The show’s title is “A Be-
trayal,” suggesting duplicity but also disclosure. 
Through May 14. (Clifton Benevento, 515 Broadway, 
at Spring St. 212-431-6325.)

John Houck
In one of the wittiest shows of the season, the 
American photographer continues to confound 
and impress with pictures that look digitally ma-
nipulated but are, in fact, rigorously analog. Each 
of the layered, trompe-l’oeil images here incor-
porates at least two slight variations on the same 
still-life. An example: after taking a picture of a 
bike leaning against a white wall, Houck paints 
a cartoon hand gripping the handlebar’s shadow 
and shoots again. Elsewhere, surfaces suddenly 
tilt, and shadows fall in several directions at once; 
throughout, the rules of the known world no lon-
ger seem to apply. Through May 22. (On Stellar 
Rays, 213 Bowery, at Rivington St. 212-598-3012.)

“Selections from the Sol LeWitt Collection”
The pioneering conceptual artist was a diligent 
collector, too, and this sensitive show reconfirms 
that his advocacy of ideas never eclipsed his inter-
est in the power of objects. Works by Eva Hesse, 
Robert Smithson, Mel Bochner, and Dan Gra-
ham are mixed in with scores for Steve Reich’s 
“Drumming” and Philip Glass’s “Music in Eight 
Parts.” Works by some lesser-known artists look 
especially good in such company, notably Channa 
Horwitz’s color-coded grid, which was derived 
from a musical source. (Also on view, for LeWitt 
groupies: an early draft, larded with handwritten 
edits, of his landmark 1967 essay, “Paragraphs on 
Conceptual Art.”) Some of the most exciting in-
clusions are the least conceptual ones: a catty 
Daumier lithograph of “classical” and “modern” 
figures at war, and a haunted figure flailing his 
arms, drawn circa 1980 by the Australian artist Old 
Tutuma Tjapangati. Through June 12. (The Draw-
ing Center, 35 Wooster St. 212-219-2166.)
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ROCK AND POP

Musicians and night-club proprietors lead 
complicated lives; it’s advisable to check 

in advance to confirm engagements.

Dance Music Sex Romance: 
A Prince Video Dance Party
In the post-Prince world, commemorative events 
and tribute concerts will continue unabated through 
spring, cementing the surreal with each drop of pur-
ple rain. There are few better ways to experience 
the Beautiful One than onscreen: as did Bowie’s, 
Prince’s pop reign coincided with the maturation, 
in the mid-eighties, of the music video: his use of 
the form in clips like “When Doves Cry” became 
pop-culture mythology. The v.j. and self-described 
music-video historian Stephan Pitalo brings his 
Music Video Time Machine party series to Rough 
Trade, spotlighting Prince’s funkiest looks and 
moves via stage-wide projection. (64 N. 9th St., 
Brooklyn. 718-388-4111. May 7.)

Ought
A member of this skittery rock group recently 
tweeted from the band’s shared Twitter account: 
“considering taking some time off the band to 
focus on my Pokemon career.” Besides flexing 
a healthy amount of droll humor—the band de-
scribes its sound as “post-punk, post-haste”—
the Montreal quartet has no qualms about pin-
ing for a time when the saying “Gotta catch ’em 
all” didn’t refer to Facebook followers. The band 
chose wisely with music as far as careers go, how-
ever, given that their seismic début record, “More 
Than Any Other Day,” from 2014, strikes a mas-
terly balance between the caustic and the calm. 
Their newest full-length album, the taut “Sun 
Coming Down,” released last fall on the Constel-
lation label, spins eminent yarns from wry obser-
vations and small talk. Live, the group vibrates 
with a frenetic yet focussed energy, and the rub-
bery onstage movements of the front man, Tim 
Darcy, make him seem like a more elastic Mark E.  
Smith. The group will headline a stacked bill at 
Silent Barn, featuring the D.C. punk provocateurs 
Priests and the lo-fi pop act Florist. (603 Bushwick 
Ave. 929-234-6060. May 7.)

Dizzee Rascal
For an album titled “Boy in da Corner” that opens 
with a track named “Sittin’ Here,” this artifact of 
London grime teems with motion. Rascal was just 
eighteen in 2003, when his début album was re-
leased in the U.K. and the U.S., making him the 
first London grime artist to find footing in the 
States, with digital clanks, stuttering samples, 
and shout-and-response verses resembling noth-
ing on American airwaves. Thirteen years later, 
Rascal will perform the album in its entirety for 
the first time, as part of the Red Bull Music Acad-
emy Festival. It’s still as kinetic as when it first 
broke, and now bears new significance as a har-
binger of grime’s global presence and consistent 
form. (Music Hall of Williamsburg, 66 N. 6th St., 
Brooklyn. 718-486-5400. May 6.)

White Lung
In 2009, this Vancouver band popped up on a 
compilation record called “Emergency Room:  

Volume 1,” named for the downtown D.I.Y. music- 
and-arts venue where they’d come of age playing 
early demos and dodging flying limbs at rambunc-
tious all-ages gigs. “Therapy” closed side A; the 
lead vocalist, Mish Way, sings, “I know it won’t 
take too long before your genius rips open the 
world.” The line might’ve been self-fulfilling—
in the decade since forming, White Lung has out-
grown local haunts and labels and developed into 
a punk act beloved by fans and critics from Austin 
to Moscow. Their fourth album, “Paradise,” is out 
this week, on Domino; Lars Stalfors, who’s pro-
duced records for Chelsea Wolfe and Alice Glass, 
tries his hand at taming Way’s yowl, with clean re-
sults. They’ll perform ripping new material at this 
album- release show. (Baby’s All Right, 146 Broad-
way, Brooklyn. 718-599-5800. May 7.)

1

JAZZ AND STANDARDS

Bruce Barth
An exceptionally fluent pianist, better known for 
his work with accomplished bandleaders and vocal-
ists than for his own notable projects, Barth duets 
with two substantial players with whom he’s estab-
lished a strong rapport: the vibraphonist Steve Nel-

son (May 6) and the bassist Vicente Archer (May 7). 
(Mezzrow, 163 W. 10th St. mezzrow.com. May 6-7.)

Dave Douglas and High Risk
This ravenously adventurous trumpeter and com-
poser is no stranger to electronica. With High Risk, 
alongside the drummer Mark Guiliana, the bass-
ist Jonathan Maron, and the beats master Shigeto, 
Douglas fearlessly follows his muse farther down 
the rabbit hole, to a place where jazz improvisa-
tion collides with contemporary sonics. (Roulette, 
509 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn. 917-267-0363. May 7.)

Grace Kelly
For a tribute to her mentor, Phil Woods, the 
iconic second-generation bebop saxophonist who 
died in 2015, the alto stylist Kelly leads a quar-
tet comprising the bassist Steve Gilmore and the 
drummer Bill Goodwin, two longtime Woods as-
sociates, and the outstanding veteran pianist Don 

Friedman. (Jazz at Kitano, 66 Park Ave., at 38th 
St. 212-885-7119. May 6-7.)

Allison Miller’s Boom Tic Boom
A gifted and versatile drummer who could be found 
gracing the bandstand with a swath of artists rang-
ing from Ani DiFranco to Dr. Lonnie Smith, Miller 
occasionally steps away from her M.V.P. role to re-
cord with her own band. Her absorbing new album, 
“Otis Was a Polar Bear,” features the cornettist Kirk 

Knuffke, the pianist Myra Melford, and the violinist 
Jenny Scheinman, players who will also join her at 
this engagement. (Dizzy’s Club Coca-Cola, Broad-
way at 60th St. 212-258-9595. May 5.)

One for All
Pledging allegiance to hard bop in all its durable 
glory, the members of this collective sextet, which 
includes the saxophonist Eric Alexander and the 
trombonist Steve Davis, have been together for 
nearly twenty years, fulfilling a need for slam-
ming, unpretentious jazz which is in little dan-
ger of disappearing. (Smoke, 2751 Broadway, be-
tween 105th and 106th Sts. 212-864-6662. May 6-8.)
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The Examined Life 
Stew returns to the Public with a new 
musical, “The Total Bent.”

“Now, you don’t know me, and I don’t 
know you, so let’s cut to the chase, the 
name is Stew.” That’s how the monony-
mous fifty-four-year-old rocker and ra-
conteur announced himself, electric guitar 
in hand, at the start of his musical memoir, 
“Passing Strange.” The show—part rock 
concert, part “Pippin”—opened at the 
Public in 2007 and moved to Broadway 
the following year, where Spike Lee filmed 
it for posterity. A stout, goateed trouba-
dour in a porkpie hat, Stew played both 
narrator and knowing foil to his younger 
self, a callow, bug-eyed teen-ager whose 
tussle with identity takes him from black 
bourgeois Los Angeles to the hash-
clouded coffeehouses of Amsterdam and 
on to the Berlin punk scene, where he 
embellishes his racial trauma to gain cred 
with the avant-garde crowd. Both his story 
and his storytelling eluded the archetypes 
of African-American life, and of Broad-
way musicals. But, much like the stage 
adaptation of “Fun Home,” in which the 
lesbian cartoonist Alison Bechdel looks 
back ruefully at her Pennsylvania girlhood, 
“Passing Strange” took its strength from 
specificity. In telling his truth and not 

worrying too much about whether it was 
“universal,” Stew fashioned a wry, regret-
ful bildungsroman.

Now he’s back, with “The Total 
Bent” (starting previews May 10, at the 
Public), another tale of a young black 
man straining for authenticity in a 
world ruled by narrow expectations. Set 
in Alabama during the civil-rights 
movement, the show—directed by Jo-
anna Settle and written with Heidi 
Rodewald, Stew’s songwriting partner 
and onetime girlfriend—follows the 
son of a famous gospel singer and 
healer. The younger man has been writ-
ing his father’s hits, but the winds of 
social unrest beckon him toward his 
own artistic destiny, putting father and 
son at odds. The gulf between parents 
and children was at the heart of “Pass-
ing Strange” —Eisa Davis memorably 
played Stew’s churchgoing mother—
and it’s telling that the theme has 
drawn him back, a perennial prodigal 
son. The story may not be straightfor-
wardly autobiographical, but Stew isn’t 
one to leave himself out of the picture: 
both he and Rodewald play in the on-
stage band (on guitar and bass, respec-
tively) and occasionally chime in on the 
action.

—Michael Schulman

THE THEATRE

1

OPENINGS AND PREVIEWS

A Better Place
Evan Bergman directs Wendy Beckett’s comedy, 
presented by the Directors Company, about a gay 
New York couple obsessed with their neighbors’ 
real estate. (The Duke on 42nd Street, 229 W. 42nd 
St. 646-223-3010. In previews.)

Bianco
St. Ann’s Warehouse hosts the U.K.’s NoFit State 
Circus, which performs an aerodynamic show with  
a live band in a flying-saucer-like tent under the  
Brooklyn Bridge. (45 Water St., Brooklyn. 718-
254-8779. In previews. Opens May 8.)

Cal in Camo
In William Francis Hoffman’s drama, directed 
by Colt Coeur’s Adrienne Campbell-Holt, a new 
mother’s ne’er-do-well brother comes to visit her 
and her husband. (Rattlestick, 224 Waverly Pl. 866-
811-4111. Previews begin May 6.)

Cirque du Soleil—Paramour
The Canadian circus company mounts its new-
est acrobatic spectacle, which tells the story of 
a starlet choosing between love and art during 
Hollywood’s golden age. (Lyric, 213 W. 42nd St. 
877-250-2929. In previews.)

Daphne’s Dive
Thomas Kail directs a play by Quiara Alegría 
Hudes, featuring Vanessa Aspillaga and Daphne 
Rubin-Vega, about the owner of a cheap bar in 
North Philly and her adopted daughter. (Per shing 
Square Signature Center, 480 W. 42nd St. 212-244-
7529. In previews.)

A Doll’s House
At Theatre for a New Audience, Arin Arbus di-
rects John Douglas Thompson and Maggie Lacey 
in Thornton Wilder’s adaptation of the Ibsen 
drama, in repertory with Strindberg’s “The Fa-
ther.” (Polonsky Shakespeare Center, 262 Ashland 
Pl., Brooklyn. 866-811-4111. In previews.)

Hadestown
Anaïs Mitchell’s folk opera, developed with and 
directed by Rachel Chavkin, is a retelling of the 
Orpheus and Eurydice myth. (New York The-
atre Workshop, 79 E. 4th St. 212-460-5475. Pre-
views begin May 6.)

Incognito
Manhattan Theatre Club stages Nick Payne’s 
play, which braids the stories of a pathologist 
who steals Einstein’s brain, a neuropsychologist 
beginning a new romance, and a seizure patient 
who loses his memory. Doug Hughes directs. 
(City Center Stage I, 131 W. 55th St. 212-581-1212. 
In previews.)

The Ruins of Civilization
In a new play by Penelope Skinner (“The Village 
Bike”), directed by Leah C. Gardiner for Man-
hattan Theatre Club, a married couple living in 
a ravaged future open their doors to a stranger. 
(City Center Stage II, 131 W. 55th St. 212-581-1212. 
In previews.)

Signature Plays
Lila Neugebauer directs a trio of one-acts: 
Edward Albee’s “The Sandbox,” María Irene 
Fornés’s “Drowning,” and Adrienne Kenne-
dy’s “Funnyhouse of a Negro.” (Pershing Square 
Signature Center, 480 W. 42nd St. 212-244-7529. 
In previews.)
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La Verità
The Swiss circus artist Daniele Finzi Pasca and 
his Compagnia Finzi Pasca stage an acrobatic 
homage to Salvador Dali. (BAM’s Howard Gil-
man Opera House, 30 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn. 718-
636-4100. May 4-7.)

1

NOW PLAYING

American Psycho
Benjamin Walker can’t seem to catch a break. His 
generic handsomeness and his height make him a 
natural leading man, but, instead of teasing out 
what might be interesting and different about him 
as a performer, directors tend to rely on his looks 
to carry a project. Perfectly cast as the homicidal fi-
nancier Patrick Bateman, Walker gets to be strange, 
but, unfortunately, Rupert Goold’s production of-
fers him little to work with. Based on Bret Easton 
Ellis’s 1991 novel, about nineteen-eighties consum-
erism and disaffection, this musical has music and 
lyrics by Duncan Sheik, but the only memorable 
numbers are the pop songs of the period which 
are sung intermittently throughout. Supported by 
generous performers like Heléne Yorke and Alice 
Ripley, Walker works like mad to make Bateman’s 
story matter, but it doesn’t, not much. He’s a mur-
derous, cartoon-thin protagonist built like a super-
hero. (Schoenfeld, 236 W. 45th St. 212-239-6200.)

Blood at the Root
The air is hot—“so hot,” the students say in a 
rhythmic, crescendoing patter, an early sign of 
the stylizations to come. There are six of them, 
high-schoolers in near-contemporary Louisi-
ana, surrounded by hints of uneasiness—some 
overt, some less so—about race and sexuality. 
When one of them decides to sit under the wrong 
tree, the long-brewing tensions finally explode. 
Dominique Morisseau’s drama, commissioned by 
Penn State Centre Stage and loosely based on 
the Jena Six controversy of 2006, is an exuber-
ant and often exciting blend of song, movement, 
and suspense. Though it sometimes risks—and 
falls victim to—corniness on the way to its les-
sons on various issues, it does have a warm, beat-
ing heart, and an admirable curiosity about how 
the history of a place holds it together, for bet-
ter or worse. (National Black Theatre, 2031 Fifth 
Ave., at 125th St. 212-722-3800.)

Eclipsed
Although Danai Gurira’s harrowing play—about 
the brutalization of women during the moral vac-
uum of Liberia’s second civil war—has its own 
stark rewards, the main draw of Liesl Tommy’s 
production (newly transferred from the Pub-
lic) is the high-intensity wattage radiated by its 
star, Lupita Nyong’o, who is making her Broad-
way début after winning an Oscar, in 2014, for 
“12 Years a Slave.” Before she was a Hollywood 
darling, Nyong’o was a classically trained stage 
actor, and she renders a haunting turn as the 
Girl, a victim of serial horrors who, amid the 
spiralling chaos of the conflict, picks up a gun 
and becomes a victimizer herself, rounding up 
other young women for the rebels’ rape camps. 
Furiously dedicated, Nyong’o pays the material 
the ultimate compliment a celebrity actor can 
bestow on a playwright, by submerging her ico-
nicity and disappearing into her role. (Golden, 
252 W. 45th St. 212-239-6200.)

Fully Committed
Becky Mode’s high-spirited spoof of fine dining 
was an Off Broadway hit in 1999, when foodie 

culture was just enveloping New York City. In 
its Broadway première, directed by Jason Moore 
and starring the affable “Modern Family” actor 
Jesse Tyler Ferguson, the play has been updated 
for the age of molecular gastronomy and Open - 
Table, though the status-mongering of the urban 
élite appears to be a perennial subject. Fergu-
son plays a beleaguered reservations clerk at an 
uber-trendy restaurant, stuck in the basement 
office with blinking phone lines. He also plays 
everyone else: a Park Avenue dowager, a fratty 
chef, a French maître d’, Gwyneth Paltrow’s per-
sonal assistant (“You know she doesn’t eat le-
gumes, right?”), Heston Blumenthal, and some 
forty others. Ferguson slips easily among char-
acters—you’re never lost—with a flair for under-
stated comedic grace notes. It’s an eighty-minute 
diversion: no more, no less. (Lyceum, 149 W. 45th St. 
212-239-6200.)

The Place We Built
Artistically ambitious and structurally slack, 
Sarah Gancher’s drama is a political play, a his-
tory play, a mood play, a memory play, and more. 
Based on a true-ish story of a group of friends 
running a semi-legal bar in Budapest’s former 
Jewish quarter, it shifts between events in the 
spring of 2013, when the right-wing government 
threatens to close the place down, and flash-
backs to the space’s founding, years before. In-
terviews with an American documentarian link 
the two time periods. Gancher skews demo-
cratic; she wants each of her characters to have 
an equal say. The choice of a collective protag-
onist is a bold strategy, but, with twenty or so 
speaking roles, it has a tendency to dissipate ac-
tion and passion. The director, Danya Taymor, 
nicely evokes the spirit of competition and ca-
maraderie, but she can’t impose a stricter, more 
rigorous form on the play or the protest. (Flea, 
41 White St. 212-352-3101.)

Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again.
It takes a while to understand what the writer 
Alice Birch is doing in this dense sixty- five-
minute work, and you may still be scratch-
ing your head once you leave the show, but 
you won’t blame Birch for not spelling things 
out. The twenty-nine-year-old British play-
wright seems to be less interested in narrative 
sense than in exploring the value of ideology, 
the human confusion that underlies political 
thought and even radicalism. The cast is excel-
lent, particularly the great Jennifer Ikeda, who 
knows that the piece is as much about words as 
about trying to express oneself through lim-
ited means. The strong up-and-coming direc-
tor Lileana Blain-Cruz doesn’t try to shoehorn 
more apparent sense into Birch’s sensibility, and 
that’s O.K., too. (SoHo Rep, 46 Walker St. 212- 
352-3101.)

The School for Scandal
The mission of the Red Bull Theatre is to pre-
sent “heightened language plays,” and, with 
this production of Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s 
1777 comedy, it has chosen well and succeeded 
grandly. The director, Marc Vietor, has fashioned 
a zippy, colorful romp in which the craft of the 
dialogue offers as much pleasure as the work-
ings of the plot, a light sex farce and a barbed 
critique of Georgian “social media.” The actors 
gallop through their speeches with precision, so 
that even the frequent audience asides—often 
a troublesome stylistic effect for modern spec-
tators—seem organic and comically right. The 
excellent cast of fourteen includes Frances Bar-

ber as Lady Sneerwell, Mark Linn-Baker as Sir 
Peter Teazle, Dana Ivey as Lady Candour, and a 
slithering Jacob Dresch as Mr. Snake, a gossip 
columnist and critic. (Lucille Lortel, 121 Christo-
pher St. 212-352-3101. Through May 8.)

Tuck Everlasting
Natalie Babbitt hit on something elemental 
with her 1975 children’s novel, about a fam-
ily that drinks from an enchanted spring and 
receives eternal life. What child doesn’t won-
der at the idea of immortality—its possibili-
ties and its terror? In this bighearted musical 
adaptation, the talented eleven-year-old Sarah 
Charles Lewis plays Winnie, the young girl 
who discovers the clan in her family’s woods 
and befriends Jesse Tuck (Andrew Keenan-Bol-
ger), forever seventeen. Casey Nicholaw’s pro-
duction matches the story’s sweet simplic-
ity with visual dazzle: translucent storybook 
sets by Walt Spangler and fanciful costumes 
by Gregg Barnes. The score, by Chris Miller 
(music) and Nathan Tysen (lyrics), is mostly 
schmaltzy and generic, held up by Claudia Shear 
and Tim Federle’s snappy script. But the show’s 
trump card—its only real innovation—is the bal-
letic finale, choreographed by Nicholaw: word-
less, time-hopping, and lovely. (Broadhurst, 235   
W. 44th  St. 212-239-6200.)

Waitress
Jenna (the astounding Jessie Mueller), the 
heroine of this winning new musical, based 
on Adrienne Shelly’s 2007 film, is a server at 
a small-town diner, caught between her genius 
for making pies and a redneck husband (Nick 
Cordero) who doesn’t want her to have any in-
dependence. When she finds out she’s pregnant, 
she starts an affair with her bumbling gynecol-
ogist (Drew Gehling)—it’s less creepy than it 
sounds—and leans on the sisterhood of her gal 
pals at the restaurant (Kimiko Glenn and Keala 
Settle). The celebrated singer-songwriter Sara 
Bareilles wrote the music and lyrics—ethereal, 
gorgeously harmonic, and even funny—and 
Mueller (“Beautiful”) is just the performer 
to put them over, with equal parts warmth 
and grit. Diane Paulus’s production boasts an 
all-female creative team, and the show is mind-
ful of the obstacles that working women face, 
even as it dusts them with show-business cin-
namon. (Brooks Atkinson, 256 W. 47th St. 877- 
250-2929.)

1

ALSO NOTABLE

Blackbird Belasco. • Bright Star Cort. • The 

Color Purple Jacobs. • The Crucible Walter 
Kerr. • Dear Evan Hansen Second Stage. • The 

Dingdong Pearl. • Disaster! Nederlander. • The 

Effect Barrow Street Theatre. • Exit Strat-

egy Cherry Lane. Through May 6. • The Fa-

ther Samuel J. Friedman. • Fiddler on the 

Roof Broadway Theatre. • Fun Home Circle 
in the Square. • Gorey: The Secret Lives of Ed-

ward Gorey HERE. • Hamilton Richard Rod-
gers. • The Humans Helen Hayes. • Long Day’s 

Journey Into Night American Airlines Theatre. 
(Reviewed in this issue.)  • Mike Birbiglia: Thank 

God for Jokes Lynn Redgrave. • The Robber 

Bridegroom Laura Pels. • School of Rock Win-
ter Garden. • She Loves Me Studio 54. • Shuf-

fle Along Music Box. • Straight Acorn. Through 
May 8. • A Streetcar Named Desire St. Ann’s 
Warehouse. • Stupid Fucking Bird Pearl. Through 
May 8. • Toast 59E59. • Wolf in the River Flea.
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DANCE
New York City Ballet
Two new works will be unveiled at the spring gala 
on May 4: a ballet set to Gershwin, by Christo-
pher Wheeldon, and a début by Nicolas Blanc. 
Wheeldon has launched himself into a global 
career, including massive productions like “Al-
ice’s Adventures in Wonderland,” for the Royal 
Ballet, and “An American in Paris,” on Broad-
way. His new work, “American Rhapsody,” is set 
to “Rhapsody in Blue.” Blanc, a ballet master at 
the Joffrey, set his ballet to a big, bombastic sym-
phony, “Mothership,” by the young composer 
Mason Bates, which combines acoustic and elec-
tronic sounds. Also on the program is one of the 
best ballets of the last decade, Alexei Ratman-
sky’s witty, stylish romp set to Shostakovich’s 
Second Piano Concerto, “Concerto DSCH.” • 
May 4 at 7 (gala): “Mothership,” “Concerto 
DSCH,” and “American Rhapsody.” • May 5 at 
7:30: “Bournonville Divertissements,” “Moves,” 
“Tchaikovsky Pas de Deux,” and “Symphony in 
Three Movements.” • May 6 at 8, May 8 at 3, 
and May 10 at 7:30: “Ballo della Regina,” “Kam-
mermusik No. 2,” and “Vienna Waltzes.” • May 
7 at 2: “Barber Violin Concerto,” “N.Y. Export: 
Opus Jazz,” and “The Most Incredible Thing.” • 
May 7 at 8: “Belles-Lettres,” “Mothership,” 
“American Rhapsody,” and “Concerto DSCH.” 
(David H. Koch, Lincoln Center. 212-496-0600. 
Through May 29.)

American Ballet Theatre
The company will present no fewer than eight of 
Alexei Ratmansky’s works over the eight-week 
spring season at the Metropolitan Opera House. 
These include a new ballet for seven men and 
one woman, set to Leonard Bernstein’s “Sere-
nade, After Plato’s Symposium,” and a company 
première of his 2012 ballet “The Golden Cock-
erel,” set to music by Rimsky-Korsakov. Ratman-
sky’s “Firebird” is back; the title role will be per-
formed by Misty Copeland and Isabella Boylston 
on alternate nights. The company will also revive 
one of the most charming ballets in its repertoire: 
Frederick Ashton’s “La Fille Mal Gardée,” a story 
of young love set in the English countryside (and, 
incidentally, a great ballet for kids). The season 
opens with another Ashton ballet, “Sylvia.” Try 
to catch either Gillian Murphy or Isabella Boyl-
ston in the title role. • May 9-10 at 7:30: “Sylvia.” 
(Lincoln Center. 212-362-6000. Through July 2.)

Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana
A local stalwart for more than three decades, this 
troupe is solid, with a potential for sparks. Lately, 
most of the fire has come from Ángel Muñoz, 
an impetuous and charismatic dancer who has 
shown promise as a choreographer. His “An-
geles II” is on this Andalusia-themed program, 
along with a première by Susana di Palma about 
Picasso and a 1997 piece about Federico García 
Lorca. (BAM Fisher, 321 Ashland Pl., Brooklyn. 
718-636-4100. May 3-8.)

São Paulo Dance Company
We don’t see enough Brazilian dance in New 
York, so a visit from this São Paolo-based 
contemporary- dance troupe is welcome. Its di-
rector, Inês Bogéa, is a former member of the 
excellent Grupo Corpo, another all too infre-
quent visitor. A mixed bill at the Joyce offers a 

cross-section of Brazilian choreographers, none 
of them well known here: Cassi Abranches, 
Clébio Oliveira, and Jomar Mesquita (who di-
rects another Brazilian troupe, Mimulus Cia de 
Dança). The company’s look is sleek, sexy, and 
highly technical, with a strong base in ballet. (175 
Eighth Ave., at 19th St. 212-242-0800. May 3-8.)

Levi Gonzalez
Whether making a big mess and throwing parts 
of it at the audience or burping in total dark-
ness, Gonzalez, often compellingly intense in 
the works of others, sometimes seems desper-

ate to do anything but dance in his own pieces. 
His new work “Every Cell and I a Mouth” has 
no music and no changes in lighting, but it does 
feature the choreographer onstage directing the 
cast of three as the performance happens. (Abrons 
Arts Center, 466 Grand St. 212-352-3101. May 5-7.)

Colin Gee and Angie Smalis
Once a clown for Cirque du Soleil, Gee now op-
erates more like time-lapse photography, mov-
ing in minute, highly subtle shifts that suggest 
psychological nuances. In two works with the 
dancer Angie Smalis, he animates images from 
the past. “Chaplet of Roses” borrows postures of 
courtly love from a fifteenth-century tapestry. 
“They Go Out in Joy” draws from photographs 
of Irish emigrants of the nineteen-twenties, taken 
just before they departed for America. (Abrons 
Arts Center, 466 Grand St. 212-352-3101. May 6-8.)

ABOVE & BEYOND

America’s Cup
This most venerable of boat races is named not 
after the country but after the New York Yacht Club 
schooner that first outraced a British ship, in 1851, 
setting off a century of victories for the port city 
and establishing an era of dominance in the New 
World. This year, the race returns to New York for 
the first time since 1920, one of six international 
locations for the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup 
World Series. Spectators will gather at the Brook-
field Place Waterfront Plaza to watch the top sail-
ors on the globe race through the lower Hudson 
River off the Battery Park City Esplanade, in pur-
suit of what’s widely known as the oldest trophy 
in international sport. (230 Vesey St. acws-newyork.
americascup.com. May 7-8.)

1

AUCTIONS AND ANTIQUES

In the next few weeks, the auction houses will duke 
it out for supremacy in the high-stakes market for 
Impressionist, modern, and contemporary art, even 
if the mood is noticeably less exuberant than last 
year. Sotheby’s begins with an evening sale of Im-
pressionists and early modernists on May 9, led by 
two bright, appealing Fauve canvases: Derain’s “Les 
Voiles Rouges” and Maurice de Vlaminck’s almost 
psychedelic “Sous-Bois.” (A day sale follows on May 
10.) The sale also features several Picassos and one 
of Degas’s familiar bronze ballerinas. On May 7, the 
house holds its annual auction of African, Oceanic, 
and pre-Columbian art. (York Ave. at 72nd St. 212-
606-7000.) • Loic Gouzier, Christie’s mischievous 
deputy chairman of postwar and contemporary art, 
has organized yet another of his cheeky sales, this 
one entitled “Bound to Fail” (May 8). It is dedi-
cated to works (by Cattelan, Duchamp, Sherman, 
and others) that, in Gouzier’s view, lie outside of the 

artistic mainstream. After this, the house launches 
into its postwar and contemporary evening sale 
(May 10); among the enticements is “Untitled,” a 
canvas by Jean-Michel Basquiat from 1982 depict-
ing a demonic mask surrounded by vibrant streaks 
of color. (20 Rockefeller Plaza, at 49th St. 212-636-
2000.) • Phillips gets in on the action with two big 
sales of twentieth- century and contemporary art. 
The more expensive lots, which include one of Cindy 
Sherman’s “Film Stills” and a romanticized portrait 
(“Angela”) by the contemporary American artist 
John Currin, go under the gavel on the evening of 
May 8; a day sale follows on May 10. (450 Park Ave. 
212-940-1200.) • The “Frieze New York” fair (May 
5-8), which focusses on the ultra- contemporary, set-
tles into its fifth season on Randall’s Island. The at-
traction is not just the large range of art on display 
but also the fairground atmosphere—the bright, 
shiny structure built for the event, various pop-up 
restaurants to choose from, and the ferry ride across 
the East River. (Randall’s Island Park, East River at 
Harlem River. friezenewyork.com.)

1

READINGS AND TALKS

PowerHouse Arena
Grant Jarrett grew up in northwestern Pennsylva-
nia, relocating to Manhattan to write as an adult. 
As with many transplants, the intimate memories 
of his childhood home color his output. For a new 
collection, “The House That Made Me,” which Jar-
rett edited, he invited more than a dozen writers to 
reflect on the homes and neighborhoods in which 
they grew up and how their experiences came to in-
fluence their writing. At this book launch, Jarrett 
appears in conversation with the contributors Alice 
Eve Cohen, Porochista Khakpour, and Julie Metz. 
(37 Main St., Brooklyn. 718-666-3049. May 10 at 7.) IL
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TABLES FOR TWO

Santa Fe Grill 
62 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn  
(718-636-0279)

On a stormy Monday night, three 
twenty-somethings headed west from 
their trendy stomping ground of Pros-
pect Heights to sleepy Park Slope and 
its Santa Fe Grill, which the Times, in 
1989, named “one of the hot nightspots 
among the young and restless.” Duck-
ing in from Seventh Avenue, they 
found the Dixie Chicks playing on 
loop, and the long cherrywood bar 
populated by baby boomers who know 
where to find a generous serving of 
Southwestern kitsch, plus food that an 
abuelita would make if she read back 
issues of Gourmet: crispy Oaxacan 
chicken basted in honey- lime butter; 
charred skirt steak marinated in basil 
and chili paste; shrimp enchiladas 
made with delicate blue-corn tortillas, 
a smoky tomatillo sauce, and fresh Chi-
huahuan cheese.

Some restaurants are comfortable, 
some are delectable, and a small num-
ber, like Santa Fe, strike a genial balance 
between the two. For thirty years, the 
excesses of the space—part sweat lodge, 
part hunting lodge, with tribal vest-
ments and cow skulls fastened to the 
stucco walls—have been mellowed by 
the light of non-electrified candles, 
deep padded booths, and windowed 

doors that open onto the sidewalk. Also 
mellowing: the borough’s best frozen 
margaritas. They are prepared with a 
secret sour-lemon mix and dispensed 
from an ancient frozen-yogurt machine; 
plastic animals sit astride the salted 
rims of the oversized glasses. The tangy 
cilantro- strewn salsa is house-made, as 
are the tricolored chips, and both are 
endlessly refilled by the easygoing wait 
staff. In caloric compensation, the veg-
etable quesadilla is light on cheese and 
stuffed with asparagus, firm and thinly 
sliced, and corn kernels roasted nearly 
to bursting.

A few menu items should be avoided. 
The chimichanga, a super- dense fried 
burrito, might be mistaken, in the con-
sistency of its contents, for one huge 
bean; recently, pollock in the fish tacos 
was so finely shredded that it ap-
proached a paste. Go instead for the 
chicken-mole enchiladas, which are 
unassailable—the meat tender but tex-
tured, the sauce rich but unfussy, con-
ferring a shock of sweetness on the 
tongue and a slow burn on the roof of 
the mouth. To cool off, try a slice of 
coconut cream cake, imported from 
Cousin John’s Café and Bakery, a thirty- 
year veteran of the same block. The 
flaked coconut is fresh and abundant, 
pressed into a wonderfully mysterious 
coating: whipped cream or icing? An-
other balance, struck. (Entrées $14-$21.)

—Daniel Wenger

FßD & DRINK

Paris Blues
2021 Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Blvd. (917-257-7831)

The other evening, Samuel Hargress, Jr., disfaw-
dled himself from his perch outside this uptown 
jazz dive to greet a pair of newcomers. Hargress, 
who is eighty and has a penchant for immaculately 
tailored three-piece suits, opened the bar in 1969. 
Business, he says, is getting better every day. 
Inside, John Cooksey, the drummer that night, 
interrupted a Motown and blues set to mourn 
Prince’s passing. In a balloon-decorated nook to 
the band’s right, a group of Dutch tourists in 
moody T-shirts sampled the nightly free spread 
of chicken and rice. Nearby, a couple, feet curli-
cued beneath a satin-covered table, struck up a 
conversation about the oneness of God, and sipped 
Harlem Sugar Hill Golden Ale, whose label ex-
horts its drinkers to “taste the music.” In his speech, 
Cooksey also paid tribute to Dennis Davis, a local 
drummer who passed away in early April. Davis, 
who played with David Bowie and whose dry 
intelligence cloaked his explosive talent, could 
occasionally be found performing at Paris Blues. 
Hargress said that he is planning a birthday party 
at the bar to celebrate the drummer’s life. Cook-
sey launched into a rendition of “Purple Rain.” 
The concupiscent pair leaned in closer. “I’m 
against all religions, but I’m open to other cul-
tures,” one said softly. Someone near the band lit 
a sparkler and began shouting “C’mon, Prince 
Nelson!” A woman with a tribal tattoo on her right 
shoulder blade danced as a television above the 
door flashed images of memorials to the singer 
elsewhere in the city. Musicians may pass, but 
Hargress and his bar remain the same. As some-
one yelled when the band struck up their next 
tune, “Can’t lose with the blues!”—Nicolas Niarchos
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COMMENT
READY OR NOT

“I
’ll never support Donald Trump, and Ted Cruz does 
very little to appeal to me as a young voter,” Connor 

Maytnier, a Republican and a junior at Georgetown, told 
Paul Ryan, the Speaker of the House, at a town-hall event 
at the university last Wednesday. The night before, Trump 
had decisively won primaries in five states, widening his del-
egate lead over Cruz—and, much farther behind, John Ka-
sich. Maytnier wanted to know if Ryan had any advice for 
young Republicans like him, who didn’t see a candidate to 
support. Ryan was sitting on the stage in shirtsleeves, and 
he tilted his head and shifted his body into a pose that com-
municated wry but earnest bemusement. “Unfortunately, 
this is not the first time I’ve had this question,” he said.

The audience laughed, and Ryan went on to say that, as 
the chair of the Republican National Convention, a respon-
sibility that came with his speakership—there was another 
bit about how he’d been told that only after he’d taken the 
job—he tried to be neutral, and “so I’m not trying to push 
you one way or the other.” Instead, he brought up the “agenda 
project” (a.k.a. #ConfidentAmerica) that he and his con-
gressional colleagues were putting together for the Party, 
and, for the next few minutes, he  
spoke about everything from replacing 
Obamacare to rewriting customs reg-
ulations, reforming taxes and entitle-
ment programs, bolstering national 
security, and ending  the tyranny 
of “unelected bureaucrats”—every-
thing, that is, except getting behind a 
particular Presidential candidate. 

As Ryan ticked off items on his 
fingers, he urged Maytnier not to ap-
proach the November election as “a 
vote for a person.” (“Republicans lose 
personality contests anyway,” he said, 
unmindful of the ghost of Ronald 
Reagan.) The proper way to think 
about it is in terms of “ideas,” as “a 
choice of two paths,” Ryan said. “So I 

would just ask you to raise your gaze and look at the hori-
zon we’re trying to paint.” Presumably, if Maytnier raised his 
gaze high enough, and squinted, he’d be able to avoid seeing 
Donald Trump. That could be difficult in July, however, if 
Trump is standing on the podium at the Convention, in 
Cleveland, accepting the nomination. 

Before Trump’s latest round of victories, another question 
often heard was whether Ryan might offer himself up as an 
alternative to Trump, at a contested Convention, if no candi-
date arrived with an absolute majority, of twelve hundred and 
thirty-seven delegates. (Ryan could be safely picked at short 
notice, since he was vetted for the Vice-Presidential ticket just 
four years ago.) But it looks as if Trump, who heads into this 
week’s Indiana primary with an estimated nine hundred and 
fifty-four delegates to Cruz’s five hundred and forty-seven, 
has a good chance of reaching the magic number. There are 
historical precedents for how a Convention challenge could 
still be mounted—the 1940 Republicans offer one—but the 
more recent examples are not encouraging for insurgents. In 
1976, Reagan used uncertainty about Gerald Ford’s narrow 
majority as the premise for a floor fight; with all his charisma, 

and despite the controversy over Ford’s 
pardon of Nixon, he lost. 

Reagan had tried to win over un-
committed delegates by announcing, 
weeks before the Convention, that, if 
nominated, he’d make Senator Rich-
ard Schweiker, of Pennsylvania, his 
running mate. Cruz copied that move 
last week, naming Carly Fiorina, the 
former C.E.O. of Hewlett-Packard, as 
his. The way the delegate math is work-
ing out, though, he is more likely to be 
in the position of Ted Kennedy, who 
arrived at the 1980 Democratic Con-
vention hundreds of delegates behind 
Jimmy Carter, and then tried to get 
the rules changed, so that all delegates 
would be unbound. This was framed IL
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VISITING DIGNITARY DEPT.
GREENER PASTURES

O
n a recent Friday, John Kerry, 
the Secretary of State, rode in a mo-

torcade from the Palace Hotel, on Mad-
ison Avenue, to the U.N. It was Earth 
Day, and representatives from more than 
a hundred countries were gathering to 
sign the Paris Climate Agreement—a 
symbolic event but, by the Sisyphean 
standards of environmental diplomacy, 
a big deal. Kerry had flown in from Ri-
yadh to attend.

He entered the U.N. through a V.I.P. 
door and speed-walked up an escalator, 
with about a dozen staffers jogging be-
hind. Some wore green ties, in obser-
vance of Earth Day; one wore a purple 
tie, in honor of Prince. Kerry’s face bore 
a puckish grin, as if he were heading to-
ward an ice-cream social rather than a 
chamber full of tiny microphones.

Last month, when a CNBC reporter 
asked Ted Cruz about climate change, 
the candidate called it “the perfect pseu-
doscientific theory for a power-hungry 
politician.” He was following a long Re-

publican campaign tradition. In 1992, 
George H. W. Bush referred to Al Gore, 
Bill Clinton’s running mate, as “ozone 
man.” “This guy is so far out in the en-
vironmental extreme, we’ll be up to our 
necks in owls,” Bush warned. When 
George W. Bush ran against Kerry, in 
2004, his campaign manager called Kerry 
“incredibly environmentally green.” En-
vironmentalism was portrayed as another 
of his effete affectations, like kiteboard-
ing, or his passion for Cabernet.

Kerry sat near the back of the Gen-
eral Assembly Hall, with the U.S. dele-
gation. He was fourteenth on the speak-
ing list. (According to U.N. protocol, 
heads of state speak first.) François Hol-
lande, the President of France, went first; 
then came Ollanta Humala, of Peru. Two 
Jumbotrons displayed digital timers 
counting down from three minutes. “Be-
fore I give the floor to the President of 
Bolivia, I’d like to appeal to the speak-
ers to stick to the time limit,” Ban Ki-
moon, the Secretary-General, said. Evo 
Morales, of Bolivia, approached the mi-
crophone. “The enemy of life is the cap-
italist system!” he said. He exceeded the 
time limit.

At last, Kerry spoke. “Today, as we 
think of the hard work ahead, I am re-
minded of Nelson Mandela’s very sim-
ple words: ‘It always seems impossible 

until it is done,’ ” he said. In the audi-
ence, delegates typed on their phones. 
After seven minutes, Kerry left the stage, 
to light applause. Leonardo DiCaprio 
spoke near the end of the proceedings. 
The delegates perked up, switching their 
phones to camera mode.

Exiting the auditorium, Kerry walked 
into a back room, where his daughter 
Alexandra and his two-year-old grand-
daughter, Isabelle, were waiting. Alexan-
dra Kerry is a producer and director who 
worked on MTV’s “The Hills”; Isabelle 
wore a floral dress and barrettes. Asked 

as allowing them the “freedom” to vote their “conscience”; 
Carter’s supporters called it attempted theft, as Trump’s 
would, too. (And Ted Cruz is no Ted Kennedy, in the eyes 
of his party. Last week, John Boehner, Ryan’s predecessor as 
Speaker, called Cruz “Lucifer in the flesh,” adding, “I have 
never worked with a more miserable son of a bitch in my 
life.”) Both Reagan and Kennedy, after their defeats, gave 
mesmerizing speeches, offering visions of what their parties 
might become. Many Republicans cringe at the thought of 
what Cruz would say in their place—namely, that he would 
portray Trump as not extreme enough. 

The absence of a contested Convention would present 
the Party with another problem. In 2012, Mitt Romney’s 
campaign was brought into the Convention planning early 
on. The result was a session devoted to Romney’s per-
sonal ministry as a Mormon, a prime-time speech by Ann 
Romney, and a day planned around the theme “We Built  
It,” meant as a rebuke to President Obama’s suggestion that 
individuals don’t build things alone—they need the coöper-
ation of others. A drawn-out fight this year would give  
the Party an excuse to avoid turning the Convention over  
to Trump, with “America First!” banners waving, and eve-
nings devoted to Melania or Ivanka Trump, or to the theme 
“I Will Build It,” with scale models of the border wall  

and the Trump International Hotel, in Washington, D.C.
Perhaps Paul Ryan sees himself as the one who will make 

a Reaganesque, or a the-dream-will-never-die, speech. At 
certain moments during the campaign, such as when Trump 
said that all non-citizen Muslims would be excluded from 
the country, Ryan has spoken up for a more respectable Re-
publican brand. Last week, though, he focussed on the “prin-
ciples” that he and Trump share, adding, on MSNBC, that 
he had spoken to the candidates about his agenda and be-
lieved that Trump was “comfortable” with it. Ryan sounded, 
for a moment, like a contestant on “The Celebrity Appren-
tice,” explaining the merits of the charitable organization he 
has chosen to support. 

If Ryan is holding the gavel when Trump or one of his 
surrogates disparages a religious or ethnic minority, will he 
turn his gaze to the horizon? (If he does, he might see the 
Democrats, about four hundred miles to the east, in Phila-
delphia, preparing for their Convention.) Pretending that 
Trump wasn’t there, rather than truly confronting him, is 
how other Republicans ended up losing in the primaries; 
once each party has picked a candidate, it won’t be so easy 
to stay neutral. The most jarring thing about Donald Trump, 
after all, isn’t really his personality. It’s his ideas.

—Amy Davidson 

John Kerry



1

ONCE AND FUTURE DEPT.
ANTICLIMAX

“S
orry I’m late—not very Ger-
man,” Tom Tykwer said, after  

rushing into the lobby of the Bowery 
Hotel. “I just arrived.” Hearing how he 
sounded—Just popped over from Berlin 
to première my new film—the director 
grinned and confessed, “Actually, my 
wife and I took a stop on the way in at 
the new Whitney. Stunning! There was 
a later self-portrait by Cindy Sher-
man, where she explores her aging by 
photographing herself as a celebrity who’s 
trying to represent what she used to—
only you can see in her eyes she knows 
it’s gone.”

Taking a seat in the lounge, Tykwer, 
who’s fifty and fit, raked a hand through 
his tufty black hair, then ordered an iced 
latte to resuscitate and resituate himself. 
In “A Hologram for the King,” which 
Tykwer adapted from Dave Eggers’s 
novel, Alan Clay (Tom Hanks) has the 
same need. A divorced, slightly desper-
ate American businessman, Clay flies to 
Jeddah, in Saudi Arabia, to pitch a 3-D 
virtual-conferencing system to the King. 
Only the King doesn’t show. So Clay 
spends day after day driving out to a 
planned future city in the desert, wait-
ing in a sweltering tent, then driving 
back and getting drunk. “The challenge 
for a filmmaker is to make the days seem 
endless without seeming boring,” Tyk-
wer said. The repetition calls to mind 
his 1998 film, “Run Lola Run,” in which 
Lola has just twenty minutes to raise a 
hundred thousand marks to save her 
boyfriend’s life, and, “Groundhog Day”-
style, three tries at the task. “It’s always 
an image for me, an individual trapped 
in”—his fingers revolved—“is it a ham-
ster’s wheel?”

He confided that it was strange being 
in New York with his wife, as they rarely 
travel together anymore. She runs an 

N.G.O. in Nairobi. “Her name is Marie 
Steinmann”—he drew a hyphen in the 
air—“Tykwer. Steinmann minus Tyk-
wer. Not ‘minus’? Ah, O.K. The film’s 
distributors gave me this packet of re-
views, and one said, ‘Tykwer’s Adapta-
tion is Eggers minus Eggers,’ so ‘minus’ 
is on my brain.” Joint travel has been 
further curtailed, he added, because his 
sons are six and one. “I’m a late dad. Or 
is it ‘delayed’? The ‘late dad’ is dead! I 
was interested in the model where you 
perpetuate the beautifulness as lovers, 
with the children to the side.” He 
laughed. “But it didn’t happen.” 

Tykwer ordered a Diet Coke and 
noted that Alan Clay turns down sex 
with an alluring Dane (Sidse Babett 
Knudsen). “He’s fresh meat in the expat 
community, so she’s just, ‘Let’s screw 
him.’ ” He shrugged: it was the obvious 
move in life, and certainly in a Holly-
wood film. “Nobody talks about the rel-
ative absence of sex when you’re a male 
in your fifties. I wouldn’t know how to 
do it, either, after a long absence—you 
have to train for the one-night stand.”

Alan later goes on a wolf hunt but 
allows the wolf to pad off, and even his 
strivings for the King’s favor turn out 
to be moot. “The whole movie is an an-
ticlimax, yes,” the director said placidly. 
“Alan could be just a sad, late-capital-
ism loser, an analog man who grew up 
selling things you can touch, like the 
Schwinn bicycles that every American 
I ever meet once had. But he isn’t, be-
cause he’s Tom Hanks. Tom enchants 
you even as Alan is using all these past-
their-date-of-selling-by tricks, like his 
‘Hey, where are you from?’ greeting. He 
throws images of himself at other peo-
ple that they have to eat—but that mask 
in his eyes slowly deteriorates until it 
collapses, like old America. And when 
Tom falls in love with the Saudi doc-
tor”—played by Sarita Choudhury— 
“when he’s in bed with her, it’s amaz-
ing. He looks like a reborn.”

Tykwer’s wife came by, wearing a red 
leather jacket and a radiant smile. They 
kissed and chatted about the Whitney, 
and then she angled off, brandishing  
her cell phone to indicate many pend-
ing tasks. Tykwer ordered a double 
espresso and said, “Alan sold Schwinn 
to China, and now the Chinese come 
in to sell the King a better virtual-meet-
ing system. It’s . . . ?” He bound his fingers 

why he had invited them, Kerry said, 
“They live in Brooklyn, and I don’t get 
to see them enough.” He paused, search-
ing for a weightier explanation. “Also, 
today is about preserving the planet for 
future generations, and so I wanted my 
granddaughter to see it.”

He scooped up Isabelle and proceeded 
down a hallway, trailed by his retinue. 
He ran into Justin Trudeau, the Prime 
Minister of Canada, and kissed him  
on each cheek. They exchanged pleas-
antries in French and English. The con-
versation turned to serious matters—
counter-ISIS strategy—and Kerry handed 
Isabelle to her mother.

When Trudeau left, Kerry collected 
his granddaughter again and resumed 
walking. They passed Dilma Rousseff, 
the President of Brazil, who is facing im-
peachment, and Lalla Hasna, the Prin-
cess of Morocco. “Rock and roll!” Isa-
belle shouted.

“Wow, Isabelle, say that again,”  
Kerry said.

“Rock and roll!”
Kerry entered a greenroom behind 

the dais. He had to sign the document, 
but there was a bottleneck—again, heads 
of state went first. “If this delay keeps 
up, we’ll have to push back the bilat with 
D.R.C.,” an aide whispered, referring to 
a bilateral meeting with Joseph Kabila, 
the President of the Democratic Repub-
lic of the Congo.

While Kerry waited, he sat on a love 
seat and chatted with President Hol-
lande. Then he walked to the dais and 
signed the Paris agreement, with Isabelle 
in his arms. (The next day, the Daily 
Mail ran a photo and the headline “O.K., 
Mr. Kerry, we get it—it’s for the 
children.”) Afterward, he dashed to 
the Security Council conference room, 
talking, as he walked, about stopping cli-
mate change. “The governments aren’t 
going to do it—we’re providing the in-
vitation, and the structure, but it’s the 
private sector that’s going to lead the 
way,” he said. “Someone is going to come 
up with a great high-storage battery, or 
a great solar panel, and say, ‘I’m going to 
be the Thomas Edison of the twenty-first 
century.’ ” Would the rest of the day’s 
meetings—with representatives from  
the D.R.C., the Central African Repub-
lic, and Iran—focus on climate change? 
“No, no,” Kerry said. “Those will be 
about—well, a million other things.” He 

entered the conference room, where a 
case of bottled water and crullers from 
Dunkin’ Donuts waited on a side table, 
and closed the door.

—Andrew Marantz
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together and strained to extricate them. 
“Yes, a Gordian knot. So he’s both vic-
tim and perpetrator—like me, flying in 
here today and back out tomorrow. Our 
son will look at us in twenty-five years, 
when we’re all sitting in holes together 
because the system crashed”—he pointed 
up at the coming climatic doom—“and 
he’ll say, ‘Didn’t you know you shouldn’t 
fly?’ I’ll tell him, ‘I know. It was really 
bad, it was naïve and stupid. But I got 
to see some great art.’ ” He glanced 
around, smiling. “It’s always a question 
of where to look.”

—Tad Friend

France, and grew up in Scarsdale, often 
refers to her colorful, figurative paint-
ings as “feeling-based,” rooted in her 
own bodily experiences. This past Sep-
tember, she received a MacArthur “ge-
nius” grant; her retrospective at the New 
Museum (titled “Al-ugh-ories”) opens 
this week; Anton Kern Gallery will ex-
hibit her work later this month. 

“To be a Cockney, you had to live 
within the boundary of certain church 
bells,” Colaianni said. “ ‘Cockney’ has 
been tied to the Middle English ‘cock-
aigne,’ which didn’t mean a drug; it 
meant plenitude.”

“The Land of Cocaine,” Eisenman 
murmured.

Colaianni said that when he’d worked 
with Bill Murray on Franklin Roosevelt’s 
accent, for the film “Hyde Park on Hud-
son,” he’d written out Murray’s lines 
phonetically, but, he told Eisenman, “In 
your case, you can sort of let it wash over 
you.” He went on, “We’ll start with the 
sound ‘e,’ because it’s at the top of what 
some of us call the vowel ladder.”

“Ee! ” Eisenman said.
“You’ll notice part of the tongue is 

way up,” Colaianni said. He began to 
run through “e”-sound words in Cock-
ney, rapid-fire, with Eisenman rushing 
to repeat them: “DWuhEEB, LuhEAVE, 
KuhEEP, PuhEAK . . .” “Be sweet” be-
came “BuhEE swuhEEt.” 

“Don’t you feel that in your body?” 
Colaianni asked.

“It’s like a Slip’N Slide!” Eisenman 
exclaimed.

They raced through other sounds. An 
“a” in British English sometimes sounds 
like “eh” (“peck yuh begz”), and at other 
times like “ah” (“I could have dahnst all 
night”). To practice the “aw” sound, the 
two stood up and pounded their chests—
“Law, law, law, thuh smawl fawn!”

Onward through the “oo” vowel 
(“ew”—“Rewm fa tew?”), the liquid “u” 
(Monday, “Tyuzdee”. . .), the long-“a” 
diphthong (“shave” becomes “shive”), 
and the long-“i” diphthong (pronounced 
“oy”: “pipe” as “poip”). Of the long-“o” 
diphthong (“ow”), Colaianni said, “It’s 
really sweeping through you—they’re 
like broad strokes.”

Eisenman said, “Like, everyone has 
their own fingerprint, their own thumb-
print, their own mark-making. Even 
when people doodle, everyone has their 
own particular way.”

studio, a fourth-floor walkup on West 
Twentieth Street, for her session. Hav-
ing become worried that an Eastern 
European accent like Abramović’s might 
be too difficult, she’d decided on a tu-
torial in Cockney instead.

“I was thinking, like, Eliza Doolit-
tle,” Eisenman told Colaianni, whose 
studio resembles a George Bernard Shaw 
set (crystal decanters, faux gas lamps, 
creaky chairs). “Like a bottom-rung  
sort of English accent. Something  
really street.”

“Shaw will paint a character who’s a 
flower girl, living from hand to mouth, 
and, quote, ‘lower class,’ ” Colaianni said. 
He sat across a cluttered table from 
Eisenman, who had on track pants, Air 
Jordans, and a Miami Heat beanie. “And 
then we see she actually outclasses her 
speech teacher.”

“I don’t have great ears to begin with,” 
Eisenman warned.

“Not to worry,” Colaianni said, not-
ing that one hears with more than one’s 
ears. “Whether we’re too aware of it or 
not, as I talk to you, yes, I do signal your 
auditory nerve, but I’m also vibrating 
your whole body, and you mine.”

“Awesome!” Eisenman said. “I’m deep 
into tactility. The difference between 
looking at a painting in real life and 
looking at a thumbnail sketch on your 
computer is the tactility, is the texture.” 

Eisenman, who was born in Verdun, 

1 

TALK THIS WAY
THE RAIN IN SPAIN

T
he artist Nicole Eisenman once 
mentioned to her friend Matt Wolf, 

the filmmaker, that she thought it might 
be fun to talk like Marina Abramović. 
So last year, for Eisenman’s fiftieth birth-
day, Wolf and a dozen friends went in 
together on an unusual gift: an accent 
lesson with the voice coach Louis Co-
laianni, the author of “The Joy of Pho-
netics and Accents.” The other day, 
Eisenman swung by Colaianni’s speech 
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THE MUSICAL LIFE
TREATMENT

T
he two women in conservative 
blue bathing suits the other eve-

ning at the Russian & Turkish Baths, 
at 268 East Tenth Street, were the 
singer Rachael Price and the bassist 
Bridget Kearney, of the band Lake 
Street Dive. Lake Street Dive formed 
in Boston, in 2004, when its members, 
including the guitarist Mike (McDuck) 
Olson and the drummer Mike Cal-
abrese, were students at the New En-
gland Conservatory of Music. At first, 
Lake Street Dive was a jazz band, but 
its repertoire now also has elements of 
pop and rhythm and blues. Its arrange-
ments are succinct and refined, and its 

Toward the end of the lesson, Co-
laianni opened his laptop and pulled 
up a clip from a British talk show. 
“While all of this is fresh in your mind, 
let’s listen to our Adele,” he said, men-
tioning her Cockney roots. “People love 
Adele.”

“I’m one of them!” Eisenman said. 
“She’s lovable.”

Adele chatted onscreen, and Eisen-
man parroted her: “ ‘Koindah ’ystericol 
ta be awnest.’ ” She observed, “It’s soft. 
She ain’t no Eliza Doolittle.”

“She’s refined,” Colaianni said, ap-
provingly.

Eisenman reflected on what she’d 
learned. “It might have made more sense 
to have picked an accent that, like, I 
could use in the art world a little bit 
more than a Cockney accent, which I 
don’t think ever comes up in the art 
world,” she said. “Maybe a German ac-
cent or a Swedish accent.”

Colaianni left Eisenman with a 
Shakespeare quote to mull over: “To 
hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit.” 
He parsed it: “Mix the senses, if you’re 
really going to love.” They recited the 
line in Cockney: “Tew ’ear wif oiz be-
lawngz ta luhvz foin wit.” As Eisenman 
descended the stairs, she said, “I’m going 
to be the most annoying human being 
to my friends now.” 

—Emma Allen

sound is both spare, since there are 
only three instrumentalists, and lavish, 
since they all sing various parts. Price 
and Kearney, who live in Ditmas Park, 
decided to visit the baths as a reward 
for having nearly finished a tour. 

At the baths, a small, trim man named 
Sasha, who had a round face and wore 
red shorts, asked which treatments the 
women wanted: mud, salt, or platza. From 
the baths’ Web site: “Lie down while in 
the Russian Room and a platza special-
ist will scrub you (actually beat you) with 
a broom made of fresh oak leaves, sop-
ping with olive oil soap.” They chose 
platza. “Good. Will open your pores,” 
Sasha said. “We do it in a room down-
stairs, where it’s two hundred degrees.” 
Kearney asked, “Is that safe?,” and Sasha 
said, “Sure, it’s safe.” 

The women followed Sasha down a 
set of stairs to the baths, where the light 
was murky and you couldn’t see the de-
tails of anyone’s face unless you were 
quite close. In the Russian Room, there 
were two tiers of benches. Price lay face 
down on the upper one, with her arms 
against her sides, and Kearney lay with 
her head at Price’s feet. Sasha placed 
towels over Kearney’s back, and another 
attendant placed towels over Price’s. 
From a well in the center of the room, 
the attendant filled a bucket with cold 
water, then emptied it over Price, who 
hadn’t known to expect it and shouted. 
With big bunches of dripping oak 
branches, the men began drumming on 
the women. “It’s like going through a 
car wash,” Price said. 

The men put down the oak branches 
and climbed onto the women’s backs, 
where they crawled up and down on 
their hands and knees. They picked up 
the branches and drummed on the 
women again. Several times, the women 
were doused with cold water, and each 
time it seemed like a complete surprise. 
Price’s attendant had her stand, then 
he took her hand and led her down the 
steps in a solicitous way, as if she were 
arriving at a ball. Outside the Russian 
Room, he placed her under a cold 
shower, and turned her several times 
by the shoulders. Then he draped tow-
els over her head in the style of a ba-
bushka. Sasha led Kearney to a small 
pool, where the water was forty-six de-
grees. When she came out, she said, 
“I’m never doing that again.” 

For a while, the women sat in another 
sauna, then in an aromatic steam room, 
where the air smelled spicy. They then 
put on dark robes, like ones a monk would 
wear, and climbed the stairs to the roof, 
where they sat while the heat slowly 
drained from their bodies. 

Price talked about a journal she’d re-
cently recovered, from when she was 
fifteen. “I was visiting my aunt in Nash-

ville, where I grew up,” she said. “She 
told me, ‘I have an old journal of yours.’ 
I said, ‘I hope it doesn’t have anything 
embarrassing,’ and she said, ‘Oh, yeah, it 
does’—so she’d been reading it. When I 
opened it, I didn’t remember my hand-
writing. I thought it must be someone 
else’s. I recognized my voice, though. I’ve 
been reading it on this tour. It’s very re-
petitive, and I used a lot of old-fashioned 
terms, like ‘da bomb.’ ” 

“We have to bring that back,” Kear-
ney said.

“We do,” Price said. Then, of the jour-
nal, “There’s poetry in it, which is hor-
rible, written in a sort of slam style. Also, 
I’m always telling myself that I’m fat, 
and that different friends hate me. What’s 
strange is that many of them I’m still 
good friends with. The surprising thing 
is there are so many people I don’t re-
member. There was this big fiasco with 
a guy named Jameson. He liked a friend 
of mine, and then they broke up, and he 
liked me, but then he called me fat. Ap-
parently, I dissed him somewhere in front 
of a lot of people, then I wrote, ‘Oh, 
Jameson, I hope I completely forget about 
you someday.’ And I did.” 

—Alec Wilkinson

Rachael Price and Bridget Kearney
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She is the ultimate embodiment of Donald Trump’s bargain with the electorate.

THE POLITICAL SCENE

THE MODEL AMERICAN
Melania Trump is the exception to her husband’s nativist politics.

BY LAUREN COLLINS

ILLUSTRATION BY BARRY BLITT

I
n July of 2002, two years before Don-
ald Trump became engaged to the 

Slovenian model Melania Knauss, he 
visited her native country for three hours. 
The couple had been in London. At 
around 8 P.M. on a Monday night, they 
landed at Ljubljana’s Brnik airport in 
Trump’s Boeing 727. Viktor and Amalija 
Knavs—the former Melanija’s parents; 
she’d long ago changed her name—
awaited them. The party, which included 
Trump’s longtime executive assistant 
Norma Foerderer, proceeded directly  
to a pair of black Mercedeses. After a 
thirty-minute drive, they arrived at the 
Grand Hotel Toplice, a luxury property 

on Lake Bled. Entering the hotel’s restau-
rant through a side door, they were shown 
to a table with a view. Trump and Knauss 
sat on one side; the Knavses and Foer-
derer on the other, in what later became 
the manner of contestants on “The Ap-
prentice.” The restaurant had been 
cleared of patrons. Over virgin cocktails 
(Trump had a Coke Zero), onion esca-
lope with pan-fried potatoes, and forest 
blueberries, Melania interpreted. Trump 
declined coffee. “Is this place for sale?” 
he asked his future father-in-law on the 
way out, according to the journalists 
Bojan Požar and Igor Omerza. He was 
back at the airport before midnight. 

Donald Trump, it is worth stating, is 
married to an immigrant. Should he be 
elected, Melania will become the first 
foreign-born First Lady since Louisa 
Adams, though Louisa Adams doesn’t 
really count, as her father was an Amer-
ican, and from a politically connected 
family that hopped back and forth be-
tween England and its newly liberated 
colonies. As Louisa Thomas writes in 
her new biography of Mrs. Adams, 
“Americanness was forcefully impressed” 
upon her and her siblings. Her father 
named one of her sisters, born in 1776, 
Carolina Virginia Marylanda. The girls, 
seven of them, were told that they must 
marry Americans. 

Louisa Adams played the harp, wrote 
satirical dramas, and raised silkworms. 
(She also survived fourteen pregnancies, 
including nine miscarriages and a still-
birth.) Melania Trump’s hobbies, she told 
People, include Pilates and reading mag-
azines. She was born in Novo Mesto, in 
what was then Yugoslavia, in 1970, and 
raised in a Communist apartment block 
in Sevnica, a pretty riverside town where 
a smuggled Coke was a major treat. Later, 
according to her Web site, she was “jet-
ting between photo shoots in Paris and 
Milan.” She met Trump in 1998 at the 
Kit Kat Club in New York, at a party 
thrown by Paolo Zampolli, the owner of 
a modelling agency. Their courtship story 
is as chaste as its backdrop is louche: 
Donald saw Melania, Donald asked Me-
lania for her number, but Donald had ar-
rived with another woman—the Norwe-
gian cosmetics heiress Celina Midelfart— 
so Melania refused. Donald persisted. 
Soon, they were falling in love at Moomba. 
They broke up for a time in 2000, when 
Donald toyed with the idea of running 
for President as a member of the Reform 
Party—“TRUMP KNIXES KNAUSS,” the 
New York Post declared—but soon they 
were back together. Donald proposed to 
her on the night of the Costume Insti-
tute Gala in 2004, and now Melania, 
who once lived a quiet life in the Zeck-
endorf Towers, on Union Square, lives 
a quiet life in the Trump Tower, on Fifth 
Avenue. House rules require that guests 
don surgical booties, so as not to scuff 
the marble floors. 

Trump’s mother was an immigrant, 
too, from Scotland; his first wife was born 
Ivana Zelníčková, in Zlín, Czechoslova-
kia. If he’s as concerned as he says he is 
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by all the “people that are from all over 
and they’re killers and rapists and they’re 
coming into this country,” he might con-
sider building a wall around his pants. He 
stresses that his family members were legal 
immigrants. Melania came to New York 
to work as a model. Through a quirk in 
immigration law, models, nearly half of 
them without high-school diplomas, are 
admitted on H-1B visas, as highly skilled 
workers, along with scientists and com-
puter programmers, who are required to 
show proof of a college degree. “The H-1B 
program is neither high-skilled nor im-
migration: these are temporary foreign 
workers, imported from abroad, for the 
explicit purpose of substituting for Amer-
ican workers at lower pay,” Trump said, in 
March, railing against “rampant, wide-
spread H-1B abuse.” 

Melania got her green card in 2001 
and became a citizen five years later. 
Trump’s family members could afford 
their rectitude. Hiring a lawyer, as any-
one who has settled in a foreign coun-
try can attest, is often the larger part of 
being legal. Melania has expressed lit-
tle solidarity with less fortunate new-
comers. “I came here for my career, and 
I did so well, I moved here,” she told 
Harper’s Bazaar. “It never crossed my 
mind to stay here without papers. That 
is just the person you are. You follow 
the rules. You follow the law. Every few 
months you need to fly back to Europe 
and stamp your visa.”

In the “My World” section of her Web 
site, she characterizes herself as a former 
design and architecture student, “a cap-
tivating presence in front of the camera,” 
“an aqua-eyed beauty,” a wife, a mother, 
a philanthropist, a New Yorker, and a par-
ticipant in “numerous television commer-
cials, most recently for Aflac,” in which 
she “stars with one of America’s top icons, 
the Aflac duck.” Still, she is an enigmatic 
presence, often remaining silent, her 
changeless squint less a mirror of her soul 
than a slick of Vantablack. She has been 
largely absent from the campaign trail, 
preferring, she says, to stay at home with 
Barron, her ten-year-old son with Don-
ald. Lately, she has been appearing more 
frequently, in the hope of appealing to 
female voters, who view Trump unfavor-
ably by a ratio of more than three to one. 
She sticks to a repertoire of stock an-
swers: “He is an amazing negotiator,” 
“We are both very independent.” She has 

a jewelry line, a skin-care line (the prize 
ingredient is French sturgeon eggs), and 
a thing for the phrase “from A to Z” (“I 
follow from A to Z,” “I’m from A to Z 
hands on,” “I’m involved from A to Z 
with every piece I design”). Her husband 
seems to define her largely by her phys-
ical advantages, which confer upon him 
an aura of sexual potency. “Where’s my 
supermodel?” he yelled from the stage, at 
a town-hall meeting at the University of 
Pennsylvania, in 1999, shortly after ush-
ering Melania onto the Howard Stern 
show to discuss the couple’s “incredible 
sex” and her lack of cellulite. 

The temptation is to dismiss Mela-
nia as a dummy, a compliant figure re-
markable less for her personality than for 
her proportions. “I saw her becoming a 
jointed doll on which certain rags are 
hung,” Hilary Mantel wrote of Kate Mid-
dleton’s transformation into the Duch-
ess of Cambridge. But the metaphor 
doesn’t really work for Melania, whose 
fashion choices, sumptuous though they 
are, are largely ignored by the American 
public. Monica Lewinsky sold out a lip-
stick (Club Monaco Beauty Sheer Lip-
stick in Glaze) and Sarah Palin caused a 
run on a line of eyeglasses (Kazuo Ka-
wasaki 704s), but there is no “Melania 
effect.” Her clothes are surprisingly inci-
dental. Cloth coat? Fur coat? No idea. 
Her most memorable outfit is a bearskin 
rug and diamond cuffs. See British GQ, 
January, 2000, “Bed in the Clouds.” 

Melania Trump, it turns out, is the 
perfect body on which to hang a brand. 
If First Ladies have traditionally been 
public-service announcements, then she 
is a slickly produced advertorial—we mar-
velled at Michelle’s arms, because it 
seemed that they could be ours, if only 
we were willing to work as hard as she 
did, but you don’t hear anyone (other than 
her husband) talking about Melania’s legs. 
Unlike Teresa Heinz Kerry, who rhapso-
dized about her childhood in Mozam-
bique, Melania is a foreigner with seem-
ingly no affinity for her homeland. Unlike 
Carla Bruni-Sarkozy, who entered the 
Élysée with four decades of high living 
behind her, she is a model with the past 
of a nun. Melania stayed away from “the 
scene,” and had “no history of boyfriends,” 
the photographer Antoine Verglas told 
the Washington Post (recalling Diana 
Spencer’s uncle, Lord Fermoy, who as-
sured the press, in 1981, that his niece  

“has never had a lover”). Another friend 
from Melania’s modelling days told Char-
lotte Hays, the author of “The Fortune 
Hunters: Dazzling Women and the Men 
They Married,” that Melania brought to 
mind “strawberry ice cream, sweet and 
smells nice.” Her story is so vacuous as to 
almost require the imagination to spackle 
its holes. On the site Yonder News, the 
Slovenian-born journalist Andrej Mrevlje 
considered—in what amounted to an in-
spired piece of non-fan fiction—whether 
Melania could ever undergo a transfor-
mation similar to that of Veronica Lario, 
Silvio Berlusconi’s ex-wife:

 She gave Berlusconi three children and 
lived in a “castle” like Melania does. Then Ve-
ronica met an intellectual—a philosopher and 
former mayor of Venice—Massimo Cacciari, 
and became radicalized. She’d had enough of 
her husband’s nonsense. . . . She filed for di-
vorce and started the end of the Berlusconi 
era. All this after the whole country failed to 
get rid of him.

Trump put his name on Melania. For 
the scores of Americans who thrill to 
his eponymous high-rises and video 
games and steaks, that makes her a win-
ner. They can’t marry him, so, in order 
for them to become Trumps, he would 
have to be their father. The infatuation 
with Trump is essentially a mass adop-
tion fantasy. He is Daddy Warbucks 
without the New Deal vibe. 

There is plenty of fluidity, anyway, in 
the Trump family tree. Trump, speaking 
to Howard Stern about Ivanka, his ideo-
logically supple elder daughter, said, “She’s 
six feet tall, she’s got the best body.” (She 
calls her father “one of the great advo-
cates for women” and, like him, has given 
heavily to both Republican and Demo-
cratic causes.) Ivanka, an executive 
vice-president at the Trump Organiza-
tion, has served as her father’s stand-in 
spouse for most of the campaign. She es-
corted him onstage when he announced 
his candidacy, in June, as Melania looked 
on; advises him on policy; and has trav-
elled with him around the country. Me-
lania, meanwhile, speaks of “my two 
boys—my big boy and my little boy.” A 
couple of Trump’s eight grandchildren 
are more or less the same age as their 
Uncle Barron. Trump plays into the ur-pa-
ternal dynamic by repeating his desire to 
“protect” and “take care of ” people. “Make 
America Great Again” really means “Make 
America Rich Again.” What easier way 



to cash in than by glomming on to a 
wealthy relative? 

Trump’s stopover at Lake Bled was 
the only time he has been to Slovenia. 
He didn’t visit Sevnica, Melania’s home 
town, where her parents still have a house. 
He didn’t make it to Raka, where her 
maternal grandfather accidentally cross-
bred a Ptuj and an Egyptian, creating the 
famed Raka red onion. It has been re-
ported that, out of four hundred and fifty 
guests at the Trumps’ wedding, three—
Viktor and Amalija and Melania’s sister, 
Ines—were Slovenians. “He speaks En-
glish. That’s it. And that’s O.K.,” Mela-
nia told Harper’s Bazaar, referring to her 
husband. “I’m not that kind of wife who 
would say, ‘Learn this’ or ‘Learn that.’ I’m 
not a nagging wife.”

Yet Melania appears to have internal-
ized many aspects of Donald’s culture: 
his ahistoricism; his unblinking gall; his 
false dichotomies between murderous 
scofflaws and deserving citizens, women 
who ask for nothing and nagging wives. 
Like Donald, Melania doesn’t drink. She 
never breaks ranks, not even with a teas-
ing criticism. “I like him the way he is,” 
she has said, of Donald’s hair. She has 
taken on her husband’s signature pout, 
in a connubial version of people who 
grow to look like their dogs. In 2013, 
Donald tweeted, “I love watching the 
dishonest writers @NYMag suffer the 
magazine’s failure.” One of them, Dan 
Amira, retaliated, writing, “Your wife is 
waiting for you to die.” One couldn’t help 
but detect Donald’s influence when Me-
lania fired off a reply: “Only a dumb ‘an-
imal’ would say that! You should be fired 
from your failing magazine!” (Last week, 
when Julia Ioffe reported in GQ that 

Melania has an unacknowledged half 
brother, Trump supporters flooded so-
cial media with images of Ioffe that they’d 
doctored to depict her, among other 
things, wearing a yellow star in a con-
centration camp.) Melania is the ulti-
mate embodiment of Trump’s bargain 
with the American electorate. If the 
Obama promise was that he was you, 
the Trump promise is that you are him. 

K
ati Marton, in “Hidden Power: 
Presidential Marriages That Shaped 

Our History,” argues that, in a time 
when the Presidency entails significant 
physical isolation, the role of the First 
Spouse—the first person the President 
speaks to in the morning and the last 
at night—is crucial. Marton defines 
the Presidency as a two-person job, a 
live/work gig that, combining execu-
tive and ceremonial roles, necessarily 
replicates aspects of the royal court. “If 
we suddenly had as First Lady a model, 
whom we would look to for fashion 
tips alone, that would be a transforma-
tive moment, and I think with serious 
consequences,” Marton told me re-
cently. “If the President has got a smart, 
plugged-in partner who can get his at-
tention and tell him what’s going on 
in the land, and when he’s being an 
idiot, as the best ones have been able 
to do, that is in our interest. Everybody 
else serves at his pleasure.” A passive 
First Spouse, Marton said, can hurt not 
only her husband but the nation. Me-
lania Trump, she added, would be “the 
least experienced and the least prepared 
First Lady in history.”

If we take the office of First Lady se-
riously, then it’s worth trying to figure out 

who Melania is as a person, versus a prod-
uct to be placed. The most thorough bi-
ographical account is “Melania Trump: 
The Inside Story,” a book by Bojan Požar 
and Igor Omerza that has been available, 
in English, on Kindle since mid-Febru-
ary. (A print version will appear in June.) 
Požar is Slovenia’s leading gossip colum-
nist. Omerza is a former politician and 
publisher. They have turned over every 
pebble in Novo Mesto and Sevnica and 
Ljubljana and beyond. “Melanija’s aunt, 
Olga Ulčnik, born on 30 October 1943 in 
Judendorf-Strassengel, was an absolute 
phenom in school,” they write. “She av-
eraged excellent grades from 1950 to 1954, 
even finishing the last year with straight 
As except for one B in geometry.” (A 
Trump spokesperson has called the book 
“untrue and dishonest—full of lies.”)

Melania emerges as a cool, self-pos-
sessed young woman who, even amid 
the political ferment of her late adoles-
cence—Slovenia gained independence 
in 1991—never wanted anything other 
than to be a model. “Everything that 
had to do with fashion and beauty in-
terested her, and she discovered her own 
talent for design and creation at an early 
age,” Požar and Omerza write. “In her 
father’s garage, for instance, she cleaned, 
repaired, and repainted a dilapidated old 
cart and turned it into a plant holder; 
she was also very fond of knitting wool.” 

Melania’s big break came in 1992, when 
the Slovenian women’s magazine Jana put 
on its Look of the Year contest. “For a 
long time the world of high fashion, run-
ways, and top models who smile at us 
from ads in luxury publications and who 
appear in the most influential TV com-
mercials around the world was nearly un-
attainable for Slovenian girls,” the maga-
zine wrote. The competition appears to 
have been battily hellacious. “When Ms. 
Weidler stepped out of her limousine in 
front of the hotel in Gradišče,” Požar and 
Omerza write, “she took one look at the 
young women and exclaimed, ‘Wunder-
bar, how many perfect girls there are!’ ” 

The stakes were high, though. Jana 
promised that the winners would be able 
to “take their place alongside the most 
well-known and popular European mod-
els, sharing with them the market, the 
fame—and the money. The earnings in 
this otherwise extremely difficult and de-
manding profession are of course astro-
nomic, and most mere mortals get dizzy “Don’t you love that new-handcar smell?”
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just thinking about the sums.” The top 
three girls would be offered contracts in 
Europe (Paris, Milan, and Vienna, respec-
tively). Melania, who had already done a 
shampoo commercial, was a runner-up. 
According to Požar and Omerza, she was 
devastated. The details of her modelling 
career between 1992 and 1996, when she 
moved to New York, are a little hazy, but 
she went on to have reasonable success, 
working mostly in print. 

Požar and Omerza have a mildly an-
tagonistic history with Melania—a 
Trump lawyer threatened to sue Požar 
after he published a newspaper story al-
leging that she had fake breasts. At one 
point, they write, they went to photo-
graph the Knavses’ house, and were pur-
sued by Viktor in “what could only be 
called cinematic car chase.” But their re-
porting is exhaustive, and often backed 
up with documents and photographs. 
Despite some creepy overreaches (“He 
is also supposedly the first man to have 
ever slept with Melania”), they make a 
persuasive case that Melania has often 
retailed the basic details of her life as 
hyperbolically as Trump does his con-
dominiums. Her mother, she told Mika 
Brzezinski, was “in the fashion industry 
for a long time.” Melania has also re-
ferred to her as “a fashion designer.” As 
Požar and Omerza show, Amalija was 
an employee of the state-owned Jutran-
jka textile factory, where she worked as 
a pattern maker from 1964 until her re-
tirement, in 1997. 

They call out other fudges: Melania 
has claimed to have won first place in the 
Look of the Year contest; her Web site 
states that she obtained a degree in ar-
chitecture and design from the Univer-
sity of Ljubljana when in fact she dropped 
out in her first year. Let’s assume, for a 
moment, that Melania does have Don-
ald’s ear. Imagine the game of geopolit-
ical telephone that might ensue after a 
state dinner, with each of them trying to 
persuade the other how he or she killed 
with Xi or Netanyahu. 

“D
o you speak any Spanish?” Bar-
bara Walters asked Trump in No-

vember. “No,” he replied. “This is an En-
glish-speaking country, remember?” It 
must be a bizarre feeling to be Donald 
Trump and to have a multilingual son 
who, at one point, spoke English with a 
Slovenian inflection. (“He has an accent?” 

Larry King asked, in puzzlement, when 
the family appeared on his show in 2010.) 
Trump had no problem lumping Columba 
Bush, who came to America legally, with 
other “Mexican illegals,” or mocking Jeb 
Bush on the ground that he “speaks Mex-
ican.” (Trump retweeted both comments.) 
Yet Melania’s speech suggests that she 
hasn’t entirely dropped Slovenian. And 
Trump’s in-laws, who don’t speak En-
glish, spend a significant portion of the 
year in New York, helping with Barron. 
Running parallel to Trump’s belief in 

American exceptionalism is a sort of per-
sonal exceptionalism: the rules, even if 
he makes them, don’t apply to him.

Melania is as imperial as her husband, 
if not more so. Most aspiring First La-
dies chase accessibility to the point of ab-
surdity—Teresa Heinz Kerry called her-
self an “African-American” when she spoke 
to black audiences—but Melania posi-
tions herself as aspirational, playing ice 
queen rather than soccer mom. Not only 
does she never joke about her husband; 
she is entirely self-serious. The most 
un-American thing about her is that she 
is discreet about her weaknesses. She 
doesn’t attempt to bond by deprecating 
herself. She makes no apologies for her 
twenty-five-carat diamond (a gift from 
Trump for their tenth anniversary), her 
formal life style (“He’s not a sweatpants 
child,” she has said, of Barron), her mul-
tiple houses (“Bye! I’m off to my #sum-
mer residence #countryside #weekend”). 
Nor does she brook any challenge to her 
grasp of the issues. In 2011, after Donald 
joined the birther movement, she went 
on “The Joy Behar Show”: 

BEHAR: But what is this with the birth 
certificate obsession? Did he ask to see yours 
when you met him?”

MELANIA: Well, I needed to put mine any-
way because if you want to become an Amer-
ican citizen you need to put the birth certifi-
cate. I have a birth certificate from Slovenia, 
and do you want to see President Obama birth 
certificate or not? 

BEHAR: I’ve seen it.
MELANIA: It’s not a birth certificate.

BEHAR: Well, it’s a certificate of live birth, 
which they give. But, Melania, if he insists on 
what he’s saying, then no one in Hawaii can 
ever run for President. Because they all get 
the same live-birth certificate.

MELANIA: Well, but they need to have—
BEHAR: Bette Midler is finished, for example!
MELANIA: They need to have, and, in one 

way, it would be very easy if President Obama 
just show it. It’s not only Donald who wants 
to see it. It’s American people, who voted for 
him, and who didn’t voted for him, they want 
to see that!

It takes a lot of guts, being the Me-
lania, as the show styled her. Can you 
imagine, for a moment, mustering the 
self-belief to put yourself forward as the 
First Lady of a European country?

Melania is, by many accounts, a pri-
vately pleasant person. Charlotte Hays 
reports that she’s been described as “too 
nice for New York.” We must thus con-
clude that she wants to be perceived as 
aloof. At times, she seems even to be 
trolling the nation’s working parents. “I 
don’t have a nanny,” she told Bazaar. “I 
have a chef, and I have my assistant, and 
that’s it. I do it myself.” (“Yes, there is a 
young woman, someone who works with 
Barron,” Donald admitted to the Post.) 

Siddhartha Mitter has written that 
“Trump’s variation on boilerplate nativ-
ist politics is that he talks non-stop about 
money. It’s like a prosperity gospel for 
white grievance.” Melania’s cultivated ex-
travagance suggests that she and her hus-
band—and, by association, their support-
ers—preside over a natural order. If they’re 
on top, rubbing caviar on their faces, 
someone must be on the bottom. 

The Trumps’ ostentatiously inegali-
tarian marriage—it is as blinged-out with 
male dominance as their penthouse is 
with Louis XIV furniture—can also be 
thought of as a marketing tool. This is 
the prosperity gospel for male grievance. 
“I mean, I won’t do anything to take care 
of them,” Donald told Howard Stern, 
speaking of children. “I’ll supply funds 
and she’ll take care of the kids. It’s not 
like I’m gonna be walking the kids down 
Central Park.” His pride at never having 
changed a diaper is the weirdest boast of 
omission since Bill Clinton and his mar-
ijuana cigarette. The Trumps’ marriage, 
in business terms, might be thought of 
as a limited partnership, with Donald as 
the managing partner. His woman view 
is his world view: no reciprocity, no ex-
change, a one-way flight. 
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SHOUTS & MURMURS

THE FOOSBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE 

WHOLE ENTIRE UNIVERSE
BY SIMON RICH

A
ugust 21, 1991. Grandma’s rec room, 
Boca Raton, Fla.—Tensions will be 

running high today as the Blue Team, 
coached by eleven-year-old Nathaniel 
Rich, takes on the Red Team, coached 
by seven-year-old Simon Rich.

So far this summer, the Blue Team 
has dominated the Red Team, winning 
all eighty-three matches. But the 
coaches have agreed that since today’s 
showdown is the last game of vacation 
it “counts for everything.” The brother 
who wins today’s contest will be de-
clared Ultimate Foosball Champion of 
the Whole Entire Universe. 

KEYS TO THE GAME

Coaching: Coach Simon is renowned 
for his fiery devotion to the game of 
foosball. But, while some people see his 
passion as an asset, others view it as  
a liability.

“Coach cries a lot,” observed Red 
Team halfback Donald Mursgard. “Like, 
pretty much every time we lose.”

Coach Simon’s postgame meltdowns 
have become so violent that league com-
missioner Mom has threatened to ban 
foosball forever. The young coach has 
promised to “be good,” but as his los-
ing streak continues his outbursts have 
only intensified.

“The last time we lost,” Mursgard 

recalled, “Coach attacked us. It was scary, 
because even though he’s just a boy, he’s 
also a giant—fifty to sixty times our 
height. He kept banging his fists against 
our heads and screaming that we were 
‘stupid, stupid, stupid.’ It wasn’t exactly 
great for team morale.”

Right wing Johnny Hult recalled 
another recent loss: “We were about to 
win, for the first time all season. But, 
at the last second, the Blue Team’s goalie 
kicked the ball across the entire length 
of the field, to win the game, 10–9. I 
figured that Coach Simon would start 
screaming, like he usually does, but in-
stead he got this far-off look in his eyes, 
like he had seen a ghost. He walked 
away from the table, and as he was 
walking he sort of collapsed. His legs 
kind of just went out from under him. 
Then he let out this animal shriek and 
started tearing at his hair, like, literally 
ripping out entire tufts. It’s sort of like 
he went crazy. Meanwhile, Coach Nat 
[of the Blue team] was laughing. It was 
not a good day for the sport.” 

Health of the Red Team: Coach Si-
mon’s decision to physically discipline 
his players has resulted in several inju-
ries. Bert Ragumson, the team’s cen-
ter, is missing both of his legs; Lance 
Ricardo, the right wing, is playing with-

out a head; and the entire defensive 
line is fully paralyzed. 

Coach Nathaniel’s players, mean-
while, remain healthy, despite a con-
troversial incident, earlier this week, in 
which Coach Simon physically attacked 
them in order to, in his words, “make 
it fair.”

“It was the scariest moment of my 
life,” said Blue Team goalie Mark Mc-
Malley. “Coach Simon picked up a re-
mote control, which for us is the equiv-
alent of a pretty large tree, and he tried 
to bash in my skull with it. Listen, I’m 
an athlete, not a psychologist, but it 
doesn’t take a Sigmund Freud to see 
that this kid needs medication.”

Differing Strategies: Stylistically, the 
Red Team and the Blue Team are a 
study in contrasts. While Coach Na-
thaniel favors a finesse game, Coach 
Simon prefers a more physical style  
of play.

“He just spins us,” explained half-
back Carlos Davila. “As hard as he can. 
Over and over and over. The idea, I 
guess, is that, if we keep doing back 
flips, sooner or later one of us will hit 
the ball forward with our feet or the 
back of our head. I don’t know how 
many good men have to get paralyzed 
before Coach admits that this tactic is 
misguided.”

Accusations of Misconduct: Coach 
Simon has repeatedly accused Coach 
Nathaniel of cheating. 

“He cheats all the time,” he told  
reporters, between sobs. “That’s how he 
wins.”

When asked to explain specifically 
how the Blue Team was cheating, Coach 
Simon declined to elaborate.

“He just cheats,” he said, with con-
viction. “He’s a cheater.”

Coach Nathaniel has not responded 
to these allegations.

The X Factor: Earlier this week, 
Coach Simon, after another emotional 
loss to the Blue Team, made the con-
troversial decision to eat the ball.

“It was crazy,” said Blue Team for-
ward Arnold Munder. “He just shoved 
it in his mouth and swallowed it.”

It’s unclear what type of ball will be 
used for today’s game, with both mar-
bles and grapes being discussed as pos-
sibilities. In any case, sources believe 
that Coach Simon is near his “emo-
tional breaking point,” and that another M
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loss could cause him to “finally com-
pletely snap.”

Suspicions of Tampering: Earlier this 
morning, Coach Nathaniel was called in 
for a secret closed-door meeting with 
Commissioner Mom and Grandma, the 
owner of Foosball Stadium. 

While it isn’t known for sure what 
was discussed, it’s rumored that Coach 
Nathaniel was pressured by league brass 
to allow Coach Simon’s Red Team to 
win the championship.

“I can’t take a tantrum today,” Mom 
was overheard whispering. “We’re flying 
to New York, I have to get him on an 
airplane, and I just can’t take it. I can’t 
take it.”

According to sources, Coach Na-
thaniel suggested that Mom drug Coach 
Simon with Children’s Benadryl. The 
proposition was considered but ulti-
mately rejected, since Coach Simon was 
“getting heavy” and carrying him out 
of LaGuardia would be “a nightmare.”

Sources claim that Coach Nathan-
iel was offered Ovaltine to throw the 
match. This bribe was refused, but ap-
parently some Nutter Butters did ex-
change hands. 

POSTGAME REPORT

In a match that some foosball fans 
have called “a total farce,” Coach Si-
mon’s Red Team defeated the Blue Team, 
10–0. Rumors of corruption are ram-
pant, with many spectators asking for  
a refund.

All ten goals were scored “acciden-
tally” by members of the Blue Team, 
who repeatedly kicked the ball back-
ward, into their own net.

“You want to win,” said Red Team 
halfback Donald Mursgard. “But not  
like this.”

Coach Nathaniel, who openly ate 
Nutter Butters throughout the forty- 
two-second match, had no comment 
for reporters. Coach Simon did speak 
to the press for several minutes, but his 
comments were unintelligible. The con-
ference ended with him falling down 
and flailing his limbs in a kind of mania. 
It was around this time that Commis-
sioner Mom offered him some Oval-
tine. Coach Simon complained that 
the drink tasted “like medicine,” but 
that did not stop him from consuming 
the whole glass and asking for seconds. 
As he waited for his refill, the jubilant 
coach fell asleep, victorious at last. 
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Hanif “writes in a spirit of delinquency,” his publisher says.

LETTER FROM KARACHI

DANGEROUS FICTIONS
The writer Mohammed Hanif probes for truth in Pakistan.

BY DEXTER FILKINS

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHIARA GOIA

O
ne recent afternoon, the writer 
Mohammed Hanif climbed out 

of his car at the Benazir Bhutto Mar-
tyr Park, in Karachi. Hanif, who is fifty, 
has a square jaw that juts from a square 
head, and he walks with the easy stride 
of a fighter pilot, which he once was. 
He was wearing a pair of knockoff 
Ray-Bans, which cost about fifty cents 
at a local stand, and smoking a Dun-
hill cigarette.

The park—built to honor the for-
mer Prime Minister, who was killed by 
a suicide bomber in 2007—is a kind of 
urban oasis. Karachi is a sprawling, cha-
otic city of some twenty-two million 
people, riven by ethnic strife and gang 
wars; its main crime-fighting force, the 
Pakistan Rangers, patrols the streets in 

pickups mounted with heavy machine 
guns. Hanif has made his home there 
since 2008, when he returned from Lon-
don, where he worked for twelve years 
as a reporter for the BBC. As a novel-
ist and a journalist, he has become per-
haps the foremost observer of Pakistan’s 
contradictions and absurdities.

At the entrance to the park, a statue 
of Bhutto faces the street, waving toward 
the boisterous Karachi traffic. Hanif is 
writing these days about Bhut  to, who 
is a divisive figure in Pakistan’s mod-
ern history and therefore exactly the 
sort of character that he is drawn to. 
“For a lot of people, Bhutto symbolized 
some kind of future that was going to 
be semi-normal, semi-peaceful, where 
people could get on with their lives with-

out things always going bang, bang, bang,” 
Hanif said. But she stole one and a half 
billion dollars in public money; her hus-
band, Asif Zardari, became known as 
“Mr. Ten Per Cent” for allegedly keep-
ing a share of every government con-
tract. Her military helped foster the 
creation of the Taliban, empowering 
terrorist groups that still plague Paki-
stan. When the park was finished, in 
2010, the Bhutto statue was surrounded 
by a steel fence, to keep it from being 
defaced.

Inside the gates, the traffic noise re-
ceded; kids played cricket on a broad 
green lawn. Hanif lit another cigarette. 
He has a laconic, understated way of 
speaking, as though he were trying to 
downplay the outrage and the hilarity 
that animate his prose. “I used to come 
here quite a lot, when it was just a lake 
and some grass. There’d be couples mak-
ing out, that sort of thing,” he said. “It’s 
nice that the government was actually 
able to build this—that the land wasn’t 
handed over to the usual people.”

In Pakistani cities, valuable land is 
often seized by powerful gangs or busi-
nessmen and cleared for construction. 
In the distance stood a line of high-
rises, at least one of which was rumored 
to be owned by Zardari, who was Pres-
ident from 2008 until 2013. Within 
the park, Hanif spotted another ille-
gal building, beside a lake. “Navy guys 
have built a ‘sailing club’ there,” he 
said. “You never see a single yacht, but 
they’ve just grabbed some land to make 
a private club.”

Hanif says that his novels only hap-
pen to be set in Pakistan, and that he 
has no great desire to explain the place 
to outsiders. But he acknowledges that 
the peculiar difficulties and injustices of 
the society help to give his fiction its 
manic edge. “I tried once to write a story 
about another galaxy, and it began to 
sound like Karachi,” he said. As a jour-
nalist, he has written boldly about the 
military’s repression of domestic dissent 
and its support of terrorist groups. In a 
pair of novels, he’s been more slyly dev-
astating, portraying a country run al-
most entirely by backstabbing medioc-
rities, and a society where a woman who 
shows any gumption or intelligence usu-
ally ends up dead or disfigured. This 
kind of critique can be dangerous in  
Pakistan. While the constitution allows 
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for a broad measure of free expression, 
people know better than to speak or 
write publicly about the powerful intel-
ligence services or about crimes com-
mitted in the name of Islam. Since 1992, 
according to the Committee to Protect 
Journalists, thirty-one Pakistani jour-
nalists have been murdered. 

Hanif discourages the image of him-
self as a risk-taking dissident. When a 
fan at a reading a few years ago asked 
if he was a target of the security forces, 
he joked, “Stop giving people ideas.” In 
private, he is mindful of the connections 
that allow him latitude: he has a follow-
ing in the West, and, as a former em-
ployee of the BBC, he holds a British 
passport. Ultimately, though, he hopes 
that what will protect him is his con-
nection to the country itself. “I was born 
here,” he said. “I went to a government 
school in a village. My brother and sis-
ter still live here—all my childhood 
friends are still here. I served in the 
armed forces,” he went on. “Some writ-
ers become foreigners, even when they 
are living here. I don’t think I am a for-
eigner. Even the people who don’t like 
me, I’m one of them. I speak their lan-
guage. I don’t travel with guards. I didn’t 
just fly in from England.”

W
hen Hanif was born, Pakistan 
had been an independent nation 

for just eighteen years and an Islamic 
republic for nine. Notionally united by 
religion, it was divided by almost every-
thing else: class, sect, language, ethnic-
ity. Hanif grew up in a village in Pun-
jab province, the home of the country’s 
historically dominant ethnic group, the 
Punjabis. His father was a farmer, like 
nearly everyone else there, and neither 
of his parents could read or write; the 
only book in the house was a copy of 
the Koran. Hanif borrowed books and 
read widely, starting in his first language, 
Punjabi. Then, as a teen-ager, he learned 
Urdu, the national language, and also 
English, which gave him access to Brit-
ish and American novels and to Rus-
sian and Latin- American works in trans-
lation. “English is the language that I 
associate with fiction,” he said.

Hanif felt stifled by small-town life. 
When, at sixteen, he found an Air Force 
recruitment ad in the local newspaper, 
he saw it as a way out; he signed a con-
tract to serve for eighteen years.“My  

father couldn’t believe I had actually 
signed up,” he told me. In most of the 
world, the Pakistani military is not an 
esteemed organization; it has lost every 
war it has ever fought, including one 
with India, in 1971, in which a third of 
the Army was taken prisoner. Inside Pa-
kistan, though, it has established itself 
as the preëminent arbiter of money and 
power. Until 2013, no elected civilian 

leader had ever handed power to an-
other; generals always intervened.

In the Air Force, Hanif trained as a 
fighter pilot, flying an American-made 
T-37 twin-engine jet. But, he said, “I 
hated every minute I was there.” When-
ever he could, he shirked duty to im-
merse himself in novels by Graham 
Greene and Joseph Heller; sometimes 
he read to his fellow-officers from 
“Catch-22,” which seemed especially 
relevant. “This was the life we’d been 
living, minus the war,” he said. 

One afternoon in August, 1988, Hanif 
was sitting with friends in the officers’ 
mess, planning the evening. “The only 
TV channel in Pakistan suspended its 
normal transmission and started play-
ing recitations of the Koran,” he said. 
“It was a big sign that something was 
up.” The recitations were followed by 
an announcement: a plane carrying Pa-
kistan’s military dictator, General Mo-
hammed Zia-ul-Haq, had exploded in 
midair. (The explosion also killed many 
of Zia’s senior advisers and the Amer-
ican Ambassador Arnold Raphel.) Zia 
had taken power a decade earlier, when 
he overthrew Prime Minister Zulfikar 
Ali Bhutto—Benazir’s father—and or-
dered him hanged. “With the help of 
the Almighty Allah, the armed forces 
will do everything we can to insure sta-
bility,” Zia vowed. Instead, he presided 
over a vast, American-funded campaign 
to drive the forces of the Soviet Union 
out of Afghanistan. The war, along with 
the huge quantities of weapons and 
money that streamed into the country, 

helped to radicalize Pakistan. On the 
day his plane blew up, Zia was headed 
to an Army base after inspecting Amer-
ican tanks that he wanted to buy. 

When Hanif and his fellow-officers 
discovered that Zia had been killed, 
they celebrated, pooling their money 
to buy a bottle of illegal whiskey. “I 
mean, we were really happy,” he said. 
“Toward the end of Zia’s reign, he was 
completely losing it. He’d been around 
forever, and when leaders are around 
forever they start doing stupid things. 
Every couple of years, he’d come forth 
with a new version of the ‘True Islam.’ ” 
Zia had instituted a sweeping Islam-
ization of Pakistani society, making 
such offenses as adultery and theft pun-
ishable by stoning and amputation. He 
took thousands of political prisoners, 
and ordered Bhut  to loyalists flogged. 
“When he got blown up, it was kind 
of his due,” Hanif said. “It was clear 
that somebody had bumped him off.” 

Three months later, Hanif left the 
Air Force, a decade ahead of schedule; 
his father had died, enabling him to 
leave on compassionate grounds. He be-
came a journalist, writing about fash-
ion, show business, and boxing; he also 
began to report for Newsline, the coun-
try’s most aggressive news magazine. 
It was an unglamorous life—he lived 
in run-down Karachi neighborhoods, 
where his roommates included gang-
sters and heroin addicts—but he loved 
the work. One of his early scoops was 
about student activists in Karachi, who 
were operating branches of violent gangs 
at their universities. Hasan Zaidi, a jour-
nalist who worked at a rival publication, 
recalls marvelling at Hanif ’s sources: 
“We would read his stuff and say, ‘Why 
don’t we have this guy?’  He always had 
his fingers on the pulse of the street.” 

In 1996, Hanif got an offer from the 
BBC to come to London and work for 
the Urdu-language service. He was newly 
married, to Nimra Bucha, an actress, 
and the job seemed to promise a break 
from the difficulties of life in Karachi. 
In an essay written later, he recalled, 
“People were being kidnapped for  
a few thousand rupees. Everybody’s 
cousin had been robbed at gunpoint. 
Carjacking was rampant. Even an 
obscure journalist like me had a gang-
ster or two stalking him.” He told Pa-
kistani friends that he’d return after three 



years. Instead, he stayed for twelve. 
He became the head of the Urdu 

service, supervising a staff of sixty, and 
the job kept him enmeshed in Pakistani 
politics. In his sixth year, he got word 
that one of his reporters had been kid-
napped by the I.S.I., the powerful Inter- 
Services Intelligence agency. Hanif 
feared that the reporter would be killed, 
but, on the advice of a contact in the 
I.S.I., he assigned a series of stories about 
the abduction. “The guy inside the I.S.I. 
said that if we wanted him released we 
should make a lot of noise,” Hanif said. 
“So we made a lot of noise.” 

Before moving to England, Hanif 
had dabbled in writing plays that crit-
icized the military. One of them was 
“What Now, Now That We Are 
Dead?,” written during a period of  
extrajudicial killings in Karachi. In the 
play, victims of the killings come back 
to life to survey the world they de-
parted, then decide that it’s better to 
return to their tombs. 

In London, he became consumed 
with figuring out who had killed Zia. 
He made phone calls and researched 
the lives of those around Zia, trying to 
assess potential culprits: the C.I.A., the 
Israelis, the Indians, the Soviets, rivals 
inside the Army, and even, according to 
one theory, a case of mangoes that had 
been carried aboard the plane for a cel-
ebration and then had exploded spon-
taneously. He was met with silence. “No 
one would talk—not Zia’s wife, not the 
Ambassador’s wife, no one in the Army,” 
he said. “I realized, there’s no way in hell 
I’ll ever find out.” 

If he couldn’t solve the mystery, he 
could address it in a novel, he decided: 
“What if, fictionally, I raise my hand 
and say, ‘Look, I did it’?” The idea grew 
into “A Case of Exploding Mangoes,” 
a satirical thriller built along the lines 
of a Pakistani “Catch-22.” Hanif ’s nar-
rator and proxy is Ali Shigri, an Air 
Force trainee who escapes the absurdi-
ties of military life by marching obses-
sively and by smoking high-grade hash, 
bought from the squadron’s laundry-
man, Uncle Starchy. Shigri has a good 
motive to attempt an assassination: his 
father was murdered on Zia’s orders. 
But, in Hanif ’s telling, nearly everyone 
in Pakistan wants to kill Zia. His intel-
ligence chief conspires to pump VX gas 
into the cabin of his plane; a mango 

farmer plants a bomb, hoping to inspire 
a Marxist-Maoist revolt. Zia is even 
pursued by a crow, carrying a curse be-
stowed by a blind woman whom he con-
demned to a dungeon. 

The historical Zia was humorless 
and self-regarding, a violent autocrat 
who liked to be spoken of as a “man of 
faith” and a “man of truth.” In “Man-
goes,” he is a buffoon—paranoid that 
his underlings are plotting against him, 
distracted by a long-running fight with 
his wife, who has kicked him out of 
their bedroom, and tormented by an 
itchy infestation of rectal worms. At one 
point, trying to determine what his sub-
jects think of him, he disguises himself 
with a shawl and rides into the city on 
a borrowed bicycle. The disguise works 
so well that he is detained by a police-
man, who mistakes him for a vagrant 
and gives him a humiliating mandate: 
“Say ‘General Zia is a one-eyed faggot’ 
thrice and I’ll let you go.” 

If the book’s satire seems cartoonish 
at times, it is also fearless. The military 
men are hapless schemers, in thrall to 
American advisers; the narrator is in-
volved in a gay relationship with another 
pilot. (“I thought I needed to put some 
sex in the novel, but it was set in an Air 
Force barracks,” Hanif said.) Hanif has 
spoken of fiction as “the opposite of jour-

nalism.” But he acknowledges that the 
book was informed by his years of re-
porting, and by interviews with survi-
vors of Pakistan’s dungeons. The most 
sinister figure is an I.S.I. officer, Major 
Kiyani, whose name evokes that of Ash-
faq Parvez Kayani, the Pakistani Army’s 
notorious chief of staff. To Americans, 
Kayani is known for presiding over an 
elaborate double game, in which Paki-
stan took billions in U.S. aid to help with 
the war in Afghanistan while covertly 
sponsoring the Taliban. The fictional 
Kiyani is both a dandy and a demented 
torturer, “the kind of man who picks up 
a phone, makes a long-distance call, and 
a bomb goes off in a crowded bazaar.” 
He, too, is involved in a plot to kill Zia.

As Hanif refined the manuscript, he 
told no one in Pakistan what he was 
working on. He and Bucha sat up nights 
in their apartment in London and won-
dered what the reaction would be. “At 
one point, I decided I should change 
the names of the characters,” he said. 
“But I wrote a few pages like that, and 
it just wasn’t any fun, so I switched back.” 
He drew inspiration from Mario Vargas 
Llosa, the Peruvian writer and politi-
cian, whose novel “The Feast of the 
Goat” tells the story of Rafael Trujillo, 
the longtime dictator of the Domini-
can Republic. In the book, Trujillo is 

“Son, someday soon this will all be exposed in the Panama Papers.”



depicted as a brute, but also as an im-
potent bed wetter. “I realized it was O.K. 
to do this,” Hanif said. “It gave me a 
kind of permission.”

When he finished the novel, in 2007, 
he pitched it to a Pakistani publisher he 
knew. “She wouldn’t even look at it,” he 
said. His old employer, Newsline, agreed 
to publish the book, but the printing 
company that it hired refused to be in-
volved. Finally, Random House in 
India—Pakistan’s neighbor and arch-
enemy—bought the manuscript and 
agreed to ship several thousand copies to 
Pakistan. According to Chiki Sarkar, 
who was then the head of Random 
House in India, the potential for con-
troversy was appealing. “I insisted that 
Zia’s face be on the cover,” she said. “We 
pitched it as the book that no one in Pa-
kistan would publish.” One early ship-
ment was held up when a customs agent 
opened a box and saw Zia’s image. Soon 
afterward, Hanif, along with his wife and 
son, returned to Karachi to live.

W
hen “Mangoes” was released, 
Hanif ’s Pakistani friends were 

shocked: after a decade of repressive 
martial law, he was brazenly mocking 
the military. “He will just say anything,” 
Kamila Shamsie, a fellow-novelist, re-
members thinking. For many people, 
though, the satire was welcome. “Hanif 
is essentially saying, Let’s not see Zia 
as a big man, as a monster—let’s see 
him as a pathetic man,” Shamsie told 
me. “This book feels like revenge.” It 
got stellar reviews in Pakistan, not least 
because the country was enduring an-
other military dictatorship: General Per-
vez Musharraf had seized power in 1999. 
The critic Husain Nasir described the 
book as “engaging in rhythm, innova-
tive in style, sardonic in voice, facts ooz-
ing out with beguiling charm.” It was 
long-listed for a Man Booker Prize. 

A few times, Hanif had indications 
that “Mangoes” had reached powerful 
people. A general approached him at 
a party and asked who his sources were; 
others asked how he had managed to 
unravel the assassination plot. Zia’s son 
sent a message to complain—but, Hanif 
said, it was clear that he hadn’t read the 
book. Remarkably, there was no offi-
cial backlash. “I think I was helped by 
the fact that no one in the military 
reads novels,” he said. 

The book’s other great advantage 
was that it was written in English. The 
English language occupies a paradox-
ical place in Pakistani society: it is a 
holdover from colonial times, which 
are not favorably remembered, yet it 
remains the language of government, 
of the military, and of the upper classes 
and those who aspire to join them. 
Nearly half of Pakistanis are illiterate, 
and many of the rest speak Urdu, or 
one of the local languages; the audi-
ence for journalism and fiction in En-
glish is an impassioned but relatively 
tiny élite. This situation presents both 
limits and opportunities. Writers in 
English have far more latitude to criti-
cize authorities, both secular and reli-
gious, without retribution. Clerics tend 
not to read English, or to care much 
about the opinions of upper-class in-
tellectuals; politicians are largely con-
cerned with the vastly greater numbers 
of people who read primarily Urdu, 
Punjabi, Pashto, Sindhi, or Balochi. 
When Hanif ’s English-language re-
porting has exposed corrupt or menda-
cious leaders, the official reaction has 
often been benign. “Sometimes you get 
this feeling that you are basically writ-
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ing for like-minded people,” he said.
The success of Hanif ’s début ele-

vated him to the first tier of Pakistani 
writers in English, joining Mohsin 
Hamid (“How to Get Filthy Rich in 
Rising Asia”) and Daniyal Mueenud-
din (“In Other Rooms, Other Won-
ders”). But, while much Pakistani fic-
tion centers, like Hamid’s, on the lives 
of the upper class, or, like Mueenud-
din’s, on fading feudal traditions, Hanif 
focusses on the sordid elements of so-
ciety, and on the failures of the coun-
try’s self-styled guardians. Chiki Sarkar, 
the publisher, said that Hanif was dis-
tinguished by his relatively humble or-
igins. He grew up in a middle-class 
family, went to a government school, 
and stayed in Pakistan for college; his 
work as a journalist has brought him 
closer to the struggles and disappoint-
ments of ordinary Pakistanis. “Hanif 
writes in English, but his world and 
his imagination and his humor come 
from a non-English language,” she said. 
“He writes in a spirit of delinquency.” 

Hanif lives in Defence, a neighbor-
hood of stately homes on the Arabian 
Sea. It’s one of the nicest parts of Ka-
rachi, filled with the kind of people who 
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might buy Hanif ’s books, but its affluence 
is deceptive. Many of the homes are 
barricaded by sandbags and cement walls 
and protected by armed guards; the res-
idence of the current Home Minister 
of Sindh province, a few houses down 
from Hanif ’s, resembles a fortress. Gen-
erators counter the city’s chronic elec-
tricity shortage. Defence may be a neigh-
borhood of oligarchs, but, as one 
Pakistani writer told me, in Karachi you 
can live like an oligarch on a hundred 
thousand dollars a year. 

Hanif lives in a comfortable two-
story house, which, like most of the oth-
ers, is surrounded by walls. But he does 
not employ an army of servants, and, 
inside, the place is homey and unosten-
tatious. When you walk through the 
gate, you are greeted by Hanif ’s two pet 
dogs, a conspicuously Western touch; 
in a Muslim country, dogs are generally 
seen as supersized vermin. 

Hanif does what he can to stay in 
touch with the “pulse of the street.” He 
regularly returns to his home village 
to see old friends. He often writes in 
Urdu—plays and song lyrics as well as 
journalism—and he appears on Urdu- 
language television. The effect of his 
work in Urdu is more pronounced, he 
says; more people call him to comment 
on his pieces, and his criticisms of the 
government or the military carry more 
punch. But his most transgressive writ-
ing doesn’t always reach the largest au-
dience. Eight years after its publication, 
“Mangoes” has yet to be published in 
Urdu. When he and Bucha, who acts 
in Urdu-language films and soap op-
eras, appear together in public, she is 
recognized more often than he is.

F
or years, as Hanif read the Paki-
stani newspapers, it seemed that 

every day there was at least one story 
about an attack on a woman: shot by 
her brother, or stoned to death by a mob, 
or sentenced to death after her hus-
band’s family accused her of insulting 
the Prophet. When I arrived in Kara-
chi, the story was about a woman who 
had been set on fire by relatives. 

In 2008, Hanif began to imagine a 
story about a female avenger fighting 
back against Pakistan’s patriarchal so-
ciety. “I just had this idea of a female 
superhero flying around and kicking 
ass,” he said. He was also inspired by 

his boss at Newsline, an editor named 
Razia Bhatti, who pushed him to go 
after powerful public officials. “The 
stories back then were printed on these 
long rolls of paper, and she used to sit 
with me and go through my stories 
line by line. She was a real crusader—
absolutely fearless.” 

After a few tries, Hanif found him-
self uncomfortable with the superhero 
conceit—“I was afraid I was writing a 
bad Hong Kong type of movie”—and 
he gave it up. Then another scenario oc-
curred to him. Years before, his mother 
had fallen ill and was taken to the hos-
pital. He sat with her for days, in a ward 
staffed around the clock by female nurses, 
most of them Christians, a tiny minority 
in Pakistan. “So many institutions in  
Pakistan don’t work at all, and I was struck 
by how dedicated the nurses were,”  
he said. “Their salaries are very low. No 
one was supervising them—it was the 
middle of the night—and yet they car-
ried on in the most dedicated way.” 

Hanif got the idea of writing about 
a nurse in a decrepit hospital. Alice 
Bhatti (named for his old editor) is a 
ferociously strong young woman: smart, 
independent, and rebellious to the point 
of recklessness. She works as a nurse in 
the Sacred Heart Hospital for All Ail-
ments, a shambling Catholic institu-
tion in Karachi that is corrupt, under-
funded, and horrifyingly filthy: rats 
make nests of human hair; gunnysacks 
filled with body parts sit in a corner. 
Alice is Christian, the daughter of a 
faith healer, from a Christian slum called 
the French Colony, where Jesus is known 
as “Lord Yassoo.” She comes from a 
family of “sweepers,” or janitors, a job 
performed overwhelmingly by Chris-
tians. At the hospital, Alice sees the 
most vicious tendencies of Karachi—
murders and molestations that go un-
reported, bodies that go unclaimed. She 
freely mocks the Islamic faith, in con-
cert with her father, who warns her, 
“These Muslas will make you clean 
their shit and then complain that you 
stink.” More than anything, Alice is de-
termined to defend herself from an 
endless wave of insults and assaults: 

There was not a single day—not a single 
day—when she didn’t see a woman shot or 
hacked, strangled or suffocated, poisoned or 
burnt, hanged or buried alive. Suspicious hus-
band, brother protecting his honour, father 

protecting his honour, son protecting his hon-
our, jilted lover avenging his honour, feuding 
farmers settling their water disputes, money-
lenders collecting their interest: most of life’s 
arguments, it seemed, got settled by doing var-
ious things to a woman’s body.

When a wealthy patient’s relative 
tries to force Alice to perform oral sex, 
she slashes his genitals with a razor and 
dispatches him to the emergency room. 
“Go to Accidents. And no need to be 
shy, they get lots of this sort of thing 
during their night shift,” she says. “And 
stop screaming.” 

In another city, Alice might have called 
the police. Instead, her primary contact 
with law enforcement is Teddy Butt, a 
bodybuilder who works nights on a po-
lice death squad. Butt—a simpleton with 
a steroid abuser’s high-pitched voice—
becomes infatuated with Alice, and pro-
fesses his love while holding her at gun-
point. When she rebuffs him, he leaves 
the hospital and, in despair, fires his pis-
tol into the air. The bullet wings a truck 
driver, who slams on his brakes, which 
causes a rickshaw to swerve, which kills 
five schoolchildren crossing a street, 
which sets off a riot that spreads across 
Karachi, as thousands of aggrieved citi-
zens sack restaurants, burn tires, and over-
turn cars. The mayhem lasts for three 
days; eleven people die and entire neigh-
borhoods are destroyed before things set-
tle down. “Newspapers start predicting 
‘Normalcy limping back to the city,’ ” 
Hanif writes, “as if normalcy had gone 
for a picnic and sprained an ankle.” 

“Our Lady of Alice Bhatti” is a funny 
book, more light-footed than its sub-
ject matter suggests, but its power lies 
in its portrayal of how Alice is relent-
lessly crushed. Finally, Alice agrees to 
marry Teddy—largely to move into a 
roomier apartment—but he is bewil-
dered by her high-spiritedness and sets 
about trying to make her behave like a 
proper wife. When she tries to leave 
him, he feels “dishonored” and seeks a 
time-honored remedy: he throws acid 
in her face. Alice may have been a su-
perhero, Hanif suggests, but in Pakistan 
not even female superheroes can prevail. 

T
he Karachi Press club is situ-
ated in a mansion built during co-

lonial rule, with high wooden shutters 
to keep out the heat and palm trees on 
either side. Reporters sit at tables on the 



grounds, smoking and chatting. Every 
afternoon, people with grievances against 
the government gather to demonstrate, 
sometimes by the thousands. It’s a cu-
rious ritual—the demonstrators com-
ing to the reporters, rather than the other 
way around. “It works this way because 
the reporters are too lazy to go out,” 
Hanif, who visits the club occasionally, 
told me. 

The Pakistani press corps works 
with a strange mixture of privilege and 
constraint. Pick up one of the better 
English-language newspapers—the 
News or the Dawn—and you will find 
penetrating coverage of national secu-
rity, poverty, and governmental cor-
ruption. But, beyond shifting and  
mysterious boundaries, no journalist  
may stray without risk. In 2010, Umar 
Cheema, who had written about dis-
sent within the military, was picked up 
by men in police uniforms who were 
widely presumed to be I.S.I. agents. 
They shaved his head, sexually humil-
iated him, and dropped him miles from 
his home, with a warning to stop. The 
following year, Saleem Shahzad pub-
lished stories asserting that the armed 
forces had been infiltrated by Al Qaeda. 
He was beaten to death and his body 
dumped in a canal. 

The infiltration of the armed forces 
by Islamist militants has long been a 
dangerous topic; the country’s blasphemy 
laws are another. In the past few years, 
there has been a third: the bloody in-
surgency in the state of Balochistan, 
where the military and the intelligence 
agencies have been accused of a cam-
paign of kidnappings, torture, and exe-
cutions. According to the Committee 
to Protect Journalists, thirteen report-
ers covering Balochistan have been mur-
dered since 1992. In 2014, Hamid Mir, 
the country’s best-known television jour-
nalist, who has criticized the Army and 
the I.S.I. in his pieces, was shot six times 
by unknown gunmen as he drove to 
work. Since then, Mir says, his televi-
sion station has stopped reporting ag-
gressively on Balochistan.

In 2012, Hanif was asked by the 
Human Rights Commission of Paki-
stan to write a series about dissidents 
who had disappeared in Balochistan. 
Hanif ’s reporting was compiled in a 
small book, “The Baloch Who Is Not 
Missing & Others Who Are,” and also 

published in English-language news-
papers. After the stories came out, Hanif 
received a call from an old Air Force 
friend who had become a general. “I 
heard some people talking badly about 
you,” the friend said. “Why do you put 
yourself at risk?” Hanif interpreted the 
call as a calculated warning: “He was 
passing me a message.” 

There were other signs that even the 
English-speaking élites were no longer 
safe. In January, 2011, the governor of 
Punjab, Salman Taseer, was shot dead 
by his bodyguard after he denounced 
the death sentence of an impoverished 
Christian woman, who was charged 
with insulting the Prophet after a group 
of Muslim women refused to drink  
from a bowl that she had touched. “That 
was a seismic shift,” Kamila Shamsie, 
the novelist, said. 

Last April, Sabeen Mahmud, a close 
friend of Hanif ’s who ran a local event 
space called the Second Floor, was plan-
ning a panel discussion involving Ba-
loch leaders. Worried that the I.S.I. 
would react badly, she turned to Hanif 
for advice. He told her that it would be 
very risky, but Mahmud decided to go 
ahead anyway. 

Hanif was out of town the night of 
the discussion, but he followed it on 
Twitter, and was relieved when it came 
to an end without incident. A few min-
utes later, he got a call from a friend: 
gunmen had pulled alongside Mah-

mud’s car and opened fire, killing her 
and wounding her mother. “It really 
shook me,” he said. “I used to think, 
like Sabeen, that we were really small 
fry. Who the hell cares about a hun-
dred and twenty people sitting in a 
room talking, a bunch of like-minded 
losers?” Mahmud’s death was a mea-
sure of how much things had changed 
in Pakistan. The stories Hanif had pub-
lished about Balochistan were “impos-
sible now,” he said. 

The police announced that they had 
arrested a suspect in the killing, but 
nothing about him fit the profile of an 
assassin: he was a student at one of the 
most prestigious universities in Paki-
stan. Many of Mahmud’s friends sus-
pected that she was killed by the I.S.I. 
In September, her driver, who wit-
nessed the killing, was also shot dead. 
After Mahmud was killed, a large group 
of supporters gathered at the Karachi 
Press Club, planning a series of pro-
tests to demand the truth about what 
had happened to her. Hanif joined 
them. “I am not a protester by nature, 
but it seemed like the decent thing to 
do,” he said. There was a good crowd, 
he said, nearly two hundred people. 
But it rapidly petered out. On the twen-
tieth day, Hanif told me, only three 
people came. 

H
anif’s audience seems not to 
have lost its appetite for outrage, 

or at least for comic relief. During a dis-
cussion at the Karachi Literature Fes-
tival, a woman in the audience stood 
and asked him to write another corus-
cating novel, like his first one. “ ‘A Case 
of Exploding Mangoes’ was so close to 
the truth,” she said. “My copy is in tat-
ters now, because ten of my friends  
borrowed it.” 

Hanif ’s most rambunctious new work 
is “The Dictator’s Wife,” a musical that 
he wrote with the composer Moham-
med Fairouz, which will have its 
première at the Kennedy Center in  
January. The main characters are un-
named—known only as the First Lady 
and her husband, Himself—but they 
bear an unmistakable resemblance to 
Pervez Musharraf and his wife, Sebha. 
The dictator in question never appears 
onstage. As his wife scrabbles with angry 
protesters and gripes about her com-
promised marriage, he is sequestered in 
the bathroom, represented only by a 
mordant song that his aide-de-camp 
sings on his behalf:

When you’re forced to bugger
200 million people
You need time to recover.
After you have rigged the elections 
After all your positive actions
You need a few moments of self–reflection
Me time.

This kind of antic effect has grown 
scarcer in Hanif ’s writing, which has 
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become increasingly tragic. Last year, 
Fairouz asked him to collaborate on an 
opera about Benazir Bhutto. Hanif had 
considered writing a book about her, 
but decided that her life—filled with 
death, corruption, and betrayal—was 
too dramatic. “It’s too over the top,” 
Hanif told me. But opera seemed like 
a fitting medium. “In opera, everyone 
gets killed, and everything is over the 
top anyway,” he said. 

Hanif knew Bhutto glancingly; while 
he was living in England, she was also 
there, having fled arrest warrants in Pa-
kistan after the collapse of her scan-
dal-ridden government. On occasion, 
she came into the BBC office to talk 
about the news from home. 

In 2007, Bhutto was granted am-
nesty, and that October she returned 
to Pakistan to run for a third term. Less 
than an hour after she arrived, a sui-
cide bomber attacked her motorcade, 
killing more than a hundred and forty 
people. “No one thought something 
like that could happen again,” Hanif 
said. “Once she survived it, she’d be 
safe.” Two months later, she was at-
tacked again, by a suicide bomber and 
men firing weapons. This time, she was 
killed. 

The Pittsburgh Opera plans to stage 
“Bhutto” in 2018. As Hanif revises the 
libretto, he and Fairouz sift through 
ideas in long telephone calls. The li-
bretto has moments of Hanif ’s anarchic 
humor: one of the main characters is a 
cabinet minister named Maulana Whis-
key (essentially, Whiskey Priest), and 
Benazir is called by her childhood nick-
name, Pinkie. But most of the story 
seems haunted by thirty years of polit-
ical and social tumult. It consists of three 
acts, each centering on a momentous 
death: Zia’s hanging of Benazir’s father, 
the explosion of Zia’s plane, and Bena-
zir’s assassination.

“Bhutto” will no doubt cause a stir 
in Pakistan, whether or not it is staged 
there. A large part of the population 
holds the memory of Benazir’s family 
sacred, and the question of who killed 
her is unresolved. Musharraf, who was 
President at the time, is now on trial 
for the murder in Islamabad. He has 
maintained that, when an intelligence 
report suggested Bhutto might be at-
tacked, he did everything he could to 
protect her. But Bhutto’s lobbyist in 

the United States, Mark Siegel, testified 
that Musharraf denied a request from 
Bhutto for more security, telling her, 
“Your security is dependent on the  
relationship between us.” 

Bhutto’s legacy also lingers in more 
urgent ways. The Taliban, which flour-
ished during her Administration, is 
surging in Afghanistan, and its affili-
ates are at war with the Pakistani state. 
In a recent Op-Ed piece in the Times, 
Hanif recounted a series of attacks in 
Pakistan, including a raid on a school 
that killed a hundred and forty chil-
dren. Afterward, the Army claimed 
the attacks were evidence that “hard 
targets,” such as airports and military 
bases, had become too difficult to strike. 
“The language used to report and com-
memorate these massacres is sicken-
ingly celebratory and familiar,” Hanif 
wrote. “The students are called mar-
tyrs. Their courage is applauded.” He 
went on, “How much courage does it 
require to take a bullet in the head? . . . 
This is imposed martyrdom, and it 
isn’t a sign of strength. It’s a sign of 
utter helplessness.”

For the first time in years, Hanif has 
begun to wonder about his future in 
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Pakistan. Bucha, his wife, has asked 
him to stop appearing on television, 
out of concern for his safety. “It’s some-
thing I think about all the time,” she 
told me. “In Pakistan, you don’t have 
to be outspoken to be killed. The peo-
ple we might be afraid of are people 
we don’t even know.” She and Hanif 
talk about whether the family should 
leave the country again. In the mean-
time, he sometimes encourages rumors 
that he’s living abroad. 

When Hanif worked at the BBC, he 
used to go to the office each day hop-
ing that Pakistan would not make the 
news. It seldom happened that way. For 
a writer engaged with politics, there has 
been a benefit. Politically turbulent so-
cieties often produce extraordinary lit-
erature: Russia in the twilight of the 
tsars, India after independence, postwar 
Latin America. Pakistan, reliably cha-
otic since 1947, has served Hanif as a 
wellspring of characters and ideas. Still, 
he insists that he would be happier if 
the country somehow became calm. “I 
never want to leave,” he said. “If Paki-
stan were normal and boring, I would 
love that. I’d shut my mouth for a while, 
if that was the price.” 

“Should we start without him?”

• •
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A
s the United States Attorney 
for the Southern District of 
New York, Preet Bharara runs 

one of the largest and most respected 
offices of federal prosecutors in the 
country. Under his leadership, the office 
has charged dozens of Wall Street fig-
ures with insider trading, and has up-
ended the politics of New York State, 
by convicting the leaders of both houses 
of the state legislature. Last week, Bha-
rara announced charges against a hun-
dred and twenty alleged street-gang 
members in the Bronx, in what was said 
to be the largest gang takedown in  
New York history. The turning point in 
Bharara’s own career, though, took place 
not when he triumphed in a courtroom 
but when he masterminded a dramatic 
congressional hearing.

Bharara, who is now forty-seven, 
graduated from Columbia Law School 
in 1993, spent several years at private 
firms, and then, from 2000 to 2005, 
served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, in 
Manhattan. On leaving his A.U.S.A. 
post, he made an unusual choice for a 
promising young lawyer. Instead of be-
coming a partner at a law firm, he went 
to Washington to work for Senator 
Charles Schumer, the New York Dem-
ocrat. Schumer chaired the Judiciary 
Committee’s oversight subcommittee, 
and Bharara was the top aide on his 
staff. He organized hearings and pre-
pared Schumer for conducting them. 
Schumer is famous for cultivating media 
attention, and his aides are responsible 
for making sure that he gets it.

“When Chuck approaches a hear-
ing, he wants to elicit something, leave 
a mark, unearth something that the A.P. 
will file a story on,” a Schumer staffer 
from this era told me. “Preet knew this, 
and he would take the pen and make 
the first draft of questions that made 
Chuck’s round of questioning stand out. 
He would draft them with sound bites 
in mind. He learned to think that way 

and write that way.” In early 2007, Bha-
rara, under Schumer’s supervision, was 
investigating the firing of several U.S. 
Attorneys by Alberto Gonzales, the At-
torney General in President George W. 
Bush’s second term. For a hearing on 
May 15th, the issue was whether the 
firings had been politically motivated. 
Bharara prepared James Comey, who 
had been Deputy Attorney General in 
the Bush Administration, to testify. 

“That was my hearing, chaired by 
Senator Schumer,” Bharara told me. He 
knew the witness well, because Comey 
had been the U.S. Attorney for the 
Southern District when Bharara was 
an A.U.S.A. there. “I talked to Jim the 
week before and said, ‘We’re going to 
have you come testify.’ ” In debriefing 
Comey before his testimony, Bharara 
heard a more extraordinary tale than he 
had expected. On the night of March 10, 
2004, Comey had learned that Gonza-
les, then the White House counsel, and 
Andrew Card, the White House chief 
of staff, were heading to a Washington 
hospital, where John Ashcroft, the At-
torney General, suffering from gallstone 
pancreatitis, was in intensive care. Gon-
zales and Card wanted Ashcroft to re-
authorize a government surveillance 
program that Comey and his staff had 
concluded was unlawful. Comey and 
Robert Mueller III, the F.B.I. director, 
raced, sirens blaring, to beat Gonzales 
and Card to Ashcroft’s bedside. In a 
tense confrontation at the hospital, Ash-
croft told Gonzales and Card that, since 
Comey was Acting Attorney General, 
the decision was his to make. 

As Bharara recalled, “Jim told me the 
whole story on the phone, and the hair 
stood up on the back of my neck, be-
cause I realized what a significant story 
this was, and I was sworn to secrecy and 
nobody knew about it. I told Chuck. He 
was, like, ‘Whoa!’ ” In the days leading 
up to the hearing, Bharara and Schumer 
told no one about the revelation that 
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THE SHOWMAN
How U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara struck fear into Wall Street and Albany.

BY JEFFREY TOOBIN

was coming. “I was afraid that if the 
story got out of what Jim was going to 
say the Bush Administration would 
figure out a way to prevent him from 
testifying,” Bharara said. “We needed  
to preserve the element of surprise.”

At the committee hearing, Comey, 
under Schumer’s questioning, told the 
story of the bedside confrontation. It 
caused a sensation in the hearing room 
and in the press. “Russ Feingold”—the 
Wisconsin Democrat—“said after that 
that it was the most amazing and jaw- 
dropping hearing he had ever attended 
as a senator,” Bharara told me. “So that 
was my formative experience.” Less than 
two years later, when Barack Obama was 
elected President, Schumer recommended 
that he nominate Bharara as the United 
States Attorney for the Southern District. 

Bharara was forty, and he brought a 
media-friendly approach to what has 
historically been a closed and guarded 
institution. In professional background, 
Bharara resembles his predecessors; in 
style, he’s very different. His personal-
ity reflects his dual life in New York’s 
political and legal firmament. A long-
time prosecutor, he sometimes acts like 
a budding pol; his rhetoric leans more 
toward the wisecrack than toward the 
jeremiad. He expresses himself in the 
orderly paragraphs of a former high-
school debater, but with deft comic tim-
ing and a gift for shtick.

Bharara’s success with Comey’s tes-
timony prefigured some of the meth-
ods he has used as prosecutor. He be-
lieves in meticulous preparation and 
reveres the tradition of collegiality 
among current and former Southern 
District prosecutors, like Comey and 
like him. He also welcomes publicity.

T
he U.S. Attorney’s main office  
is housed in 1 St. Andrew’s Plaza, 

a brutalist carbuncle beside the Thur-
good Marshall United States Court-
house, a classical-revival gem in lower 
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In style, Bharara is unlike his predecessors. He sometimes acts like a budding pol with a gift for wisecracks and shtick.
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Manhattan. Next to the door of Bha-
rara’s office suite, there is a large-for-
mat photograph of a reunion dinner  
of Southern District prosecutors, at  
the Plaza Hotel, in 2014: hundreds of  
middle-aged white men in tuxedos. For 
decades, a stint as an A.U.S.A. for the 
Southern District has led to prosper-
ous anonymity in the upper reaches of 
the legal profession, especially in major 
New York law firms. And Bharara’s pre-
decessors in the top job include Rob-
ert Morgenthau (1962-1970), who later 
became the Manhattan district attor-
ney; Rudolph Giuliani (1983-89), sub-
sequently the two-term mayor of New 
York; Mary Jo White (1993-2002), the 
current chair of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission; and Comey (2002-
2003), now the director of the F.B.I. 

“At least since the time of Mor- 
genthau, the Southern District has 
been known for integrity and innova-
tion,” Jed Rakoff, who was a prosecu-
tor in the Southern District before  
he became a judge there, in 1996, told 
me. “The Southern District was the 
first U.S. Attorney’s office to take on 
white-collar crime on a regular basis. 
It led the way in official corruption 
cases,” as well as in Mafia cases and in 
terrorism cases. 

“There’s a tradition of independence 
in the Southern District,” Rakoff said. 
“And that has often led to tension with 
the Justice Department.” Indeed, in 
law-enforcement circles the Southern 
District is nicknamed the “sovereign 
district,” because of its reputation for 
resisting direction, even from its nom-
inal superiors, in Washington. 

Some have said, half-jokingly, that 
the Southern District is the only U.S. 
Attorney’s office with its own foreign 
policy. In 2013, Bharara’s office charged 
Devyani Khobragade, then the Dep-
uty Consul General of India in New 
York, with committing visa fraud in 
order to gain entry for an Indian do-
mestic worker in her employ. Kho-
bragade was strip-searched after her 
arrest, and the government of India 
demanded an apology and removed the 
security barricades in front of the U.S. 
Embassy in New Delhi. Secretary of 
State John Kerry expressed regret about 
Khobragade’s treatment. Bharara told 
me that the case originated in the State 
Department, and was properly vetted 
by his office. (Khobragade, who still 
faces charges, has gone back to India.)

On a more positive note, in March 
Bharara’s office charged Reza Zarrab, a 
Turkish gold trader, with money laun-

dering and with helping Iran evade trade 
sanctions imposed because of its nu-
clear program. In Turkey, where the 
government of President Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan has become increasingly au-
thoritarian and tolerant of corruption, 
Bharara has been hailed as a hero on 
social media. He quickly gained nearly 
three hundred thousand Twitter fol-
lowers, many of them in Turkey, and 
has had to decline numerous offers of 
Turkish rugs and delicacies, though he 
did take his son out for Turkish food.

Bharara’s family history is unusual 
for someone in his position. His par-
ents were born in what is now Pakistan, 
before it separated from India. His fa-
ther, Jagdish, is a Sikh and his mother, 
Desh, a Hindu, so their families joined 
the great migration to India. “My fa-
ther is one of thirteen, my mother’s one 
of seven, and that doesn’t count siblings 
who didn’t make it for very long,” he 
told me. The family eventually settled 
in Firozpur, in Punjab, where Jagdish, 
a physician, was assigned to the Indian 
railway system. Shortly after Preet was 
born there, in 1968, Jagdish received 
a fellowship to practice medicine in 
Buffalo. “My mother had never seen 
snow,” he said.

The family soon moved to New Jer-
sey, where a second son, Vinit, was born, 
and Jagdish set up a pediatric practice 
in Asbury Park, with Desh as the office 
manager. Vinit Bharara told me, “Dad 
was a principled, disciplinarian kind of 
guy, an introvert, very focussed on our 
values, cared a lot about our getting  
good grades. He doesn’t have a great 
sense of humor. Our mom was sort of 
the opposite. She is an incredibly opti- 
mistic, affable, easygoing person. She  
loves to throw parties and mingle and 
make friends. Preet and I both got that 
yin/yang.” (In keeping with the local 
customs of his adopted region, Bharara 
became a Bruce Springsteen fan and has 
attended about thirty of his concerts.) 
Bharara recalled, “Our dad definitely 
wanted us to grow up to be doctors, but 
in seventh grade I read ‘Inherit the Wind’ 
and decided I wanted to be Clarence 
Darrow. And then, in tenth grade, chem-
istry was a disaster, and that probably 
sealed it for lawyer over doctor.”

After serving as valedictorian of his 
class at a small local private school, 
Bharara went to Harvard. A college 

“And can one illuminate the manuscript?”

• •
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friend, Viet Dinh, recalled that he met 
Bha rara in an introductory government 
seminar. “Our first assignment was to 
determine whether the Framers set up 
the American government based on the 
idea that man was essentially bad or 
that man was essentially good,” Dinh 
said. “We left class and wound up talking 
all night. I argued ‘bad,’ and Preet ar-
gued ‘good.’ I am more skeptical. Preet 
is more optimistic.” 

Bharara was a Democrat, and Dinh 
a Republican, who went on to serve as a 
senior official in George W. Bush’s Jus-
tice Department. Despite their political 
differences, the two have remained close 
friends. (Bharara was the best man at 
Dinh’s wedding.) “People think that be-
cause Preet is a prosecutor he sees only 
the underbelly of society, but he funda-
mentally believes in the goodness of man 
and that government can ennoble soci-
ety,” Dinh said. “He sees all the bad, but 
he sees his job as a way to foster good.”

After Harvard, Bharara went to 
Columbia Law School. “My wife never 
wants me to say this, but I was not a good 
attender of classes,” Bharara told me. 
(Bharara and his wife, Dalya, a nonprac-
ticing lawyer, live in Westchester; they 
have three children.) He figured he could 
read the texts. “I think the only class 
in which I had a perfect attendance re-
cord was trial practice,” he said. A vet-
eran of the Southern District taught the 
class, which fixed Bharara’s ambition to 
become a federal prosecutor. In 1999, 
Mary Jo White offered him a job as an 
A.U.S.A. “It was the best day of my life,” 
Bharara said. “It was awesome.”

Vinit Bharara followed Preet to Co-
lumbia Law School but, after practic-
ing law briefly, became an entrepreneur. 
His first venture, which included Preet 
as an investor, did not thrive. Then he 
and a partner went into the diaper busi-
ness. Preet, of course, became the U.S. 
Attorney. He said, “I have subpoena 
power, I’m chief federal law-enforce-
ment officer in Manhattan, Bronx, and 
six other counties. So I’m thinking I’m 
winning the family competition, and 
my brother calls me and he’s, like,  
‘I’m going to sell diapers.’ I said, ‘Knock 
yourself out, man, I still got subpoena 
power.’ ” Vinit’s company, diapers.com 
(“We’re No. 1 in No. 2”), went on to be 
acquired by Amazon in 2011. Preet told 
me, “That’s my brother’s way of saying, 

‘Hey, bro, I see your whole U.S. Attor-
ney thing, and I raise you five hundred 
and forty-five million dollars.’ ”

S
outhern District prosecutors tra-
ditionally conduct roasts of depart-

ing colleagues. When Richard Zabel, 
Bharara’s longtime deputy, left the office 
last year for the private sector, Bharara 
sang a farewell to the tune of “Ameri-
can Pie.” In his response, Zabel said, 
“Since I left the office, everyone has been 
asking me the same question. Have I 
seen ‘Billions’?” The television series, on 
Showtime, features the pursuit by an 
aggressive U.S. Attorney, played by Paul 
Giamatti, of a Wall Street billionaire for 
insider trading. It is widely thought to 
have been inspired by Bharara’s long-
term investigation of Steven Cohen, the 
founder of SAC Capital Advisors; there 
is also a fanciful subplot involving  
sadomasochistic sex. “The truth is, I  
haven’t seen it yet,” Zabel said. “But I 
did see a clip, where a woman in a dom-
inatrix outfit stands astride our shirtless 
U.S. Attorney, burning him with a cig-
arette and then urinating on him.” Zabel 
added, “I am surprised how since I left 
they have lost control of his image.”

Before Bharara became known as 
the scourge of insider trading—a 2012 
Time cover story called him the “top 
cop” of Wall Street—he gained atten-
tion for the cases he did not bring against 
the financial industry. He took office in 
2009, at the height of the mortgage 
crisis, and the Southern District, along 
with the Justice Department, in Wash-
ington, conducted investigations of the 
major firms and individuals involved in 
the financial collapse. No leading exec-
utive was prosecuted. Bernie Sanders, 
the Presidential candidate, says in his 
stump speech, “It is an outrage that  
not one major Wall Street executive  
has gone to jail for causing the near- 
collapse of the economy. The failure to 
prosecute the crooks on Wall Street  
for their illegal and reckless behavior  
is a clear indictment of our broken  
criminal-justice system.” 

In a conversation in his office, Bha-
rara rejected the critique. Without going 
into specifics, he said that his team had 
looked at Wall Street executives and 
found no evidence of criminal behav-
ior. “It shouldn’t come as a surprise  
to anyone that the things that we had 

either been assigned before I got here or 
had the initiative to look at were looked 
at really, really carefully and really, re-
ally hard by the best people in the office,” 
he said. “There’s a natural frustration, 
given how bad the consequences were 
for the country, that more people didn’t 
go to prison for it, because it’s clearly 
true that when you see a bad thing hap-
pen, like you see a building go up in 
flames, you have to wonder if there’s 
arson. You have to wonder if there’s any-
body prosecuting. Now, sometimes it’s 
not arson, it’s an accident. Sometimes 
it is arson, and you can’t prove it.” 

Eric Holder, who, as Attorney Gen-
eral, was Bharara’s boss for six years, made 
a similar point. “Do you honestly think 
that Preet Bharara and all those hot-
shots in the U.S. Attorney’s office would 
not have made those cases if they could?” 
he said. “Those are career-making cases. 
Those cases are your ticket. The fight 
would have been over who got to try 
them. We just didn’t have the evidence.”

Instead, Bharara brought cases for 
insider trading, many based on inves-
tigations that began before his arrival 
in the office. One of Bharara’s prede-
cessors, Michael Garcia, had obtained 
wiretaps on the phones of Raj Rajarat-
nam, a billionaire who founded the 
hedge fund Galleon Group. The F.B.I. 
arrested Rajaratnam, and prosecutors 
showed that he used a network of well-
placed tipsters, including Rajat Gupta, 
the former managing director of the 
consulting firm McKinsey & Company, 
to illicitly gain about seventy-two mil-
lion dollars through stock trading for 
Galleon Group. 

There was little ambiguity about the 
criminality of Rajaratnam’s intentions. 
In one tape played at trial, he called a 
contact and said, “I heard yesterday 
from somebody who’s on the board of 
Goldman Sachs that they are going to 
lose two dollars per share.” Rajaratnam 
quickly traded his shares, avoiding major 
losses, thanks to this inside information. 
Convicted in 2011, he was sentenced to 
eleven years in prison, and given a 
ten-million-dollar fine, along with an 
order to forfeit more than fifty-three 
million in gains. (Gupta, who was also 
a board member at Goldman, was later 
convicted of insider trading as well.)

Bharara followed up with a series of 
prosecutions of less well-known figures, 
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whom he nevertheless described as big 
fish. Announcing the arrest of a group 
of mid-level Wall Street brokers, Bha-
rara said, with some hyperbole, that the 
case was “precisely the type of perva-
sive and pernicious activity that causes 
average people to think that they would 
be better off pulling their money out 
of Wall Street and stuffing it in a mat-
tress.” A prosecutor who served in the 
office at the time told me, 
“Preet made promises that 
he couldn’t deliver. Those 
cases were not that big.” 

During this period, Bha- 
rara did pursue a major tar-
get—Steven Cohen and SAC 
Capital Advisors—but the 
investigation ended on an am-
biguous note. Bharara’s pros-
ecutors convicted six lower- 
level former employees of SAC Capital, 
but they never brought a criminal case 
against Cohen. Instead, in 2013 Bharara 
reached a deal with Cohen’s company, 
which pleaded guilty to an indictment 
charging “institutional practices that en-
couraged the widespread solicitation and 
use of illegal inside information.” 

SAC Capital paid a rec ord $1.8-bil-
lion penalty and was effectively shut 
down. Cohen, however, not only avoided 
prosecution but was permitted to con-
tinue managing his multibillion-dollar 
personal fortune. “People are always try-
ing to make these cases mano a mano 
between me and someone,” Bharara told 
me. “But we did the same in this case 
as we did in any other. We charged as 
much as we thought was justified by 
the evidence.” 

There are some indications that the 
judges in Bharara’s courthouse resented 
the hype underlying his insider-trading 
offensive. On December 10, 2014, the 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals repu-
diated a key part of Bharara’s legacy.  
In some of his major prosecutions, in-
cluding the Rajaratnam case, the de-
fendant had traded on information pro-
vided by insiders who were also making 
money from illegal trades based on in-
side knowledge. However, the cases that 
Bharara brought against Todd Newman 
and Anthony Chiasson, who were stock 
traders for hedge funds, were different. 
Newman and Chiasson were convicted 
of insider trading based on information 
provided by a group of analysts who 

had obtained it from insiders at Dell 
and other companies. As the Second 
Circuit noted, “Newman and Chiasson 
were several steps removed from the 
corporate insiders and there was no 
evidence that either was aware of the 
source of the inside information.” More-
over, there was insufficient evidence that 
Newman and Chiasson knew that the 
insiders had benefitted in any way by 

supplying the inside infor-
mation. In the light of the 
attenuated connection be-
tween the defendants and 
the source of the inside in-
formation, the appeals court 
said, their convictions could 
not stand.

Between the lines, the 
three judges’ opinion be-
trayed considerable distaste 

for Bharara’s aggressive tactics. It re-
ferred to the “doctrinal novelty of . . . 
recent insider trading prosecutions,” and 
suggested that Bharara’s lawyers had at-
tempted to place their insider-trading 
cases with a sympathetic trial judge 
in the Southern District—of judge- 
shopping, in other words. The court said 
that Bharara was trying, in effect, to act 
like a legislator, by rewriting the crim-
inal laws to his liking. As the court noted, 
“Although the Government might like 
the law to be different, nothing in the 
law requires a symmetry of information 
in the nation’s securities markets.” Ac-
cording to the judges, there was always 
going to be inside information circu-
lating in the markets. But criminal be-
havior would entail a meeting of cor-
rupt minds—a tipster and a trader who 
both profited from information that 
they knew was unlawfully obtained.

Most scholars favor Bharara’s in-
terpretation of the insider-trading laws. 
“The public wants to believe that you 
can get an advantage from hard work 
and research, not because you know a 
guy who knows a guy,” Samuel Buell, a 
professor at Duke Law School, said. 
Buell is also a former prosecutor and 
the author of the forthcoming book 
“Capital Offenses: Business Crime and 
Punishment in America’s Corporate 
Age.” It’s hard to quarrel with Bharara’s 
observation that “there is some core of 
material nonpublic information that is 
so material and relevant and market- 
moving that people shouldn’t be able 

to take advantage of that over the aver-
age investor, and I think most people 
agree with that and those are the kinds 
of cases that we brought.” 

Still, the Newman reversal led to 
a cascade of bad news for Bharara. He 
has had to dismiss twelve pending 
insider- trading cases, and defense at-
torneys are seeking to have more thrown 
out as well. (Both Rajaratnam and Gupta 
are appealing their convictions.) Bha-
rara’s targets have even begun to take 
the offensive against his office. David 
Ganek, of Level Global Investors, a 
hedge fund that was raided in an insider- 
trading investigation in 2010, sued 
the government for violating his civil 
rights. In a ruling on March 10th of  
this year, Judge William H. Pauley III 
allowed the case to proceed, writing, 
“These raids sent shock waves through 
Wall Street: investment bankers and 
traders were indicted, and multibillion- 
dollar businesses—including Level 
Global—were shuttered. But five years 
later a different picture has emerged. 
The Second Circuit rejected the Gov-
ernment’s theory of insider trading. 
Criminal convictions were vacated, and 
indictments dismissed.” 

B
harara plays down his conflict 
with Cohen, but he does little to 

hide his dislike for another subject of a 
Southern District investigation: Gov-
ernor Andrew Cuomo, of New York. 
The cause of Bharara’s ire can be iden-
tified with some precision. 

In July, 2013, in response to New 
York’s long history of corruption in state 
government (and to some of Bha rara’s 
early prosecutions of legislators), Cuomo 
created what was known as the More-
land Commission. Cuomo’s charge to 
the commission, which was given sub-
poena power, was to investigate corrup-
tion in state government, and to submit 
recommendations by the end of the fol-
lowing year. Then, on March 29, 2014, 
the day that Cuomo announced a bud-
get deal with the legislature, he abruptly 
shut down the More land investigation.

Bharara pounced. “Preet is a very in-
tense guy, and he can get angry,” Rich 
Zabel, his former deputy, told me. “It 
was just obviously outrageous to shut 
down the Moreland Commission. We 
were, like, there is no way that is going 
to stand. And we sent the van over.” A 



van was dispatched to seize the com-
mission’s investigative files. Bharara told 
me, “Our first and most important goal 
was to make sure that whatever they 
had under way was not lost, and that 
there was not going to be a whitewash 
of things that had been undertaken. If 
they weren’t going to do it, we were 
going to do it.” 

Bharara had to show that he could 
turn the dramatic gesture into indict-
ments and then into courtroom victo-
ries. In addition to determining whether 
Cuomo had unlawfully obstructed the 
investigators, Bharara had an opportu-
nity to examine the prime source of cor-
ruption in Albany in recent years—the 
outside activities of state legislators. 
“New York has a part-time legislature,” 
Blair Horner, the executive director of 
the New York Public Interest Research 
Group, told me. “That means that most 
legislators have other jobs. As long as 
lawmakers are allowed to serve two mas-
ters, the temptation to misbehave is too 
great. So what winds up happening, 
over and over again, is that they take 
money in their private jobs to take ac-
tion as legislators.”

At the time, the most powerful figure 
in the legislature was Sheldon Silver, 
who had been the Speaker of the As-
sembly since 1994. Silver also worked 
as a lawyer for Weitz & Luxenberg, a 
personal-injury law firm in New York 
City, but he had not fully disclosed his 
income or the nature of his duties there. 

In 2011, the state had passed a law man-
dating that legislators disclose outside 
employment, and Bharara’s investiga-
tors decided to study Silver’s disclosure 
forms. “In the Silver case, we were look-
ing at the flows of money,” Bharara told 
me. Silver had said publicly that he rep-
resented “plain, ordinary simple people” 
in his law practice, and that his work 
consisted of spending several hours a 
week evaluating possible claims for the 
firm to accept.

Bharara’s team subpoenaed Weitz & 
Luxenberg’s records to see how the firm 
accounted for its payments to Silver. The 
investigators found that over the previ-
ous decade Silver earned a hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars annually in base 
salary, and had received more than three 
million dollars in referral fees, all from 
cases involving plaintiffs’ exposure to as-
bestos. The investigators tracked down 
the clients. Many had been treated by 
Dr. Robert Taub, who ran a clinic at Co-
lumbia University dedicated to research 
on mesothelioma, a deadly form of  
cancer that is linked to exposure to as-
bestos. Taub, in turn, suggested that  
his patients retain Weitz & Luxenberg 
in connection with any legal claims  
they might have. (Asbestos cases can be 
extremely lucrative, often generating a 
million dollars in fees for a plaintiff ’s 
law firm.) Prosecutors say that Silver 
never met with the patients referred by 
Dr. Taub, and that he received referral 
fees based on their value to the firm.

This arrangement raised the ques-
tion of why Taub would refer cases to 
Weitz & Luxenberg. Taub told investi-
gators that he began sending patients 
as prospective clients to Silver’s firm in 
the hope that Silver would arrange for 
the state government to give financial 
support to his clinic at Columbia. Be-
ginning in 2005, after Taub’s referrals 
began, Silver used a state health-care 
fund that he controlled to send a total 
of five hundred thousand dollars to the 
clinic. Silver’s disbursements to Taub il-
lustrated his power as Speaker. As Bha-
rara put it, “He was parcelling out money 
to this doctor, Dr. Taub, for his meso-
thelioma clinic, and nobody had to agree 
to it. There was no oversight, and no-
body had to know about it, and his fin-
gerprints didn’t have to be on it.” The 
circle was complete: taxpayer money 
went to Taub’s clinics, the referrals went 
to Weitz & Luxenberg, and the fees 
went to Silver. (Neither Taub nor law-
yers affiliated with Weitz & Luxenberg 
were charged.)

Bharara’s investigators also noticed 
that Silver used peculiar wording on 
the financial-disclosure form. He said 
that his income came from “Law Prac-
tice (including Weitz & Luxenberg),” 
suggesting that he might be receiving 
income from another law firm as well. 
“So when we started looking at pay-
ments, because we were looking at the 
weirdness of Weitz & Luxenberg, you 
start looking at bank accounts to see if 
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there were any other things that were 
not disclosed,” Bharara told me. 

There was a second firm, called Gold-
berg & Iryami, a highly specialized out-
fit that consisted of just two lawyers. It 
represented commercial-property de-
velopers who were contesting the as-
sessments used to determine their tax 
rates. Bharara’s investigators found that 
the firm paid Silver based on fees from 
two large New York developers, Glen-
wood Management and the Witkoff 
Group, but that Silver did no actual work 
for the firm. 

Why did the developers set up a 
scheme to funnel money to Silver? Both 
Glenwood and Witkoff had significant 
matters before the state legislature—
bills that set subsidies and tax rates that 
meant millions of dollars to them. In 
all, Silver made about seven hundred 
thousand dollars from the real-estate 
firms. (Glenwood and Witkoff were not 
prosecuted; neither was Goldberg & 
Iryami.) Bharara and his team concluded 
that the money that went through those 
companies to Silver amounted to an il-
legal kickback in return for the Speak-
er’s services in the legislature. (Through 
his lawyer, Silver declined to comment.)

Silver was arrested on January 22, 
2015, and Bharara—ignoring the tra-
ditions of the historically buttoned-down 
Southern District—turned the event 
into a media extravaganza. At a press 
conference, he said, “How could Speaker 
Silver, one of the most powerful men 
in all of New York, earn millions of dol-
lars in outside income without deeply 
compromising his ability to serve his 
constituents? Today, we provide the an-
swer. He didn’t.” 

The next day, Bharara gave a speech 
at New York Law School in which he 
mocked the state’s political leadership, 
and had some fun with the old adage 
that Albany is governed by “three men 
in a room.” He said, “There are by my 
count two hundred and thirteen men 
and women in the state legislature, and 
yet it is common knowledge that only 
three men essentially wield all the 
power—the governor, the Assembly 
Speaker, and the Senate president.” 

He went on, “Why three men? Can 
there be a woman? Do they always have 
to be white? How small is the room—
that they can only fit three men? Is it 
three men in a closet? Are there cigars? 

Can they have Cuban cigars now? After 
a while, doesn’t it get a little gamey in 
that room?” 

B
harara’s splashy announcements 
may be rooted in something more 

than ego. Historically, prosecutors have 
made their names in courtrooms, during 
trials, but in recent years trials have nearly 
disappeared. Nearly all federal prosecu-
tions end in plea bargains. Last year, de-
fendants pleaded guilty in 97.6 per cent 
of federal criminal cases; there were 2,002 
criminal trials in the federal system, forty 
per cent fewer than in 2009. Federal sen-
tencing guidelines virtually guarantee 
lower sentences for defendants who plead 
guilty rather than go to trial.

“Defense attorneys and their clients 
just don’t want to take the risk of go- 
ing to trial and losing, especially be-

cause federal prosecutors have the time 
and resources to build strong cases,” 
William G. Young, a federal district 
judge in Massachusetts, who has stud-
ied the decline in trials, said. “We don’t 
try cases. We process guilty pleas. And 
we impose sentences that have been, by 
and large, negotiated in advance with-
out our involvement.”

In plea bargains, prosecutors serve,  
in essence, as both judge and jury,  
weighing the merits of the charges and 
deciding, within certain ranges, on the 
appropriate sentence. But their enhanced 
power also creates a dilemma for them. 
Without trials, how do they tell the pub-
lic about their work? For decades, fed-
eral criminal cases have usually begun 
the same way. A law-enforcement offi-
cial, from the F.B.I. or another agency, 
files an affidavit (known as a complaint) 

WRAPPER FRAG

The world today
is slowcore,
a rhythm section 
dragging.

At the moment
I drag and solo
in a bitten landscape,
torn vowels 
that sound out vowel
or sadness like glitter 
sprinkled in a mind.

A sun-slashed parking lot,
thinking a poem 
stalled 
in the broken 
surround.

See the chubby kid dazed,
his spilled bike,
more debris,
CVS in the distance.

Remember me 
to convenience stores.
I saw this too 
every life of my day
yet I ate, I had money,
and a car.

—Peter Gizzi



with a federal magistrate judge stating 
that there is probable cause to believe 
that the defendant has committed a crime. 
These complaints, which are drafted by 
A.U.S.A.s, have traditionally been dry, 
bare-bones documents outlining the de-
fendant’s behavior and the relevant stat-
utes in colorless legal language.

Bharara’s office, however, has em-
ployed what are known as “speaking 
complaints,” which, under the guise 
of showing probable cause, assume the 
form of forensic melodramas. The com-
plaint against Silver ran to thirty-five 
single-spaced pages, and vividly detailed 
the Speaker’s plot to use his office for 
personal financial gain. 

On May 28, 2015, Bharara indicted 
Silver’s counterpart in the State Sen-
ate, Majority Leader Dean Skelos, and 
his son Adam. In this instance, the com-
plaint told an even more dramatic story, 
requiring forty-three pages. Adam, who 
was in his early thirties and sporadi-
cally employed, had bought a house that 
he could not afford, for six hundred and 
seventy-five thousand dollars. His fa-
ther used his power in the state, and, 
especially, in his political base, on Long 
Island, to pressure government contrac-
tors to hire his son—who rarely showed 
up for work. Using quotations from 
wiretapped conversations, the complaint 
detailed how the father and son worried 
about Bharara’s investigation of them 
even as Senator Skelos continued to try 
to steer jobs and cash to Adam. On 
March 28, 2015, Adam Skelos com-
plained that his father was not giving 
him any “real advice” about dealing with 
a business contact: “You can’t talk nor-
mally because it’s like fucking Preet 
Bharara is listening to every fucking 
phone call. It’s just fucking frustrating.” 
Dean replied, “It is.” 

Bharara did not invent speaking com-
plaints, but his prolific use of them has 
become the subject of debate. “These 
complaints are unnerving and disturb-
ing and fundamentally unfair,” Henry 
Mazurek, a prominent defense attor-
ney, told me. “Preet has recruited strong 
people, and the office is incredibly effec-
tive, but, on the flip side, I’m concerned 
that he has created an office that has 
been more politically motivated than it 
has been under previous regimes. When 
defendants are accused in such detail, 
there are huge reputational and profes-

sional repercussions for them. People 
think that they can’t fight the govern-
ment at that point.” Mazurek notes that 
speaking complaints continue to help 
the prosecution even in those rare cases 
(like those against Silver and Skelos) 
when the defendants choose to go to 
trial. “The complaints tell a story and 
set a tone, especially in the press, that’s 
very hard to counteract,” he said. Judge 
Rakoff told me, “It’s inevitable that the 
media is more interested in the com-
plaint and the indictment than in the 
sentence. It’s old news at that point. 
The media tends to be much more fo-
cussed when the original charge is 
brought. The only time you really hear 
both sides is when the case goes to trial, 
and there are very few trials these days.”

“Sometimes it’s hard for the public to 
understand why something is a crime,” 
Richard Zabel, Bharara’s former deputy, 
said. “Silver and Skelos were complicated 
and opaque crimes, and we wanted them 
to be laid out pretty clearly. The com-
plaint offered the opportunity to explain 
it to the public.” He added, “Also, when 
you want coöperators, and you lay out 
all that proof, it can be pretty intimidat-
ing and cause people to coöperate. Pub-
lic disclosure, in the form of complaints, 
can be a force for deterrence, too.” 

Bharara’s outspokenness generated 
a backlash, notably from some judges 
in the Southern District. Silver’s law-
yers filed a motion to dismiss the case, 
based on what they asserted was Bha-
rara’s violation of the rules governing 
public statements by prosecutors prior 

to trial. Judge Valerie Caproni took Bha-
rara to task. “In this case, the U.S. At-
torney, while castigating politicians in 
Albany for playing fast and loose with 
the ethical rules that govern their con-
duct, strayed so close to the edge of the 
rules governing his own conduct that 
Defendant Sheldon Silver has a non- 
frivolous argument that he fell over the 
edge to the Defendant’s prejudice.” In 
the end, Caproni didn’t throw out the 
case, but her rebuke to Bharara for show-
boating was both rare and stern.

Bharara argues that publicizing crim-
inal behavior is a public duty, for the 
purpose of deterrence. “It’s not my job 
to put out a ten-point program to fix 
corruption in New York State,” Bharara 
told me. “Prosecutors alone are not 
going to solve the problems. But we do 
want the problems to be solved. I can 
say that when you have an overabun-
dance of outside income for legislators, 
when you have an overconcentration 
of power in the hands of a few people, 
and when you have a lack of transpar-
ency about how decisions are made and 
who makes them—that it is our job to 
point that out. We can give these is-
sues a sense of urgency. A lot of peo-
ple wake up to the possibility of better 
government when you start putting 
people in prison.”

B
harara was pleased that Silver 
and Skelos, unlike most defendants, 

chose to go to trial. “Trials are good, be-
cause only at a trial does everyone see 
all the muck that maybe the investigators 



and prosecutors saw,” he told me. “You 
might not have believed as fully in the 
guilt of that person even if he had 
pleaded guilty to something small.”

The two trials unfolded in Shake-
spearean fashion, one a history, the other 
a comedy. The Silver trial revealed a des-
potic figure, more feared than loved by 
his subjects. The Skelos case revealed a 
beleaguered father’s desperate and bum-
bling attempts to prop up his ne’er-do-
well son.

The prosecutors in the Silver case 
made an unusual choice for their 
first witness. They called Amy Pau-
lin, a member of the Assembly from 
Westchester, who was first elected in 
2000. She knew nothing about Sil-
ver’s personal business arrangements, 
but she introduced the jury to the work-
ings of the state government. She ex-
plained the basic structure of the As-
sembly and outlined the way Silver 
supervised both the process and the 
substance of legislation, especially the 
budget. Paulin said that Silver con-
trolled all spending in each member’s 
district, all capital spending in the state, 
and also “lulus,” which are salary sup-
plements for Assembly members’ ser-
vice on committees. 

“During the tenure of Sheldon Sil-
ver as Speaker, who decided which 
members of the Assembly got lulus?” 

Howard Master, a prosecutor, asked 
Paulin. 

“After you reached a certain level 
of seniority,” she replied, “the Speaker 
would appoint you to be a committee 
chair or to one of the responsibilities 
that receives a lulu.” 

“But ultimately who had to make 
that appointment?”

“The Speaker.”
Steven Molo, Silver’s lead lawyer, 

pointed out on cross-examination that 
Paulin had repeatedly voted to retain 
Silver as the Assembly Speaker.

Master followed up on redirect. “You 
were asked how many times you voted 
for him?” Master asked. 

“Yes,” Paulin replied.
“And so, with respect to the vote that 

actually mattered within the Demo-
cratic majority, how much opposition 
did Sheldon Silver have during each of 
the times?” 

“During my time there, I think one 
or two people didn’t end up voting for 
him,” Paulin said, adding that Silver 
had no “real opposition.”

Master asked Paulin about the last 
time any Assembly member challenged 
Silver for the job of Speaker.

“It was right before I got there. It 
was in 1999 or 2000. It was Marty Brag-
man, an Assembly member from up-
state New York, and he didn’t win. He 

tried to take over as Speaker, and he 
was ostracized, really, until he left.”

Paulin testified that she sat next to 
Bragman when she was first elected 
to the Assembly. “It was one of the back 
rows, and right next to me was Marty 
Bragman. When I first got elected 
until he left, he used to say, ‘You know, 
don’t talk to me, because that’s not good 
for you.’ ”

Silver was brazen in the exercise of 
his power. He instructed Dr. Taub, the 
mesothelioma researcher, not to dis-
close that he was referring patients to 
Silver’s law firm. To keep the referrals 
coming, Silver did more than just send 
half a million dollars in state money to 
Taub’s clinic. He found a state job for 
Taub’s daughter; he sent a state grant 
to Taub’s wife’s charity; he arranged for 
an official state proclamation lauding 
Taub’s work. 

Silver’s efforts on behalf of the de-
velopers were just as important, if nec-
essarily less public. Silver represented 
the Lower East Side of Manhattan, 
where many low-income families live 
in rental apartments. Silver, who styled 
himself a defender of tenants’ rights, 
did not reveal on his disclosure form 
that he was receiving payments from 
two developers. At a lunch with the de-
veloper Steve Witkoff, Silver asked him 
to move his lobbying business to the 
law firm of Goldberg & Iryami, with-
out telling Witkoff that he would keep 
a piece of that action for himself. 

I
n the other trial, Adam Skelos 
emerged as a pitiable figure. His law-

yer, Christopher Conniff, put it this way 
in his opening statement: “Like most 
of us, he has had his ups and downs 
through the years, and his dad has been 
right by his side through them all.” Con-
niff acknowledged that Adam “is by 
no means perfect.” Adam’s real trouble 
started when he bought his house with-
out any means to pay for it. His father 
gave him fifty thousand dollars and 
promised him a hundred and twenty- 
five thousand more. But, instead of giv-
ing Adam the cash, Senator Skelos 
found him a series of jobs. 

The first witness, Christopher Curcio, 
was Adam’s supervisor at a firm called 
PRI, which sold medical malpractice in-
surance. “How would you describe his 
attendance at work?” he was asked.

“ ‘3’ is genius. We need to buy ‘3.’ ”

• •
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“It was very spotty,” Curcio said.
“What do you mean by spotty?”
“Some days he was there. Some days 

he wasn’t.”
The dramatic high point of the trial 

came when former Senator Alfonse 
D’Amato, now an éminence grise of 
Long Island politics, took the stand. 
After losing his Senate seat, in 1998, 
D’Amato started a lobbying firm, which 
represented the malpractice insurer PRI. 
At one point, D’Amato testified, a col-
league told him that “PRI had hired 
Adam Skelos and that there was diffi-
culty in that Adam was not showing 
up to work and when he was at work 
was disruptive.” 

So D’Amato paid a call on Sena-
tor Skelos, an old friend, and told him 
that Adam had to start doing his job. 
According to D’Amato, Skelos “told 
me that Adam really needed the job; 
that his wife, I believe, was expecting; 
that he needed the medical insurance 
as well as the job—that was very im-
portant and significant.” But Skelos 
didn’t promise that Adam would start 
working harder. Adam himself later 
went to see D’Amato, hoping to be 
hired at his lobbying firm. D’Amato 
refused.

The government called Anthony 
Avella, Jr., a state senator from Queens, 
to serve roughly the same purpose that 
Paulin did in the Silver case—to explain 
to the jurors how the state legislature 
worked. Jason Masimore, a prosecutor, 
established through Avella that the sen-
ators had no idea that the Skelos fam-
ily had a financial interest in legislation.

“Senator Avella, prior to the passage 
of the 2015 budget legislation, what,  
if anything, did you learn concerning 
whether the Senate Majority Leader 
and his son had agreed to try to direct 
storm- water-related funds to benefit a 
company paying Adam Skelos ten thou-
sand dollars per month?” Masimore 
asked.

Avella said that he knew nothing 
about the arrangement.

“Would that have mattered to you 
as a state senator?” 

“It would have mattered greatly,” 
Avella replied.

“Why is that?”
“It has the appearance of impropri-

ety,” Avella said. “And I think it totally 
inappropriate that the Majority Leader 

and the son are benefitting personally 
from a budget bill.” 

In cross-examination, Adam’s law-
yer stressed that the case was all about 
the love of a father for a son. He 
asked Senator Avella if he had once 
been a child with a father. 

Masimore’s redirect was brief and 
devastating. “How, if at all, is the oath 
of office different for senators who have 
family members from senators who 
don’t have families?”

“It’s the same,” Avella said.
Rahul Mukhi, another prosecu-

tor, pursued the same theme in his  
summation: 

You cannot commit a crime and then just 
say I’m not guilty because I did it to help my 
son. A bank robber can go into a bank, take 
the money, give it to his son, and say: I didn’t 
commit a crime because I gave the money to 
my son. For the same reasons, a senator can-
not use his public powers to get private pay-
ments for his son and then say it’s not a crime 
because as parents we all love our kids.

After brief deliberations in both cases, 
the defendants were found guilty on  
every count. All will be sentenced later 
this month.

O
n January 11th, Bharara issued 
a statement saying that his office 

would not indict Governor Cuomo, or 
anyone else, in connection with the clos-
ing of the Moreland Com-
mission. “After a thorough 
investigation of interference 
with the operation of the  
Moreland Commission and 
its premature closing, this 
office has concluded that, ab-
sent any additional proof that  
may develop, there is in-
sufficient evidence to prove 
a federal crime,” Bharara said.

When I asked Bharara why he felt 
compelled to give Cuomo a clean bill 
of health, he replied, in an uncharac-
teristically icy tone, “Nobody gave a 
clean bill of health to anybody. A non- 
indictment is not an endorsement of 
anyone’s conduct.”

Rather, Bharara said, in certain rare 
circumstances, when an investiga-
tion had received a lot of publicity, it 
seemed fair to announce that no charges 
would be brought. (Through a spokes-
man, Cuomo declined to comment 
on Bharara.)

Bharara’s office recently started an 
investigation of corruption in New York 
City. The case involves possibly unlaw-
ful campaign contributions solicited by 
Mayor Bill de Blasio on behalf of can-
didates for public office. But, clearly, 
Bharara considers his anti-corruption 
campaign in Albany unfinished. Earlier 
this year, he took a daylong victory tour 
through the state capital, giving talks 
about the need to fight the corruption 
exposed in the Silver and Skelos trials. 
He started with a speech about politi-
cal corruption to the New York Con-
ference of Mayors, followed by a visit 
to the Court of Appeals, the highest 
court in New York, for the swearing in 
of Janet DiFiore as the state’s new Chief 
Judge. DiFiore had been the district at-
torney of Westchester, which is within 
the Southern District, so she had been 
a colleague of Bharara’s. Governor 
Cuomo also attended the ceremony, 
but afterward he and Bharara went their 
separate ways, without shaking hands 
or even making eye contact. 

Toward the end of the day in Al-
bany, Bharara went to an auditorium 
at WAMC, the local NPR affiliate, 
for a town-hall-style meeting before 
an invited audience of good-govern-
ment activists. “I love New York with 
all my heart,” he told them. “What 
has been going on in New York State 

government is heartbreak-
ing, infuriating, and almost 
comic.” At least, he pointed 
out, “there are tough cops 
on the beat.” 

Bharara was in a cheer-
ful mood, possibly because 
he was going to a Spring-
steen concert later that eve-
ning. When audience mem-
bers asked him if he would 

run for office, perhaps against Cuomo, 
in 2018, he grinned and answered, “I 
was not born to run.” It seems likely, 
however, that he would welcome an 
offer to be the U.S. Attorney General 
in a Democratic Administration. Such 
an appointment would make him the 
boss of James Comey, now the F.B.I. 
director, for whom Bharara worked 
when he was an A.U.S.A. In an e-mail, 
Comey said that Bharara “has some-
how managed to be incredibly smart, 
principled, independent, and hilari-
ous, all at the same time.” 



“There are so many tunnels, who knows what else is there,” Tomasz Jurek, one of Lower Silesia’s many treasure hunters, said. “It’s
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L
ower Silesia, in southwestern 
Poland, is a land of treasure 
hunters. Until the end of the 

Second World War, the region—cov-
ered by mountains and deep pine for-
ests with towering, arrowlike trees—
was part of Germany. In the early 
months of 1945, the German Army re-
treated, along with much of the civil-
ian population. The advancing Red 
Army killed many of the Germans 
who remained. Nearly all those who 
survived were later evicted and forced 
to move west. By the end of 1947, al-
most two million Germans had been 
cleared out. 

In order to fill the emptied land-
scape, the newly formed Polish gov-
ernment relocated hundreds of thou-
sands of Poles from the east. The 
set tlers arrived in vacant towns, walked 
into empty houses, and went to sleep 
in strangers’ beds. There was furniture 
in the houses, but usually the valuables 
were missing. The porcelain dishes, the 
silk dresses, the fur coats, the sewing 
machines, and the jewelry were gone, 
often hidden in the ground: buried in 
jars, chests, and even coffins. It was a 
hasty solution—a desperate effort to 
cache valuables as people were running 
for their lives. The owners of these pos-
sessions intended to return, but most 
didn’t. And so on steamy fall morn-
ings, when the new arrivals dug in their 
gardens or tilled their fields, they un-
earthed small fortunes. 

The stashes were ubiquitous, and 
everyone, it seemed, was a treasure 
hunter. The historian Sebastian Siebel- 
Achenbach, in his book, “Lower Sile-
sia from Nazi Germany to Commu-
nist Poland, 1942-49,” writes that many 
Poles came to the region because they 
were “attracted by the supposed Ger-
man treasures to be gleaned at little or 
no cost.” There were so few consumer 
goods available that many of the new 
residents made a living by trading mer-

chandise stolen from German homes. 
Siebel-Achenbach cites one report sug-
gesting that as many as sixty per cent 
of those who resettled in the Wrocław 
district were such speculators.

There were also, perhaps, bigger  
treasures. During the latter half of the 
Second World War, after Germany’s 
defeat at Stalingrad, the Nazis still con-
sidered Lower Silesia to be safe ground. 
Factories were moved there, as were 
precious works of art. But, as the end 
approached and German troops de-
parted, the military allegedly buried 
gold, jewels, art works, and even futur-
istic weapons. The most famous story 
involves a German military officer 
named Herbert Klose, who worked as 
a high-level police official in the city 
of Wrocław. After the war, Klose was 
caught and interrogated by the Polish 
secret police. The Polish author Joanna 
Lamparska writes about Klose in her 
new book, “Gold Train: A Short His-
tory of Madness.” The record of his in-
terrogation, which is labelled “Case 
1491” in the secret- police files, is kept 
at the Institute of National Remem-
brance in Wrocław. 

During his interrogation, Klose said 
that, in mid-November of 1944, the 
city’s chief of police asked him to help 
residents secure their valuables; with 
the Red Army on the move, even the 
banks might not be safe. Under Klose’s 
watch, the local police collected gold, 
jewelry, and other precious items for 
safekeeping. “The gold was stored at 
the police headquarters,” Klose said. 
“The chests were made of iron and 
hermetically closed with rubber seals. 
Also the chests were unmarked so no-
body would know what’s inside.” (He 
did note that they were numbered.) 
Klose made plans to hide the chests 
outside the city, but when it came time 
to move them he couldn’t take part, 
because he’d injured himself falling 
from a horse. The other officers went 

A REPORTER AT LARGE

THE NAZI UNDERGROUND
Is treasure buried beneath the mountains of Poland?
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the tip of an underground city.”



without him and, according to Klose, 
buried the chests in several places and 
then concealed the entrances.

There are other stories like Klose’s. 
At the end of the Second World War, 
the U.S. military investigated a legend 
that much of the reserve of the Reichs-
bank, in Berlin, had been hidden in a 
salt mine in Merkers, Germany. In 1945, 
American soldiers discovered a room 
in the mine whose floor was covered 
with more than seven thousand marked 
bags containing gold coins, gold bars, 
and other valuables. Similar discover-
ies have fuelled the dreams of treasure 
hunters across Europe for more than 
half a century. 

In Lower Silesia, treasure hunters 
are still looking for Klose’s gold and 
for other riches. They have formed 
clubs, and one of the most well known 
is the Lower Silesian Research Group. 
The members, mostly men, are ama-
teurs who spend their weekends study-
ing old maps, visiting historical ar-
chives, interviewing survivors of the 
war, and spelunking. In a region where 
treasure hunting is a pastime, they pride 
themselves on being the best. 

For years, members of the Lower 
Silesian Research Group have been 
searching for a Nazi train allegedly hid-
den in a secret tunnel. They believe 
that the tunnel, now collapsed, is sit-

uated on the outskirts of the town of 
Wałbrzych, between an existing set of 
railroad tracks and a Toyota dealership. 
There are kilometre markers on the 
tracks, and the location is known sim-
ply as the 65th Kilometre. 

Much of the Research Group’s find-
ings come from Tadeusz Slowikow-
ski, a former miner in his eighties. 
Coal mining is a tradition in the re-
gion and residents have excavated the 
surrounding hills for centuries. In 1974, 
Slowikowski retired from mining and 
turned his attention to researching the 
65th Kilometre. Over the years, he has 
amassed heaps of documents and even 
built a scale replica of the site, com-
plete with model trains, in his garage. 
Much of his proof is circumstantial. 
His most tantalizing evidence comes 
from interviews he conducted after 
the war with a former German rail-
road engineer. The engineer recalled 
seeing, during the war, a secured, 
fenced-off area near the 65th Kilome-
tre, where the secret tunnel suppos-
edly exists. 

Last August, two members of the 
Research Group, Andreas Richter and 
Piotr Koper, scanned the site with 
ground-penetrating radar and produced 
a series of images that resembled a  
train. After seeing them, Poland’s dep-
uty culture minister said that he was 

“more than ninety-nine per cent sure” 
that the train was there. Speculation 
quickly spread that the train contained 
some portion of Klose’s gold, and the 
would-be discovery was dubbed the 
Nazi Gold Train in newspapers around 
the world. Tourists flocked to the site. 

But the ghostly pictures served up 
by geophysical-imaging technology can 
be misleading. This past fall, a group of 
Polish scientists conducted tests of their 
own at the site and concluded that no 
train was buried there. One of them, 
Michał Banaś, a geologist at the Po-
lish Academy of Sciences, used a ther-
mal-infrared camera and found anom-
alies in the ground, leading him to 
believe that, while there might be a tun-
nel, there was no evidence of a train. 
The treasure hunters remain adamant 
that they are right. 

When I visited Wałbrzych, this win-
ter, I spoke with Tomasz Jurek, the pres-
ident of the Lower Silesian Research 
Group. Jurek, who is fifty-nine, is slight, 
with a receding hairline, a broad fore-
head, and a bushy mustache. When we 
met in the lobby of my hotel, he glanced 
around nervously and eyed my tape re-
corder. He told me that there were shad-
owy operators who were interested in 
the same treasures. I asked him for more 
details. “There is some logical explana-
tion, but it’s for you to figure it out,” he 
said. “I cannot officially say.” I felt as if 
I had stepped into a Cold War spy 
movie. Eventually, I asked about the ex-
istence of a secret tunnel at the 65th 
Kilometre. 

“It’s one of the special places,” Jurek 
said, guardedly. “Because there are so 
many tunnels, who knows what else is 
there.” Jurek insisted that the tunnel at 
the 65th Kilometre was just a point of 
entry into a labyrinthine complex that 
may hold many Nazi treasures. He 
paused for a moment to let this possi-
bility sink in, and then added, “It’s the 
tip of an underground city.” 

A
ccording to Jurek, one of the 
key components of the city sits be-

neath nearby Książ Castle—a story-
book palace built on a rocky promon-
tory overlooking a ravine and a twisting 
river at its bottom. I was skeptical, but 
Jurek urged me to go and see the cas-
tle for myself. 

I arrived at the castle early one morning “What happens in Marvin stays in Marvin.”
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and seemed to be the only person there. 
The castle’s architecture—a mixture of 
Gothic, Baroque, and rococo styles—
is a testament to its long history, which 
dates back to the late thirteenth cen-
tury. Perched on its ledge, with its spin-
dly turrets scraping a gray sky, it pre-
sented a haunting image. During the 
war, the Nazis commandeered it and 
began a vast renovation project, which 
included a suite designed especially for 
Hitler. There are only a few people 
alive who remember what the castle 
was like at the time; one of them is an 
eighty-one-year-old woman named 
Dorota Stempowska. Beginning in  
the eighteen-thirties, her family lived 
on the castle grounds and served the 
noble family that owned it, working as 
blacksmiths and horse handlers. She 
and her son, Leopold, still live on the 
grounds, in a stone house near the main 
entrance. 

Stempowska is a small, soft-spo-
ken woman, with a round face and 
thinning white hair. When we met, 
during my visit, she spoke at length 
about her memories of growing up 
there. She was a young girl during the 
war but vividly recalls the day in 1943 
when a large German military con-
tingent arrived. They quickly sealed 
off many of the buildings. The tight 
security around the castle is well doc-
umented. After the war, a former S.S. 
officer who was charged with guard-
ing the castle recalled, “We S.S. men 
had to sign a statement of confiden-
tiality and were not allowed to host 
family members within a radius of 
forty kilometres.”

Not long after the Germans’ arrival, 
the explosions started, Stempowska 
said. The tremors seemed to come from 
deep inside the earth. They were so 
loud, and so powerful, that they woke 
Stempowska in the middle of the night, 
and they continued every two hours, 
like clockwork, for more than a year. 
No one knew what the Nazis were up 
to, but rumors circulated among the 
servant families. “It was widely known 
that they were constructing some kind 
of residence for Hitler,” Stempowska 
recalled.

When the war ended, the former 
servants cautiously explored the cas-
tle. Much of the inside was gutted, 
and there were some additions, in-

cluding two new elevator shafts, one 
finished and the other half completed. 
I asked Stempowska where the eleva-
tors led. She began to explain but even-
tually told me that her son, Leopold, 
would show me. A middle-aged man, 
dressed in a blue blazer and a checked 
shirt, emerged from the adjacent room. 
Leopold, a geophysicist at the Polish 
Academy of Sciences, had a serious, 
no-nonsense demeanor. He glanced 
at his watch and motioned for me to 
follow him. 

We left the castle and walked 
briskly down a dirt road that dropped 
steeply into the ravine. The branches 
of skeletal trees swayed overhead and 
the waters of the Pełcznica River 
churned far below. Eventually, we  
came to a small red door built into 
the mossy wall of the ravine. Leopold 
struggled to find the right key and, 
after some fumbling, managed to open 
the door. He led me down a narrow, 
low- ceilinged passageway, which soon 
opened into an enormous tunnel—
sixteen feet high and eighteen feet 
wide, big enough for a Greyhound 
bus to drive down and still have four 
feet of clearance overhead. The tun-
nel continued into the murky distance, 

almost as far as I could see. It was an 
unexpected and breathtaking sight—
and, as it turns out, just a small por-
tion of the “underground city” that 
Tomasz Jurek had described. 

Leopold began walking quickly 
down the tunnel, his footsteps echo-
ing. I followed. What, exactly, I asked, 
were the Nazis building here? Leopold 
nodded thought fully. “That is the mys-
tery,” he said.

S
tarting in 1943, the Nazis began 
building a series of underground 

bunkers beneath the Góry Sowie, or 
Owl Mountains, in Lower Silesia. All 
told, there were seven facilities, includ-
ing the one beneath Książ Castle. His-
torians believe that the Nazis intended 
to connect these facilities with tunnels; 
and some treasure hunters, such as To-
masz Jurek, insist that the tunnels were 
completed and then sealed off by the 
German military in the last days of the 
war. These underground lairs, known 
collectively by the code name Riese— 
“giant,” in German—constitute one of 
the Third Reich’s most ambitious 
undertakings. 

The German historian Franz W. 
Seidler, in his book “Hitler’s Secret 
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Headquarters,” writes, “The enormous 
scale of this project defies the imagi-
nation.” The total floor space of the 
facilities exceeded a hundred and ninety 
thousand square metres, which is al-
most forty times as large as the White 
House. The project’s engineers esti-
mated that it would take 6.3 million 
workdays to complete. Albert Speer, 
the Third Reich’s Minister of Arma-
ments and Munitions, wrote, in his 
memoirs, that Hitler and other Nazi 
leaders were worried about their sur-
vival “to an insane degree.” Reflecting 
on the Riese project, he complained 
that Hitler used far too many resources 
to build “that huge bunker,” noting 
that it “consumed more concrete than 
the entire population” of the country 
“had at its disposal for air-raid shel-
ters in 1944.” 

No one knows exactly what the 
Nazis were planning. The few surviv-
ing documents indicate that Riese  
was intended to be a bombproof ref-
uge for the Nazi élite. Seidler esti-
mates that it would have been capa-
ble of accommodating twenty-seven 
thousand people. Bella Gutterman, an 
Israeli historian and the former direc-
tor of the International Institute for 
Holocaust Research, at Yad Vashem, 
in Jerusalem, has studied the Riese 
project and believes that it also was 
designed as a place to manufacture 
and store aircraft. Hermann Göring, 
the commander-in-chief of the Luft-
waffe, was keenly interested in pro-
tecting his planes, as was Hitler. In 
1943, at Hitler’s behest, Göring told 
subordinates, “Go underground at 
once, along with my whole warehouse 
of junk.” 

That is the extent of what’s known; 
all other records and blueprints appear 
to have been destroyed. “Who knows 
what kind of weapons they intended 
to build there,” Gutterman told me. 
She noted that, while Riese was being 
built, some four thousand S.S. men 
guarded its perimeter and were told to 
shoot any strangers who approached. 
As the end of the war drew near, the 
Nazis were determined to keep infor-
mation about the project from falling 
into the hands of the Russians and 
likely destroyed their records. Seidler, 
in his book, notes that for decades sus-
picions have lingered about “the real 

reason behind the existence of Riese.” 
When the war ended, hardly any-

one seemed to know about Riese, but 
clues were everywhere—collapsed cave 
entrances, railroad tracks leading to 
abandoned worksites in the mountains, 
and ventilation shafts built into the 
forest floor. Tomasz Jurek recalls hear-
ing, as a boy, about a network of train 
tunnels that existed belowground. It 
stood to reason that, if Herbert Klose 
was looking for somewhere to hide his 
treasure chests, or perhaps even an en-
tire train, the tunnels of Riese would 
be a natural place to stash them. But, 
without a master plan to consult, no 
one knew where all the tunnels began 
and ended, or how far and how deep 
they went. To complicate matters, the 
landscape was filled with mining tun-
nels, shafts, adits, and crosscuts, any of 
which, in theory, could provide entry 
into Riese. The only solution was trial 
and error. For the region’s treasure hunt-
ers, the first challenge was always find-
ing a way in. 

A
fter visiting the castle, I drove 
an hour southeast, to the small 

town of Piława Górna. I had plans to 
meet a treasure hunter named Andrzej 
Boczek, who had promised to show 
me how he searched for loot. Boczek 
greeted me in his driveway, waving en-
thusiastically. Dressed in camouflage 
pants and a black sweater, he was a 
hulking figure—more oversized Teddy 
bear than lumberjack, with a shock of 
reddish-blond hair, a ruddy face, and 
an infectious grin. 

Boczek escorted me into an elegant 
Teutonic-style cottage, which he had 
built himself. It was a clubhouse for 
his fellow treasure hunters and he 
hoped that someday it would also serve 
as a museum for all of his discoveries. 
Most of what Boczek had found was 
Nazi paraphernalia—helmets, knives, 
compasses, gas masks, cannisters, maps, 
a rifle, and a standard in the form of 
an eagle perched on a swastika. Boczek 
motioned for me to sit down and then 
used one of his relics, a rusting Wehr-
macht knife, to open a bottle of lager. 
“Share a beer with me so that you do 
not miss any information,” he said, 
clapping me on the shoulder. “I am 
talking about such stuff that one can 
never find in any book. It is not imag-

ined, the things we are talking about. 
Cheers!”

Boczek went on to tell me that his 
uncle was one of many Gentiles in 
Poland who died at Auschwitz, but he 
added that he couldn’t let this knowl-
edge, or old hatreds, prevent him from 
appreciating the history and the mean-
ing of his relics. “Everything, no mat-
ter where it was found and what it  
is, has its own history,” he said, nod-
ding toward his stuff. “Every single 
thing is valuable to me—for example, 
this.” He picked up the Nazi standard. 
“Someone has made it. Someone car-
ried it. Someone died because of it. 
This is a story! This helmet”—he 
paused and gestured toward the arti-
fact—“someone wore it. That man was 
alive: he had a wife, children, a fam-
ily, and he could love like everyone 
else.” At times, Boczek’s interest in 
Nazi paraphernalia seemed to border 
on a fetish. He had a black cross, sim-
ilar to the kind used by the Nazis, 
affixed to the front of his car for a 
while, but he removed it because it 
was too “controversial.”

But there were sacred codes of the 
trade that Boczek always honored. And 
there were superstitions. He never took 
anything from a graveyard or tampered 
with tombstones. An acquaintance, a 
businessman and a fellow treasure 
hunter, once made the mistake of bring-
ing home a discarded Jewish grave-
stone. “He had two good companies, 
and both companies went down,” 
Boczek told me. “He also developed 
cancer.” 

Boczek grabbed a scroll of paper, 
got down on his hands and knees, and 
unfurled it on the floor. “I want to 
show you something,” he said. It was 
a black-and-white aerial photograph 
of a mountain range in Lower Sile-
sia, taken by the Allies in February of 
1945. Old photos were essential in 
finding tunnels, he said, because they 
showed where the barracks of old labor 
camps once stood. The Nazis relied 
on thousands of slave laborers to dig 
their tunnels; the barracks were typ-
ically nearby. 

Boczek pointed at a cluster of small 
specks on the map. “Can you see this 
camp right here?” he said excitedly. It 
had been big, he added, and the size 
of the camp often correlated to the  
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The Riese complex of tunnels and chambers covers almost two hundred thousand square metres, an area forty times as large 
as the White House. Treasure hunters have found Nazi artifacts, including this standard, in the area.

size of the tunnels being dug. By count-
ing the barracks, Boczek gauged the 
number of Kommandos—units of slave 
laborers—staying at the camp. These 
workers fell into two basic categories, 
based on their quality and their strength. 
“The first kind were people taken from 
the streets, like Jews, Poles, Dutchmen, 
French, and Belgians,” he said. “They 
lived just a short time here in these 
mountains, approximately four weeks. 
The most hardworking people were 
Russian prisoners of war; they lived 
longer than the other guys, about six 
to seven weeks.” On average, Boczek 
estimated, one forty-person Kommando 
unit was able to dig thirteen linear feet 
of tunnel—eleven feet high and ten 
feet wide—every twelve hours. Such 
calculations helped him to determine 
the size of the tunnels that he hoped 
to locate and explore. 

Once Boczek had identified the site 
of a good-sized camp, he began ana-
lyzing old maps. Typically, he com-
pared maps from before and after the 
war, looking for places where new 
streams appeared. “So where did they 
come from?” Boczek said, with a pro-
fessorial air. “Every stream comes from 

a drift.” A drift is a horizontal passage-
way in the earth from which water can 
emerge. If the entrance of a tunnel was 
sealed off with boulders, water might 
emerge from it, forming a stream. These 
were Boczek’s markers, and he used 
them each spring when he set out to 
find new tunnels. 

 Digging for treasure legally can be 
cumbersome. First, you need the land-
owner’s permission. Then you must re-
port everything you find to the author-
ities—and, under Polish property law, 
you may keep only ten per cent of that. 
Digging is also costly, sometimes in-
volving earthmoving equipment and 
crews of men with shovels. What’s 
more, many of the treasure hunters I 
met didn’t seem to trust anyone, even 
one another. Tomasz Jurek complained 
that a member of his own club had 
surreptitiously tried to chisel a narrow 
passageway, from his own basement, 
into a secret facility ostensibly built by 
the Nazis. “He was working on this 
project without notifying the group,” 
Jurek said. He then assured me that 
the transgressor was no longer part of 
the club. 

Jurek’s biggest concern, and Boczek’s, 

was being followed. Both worried that 
they were being watched by a gang 
of clandestine agents known as “the 
guards.” Other treasure hunters voiced 
similar concerns. Piotr Koper, the man 
who claimed to have found the train 
at the 65th Kilometre, said that he 
feared for the safety of his family. 

There is an extensive mythology 
around the guards. By most accounts, 
they are a global network of former 
Nazis, similar to the legendary ODESSA 
unit. ODESSA was allegedly founded 
at the end of the war in order to 
help former S.S. members avoid cap-
ture and escape to countries like Ar-
gentina and Brazil. Historians doubt 
whether ODESSA units ever existed. 
Boczek conceded that most of the 
original guards were likely dead, but 
he suspects that their secrets have been 
passed along to subsequent genera-
tions, who have been charged with 
watching over the old homeland and 
its buried treasures. 

Boczek and Jurek told me that they 
had been spying on a particular man, 
a suspected guard, who walked the same 
route through the woods every day at 
the same time. “I find it very interesting, 
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especially because this guy is not a  
Slav,” Boczek said. “He looks more  
like a typical German or Austrian. I 
have pictures of him on my computer 
at home. We have checked his back-
ground and this guy is . . .” Boczek 
stopped and shook his head. “I cannot 
tell you more.” 

Joanna Lamparska, who has writ-
ten several books about the treasure 
hunters of Lower Silesia, told me that 
the legend of the guards came from 
an enduring Zeitgeist: a sense, among 
older Poles, that the region is not re-
ally theirs. For decades after the war, 
many Poles lived out of suitcases, half 
expecting that the Germans whose 
homes they occupied would return  
and demand what was theirs. During 
the nineteen-seventies, as relations be-
tween Poland and West Germany 
warmed, many former German resi-
dents returned to visit their old homes. 
Lamparska said that there are count-
less stories of German tourists arriv-
ing with bags and retrieving posses-
sions buried in the ground or hidden 
in walls. She recalls driving through 
Lower Silesia in the nineteen-nineties 
with a companion, a blond-haired pho-
tographer. She was asked repeatedly if 
her friend was a German, there to re-
claim a house. 

The legend of the guards centers in 
particular on the handful of ethnic Ger-
mans who were allowed to remain in 

Lower Silesia after the war. Allegedly, 
they were left to look after abandoned 
caches both small and large. At one 
point during my visit with Boczek, he 
made a phone call and placed the phone 
on speaker mode. There was a strange 
clicking on the line. Boczek said noth-
ing but gave me a knowing smile, as 
if to say, You see? Later, when I pressed 
him for more information on the 
guards, he demurred. “You know too 
much already,” he said. 

A 
day or so later, I travelled into 
the Owl Mountains and hiked  

to a spring where a small stream be gan. 
Water flowed out of the mountain from 
a dip in the slope, which was filled with 
rocks. It looked like the sort of geologic 
feature that Boczek had described—a 
spot where a tunnel might once have 
existed. On this particular day, I was 
not with Boczek but with Krzysztof 
Szpakowski, one of the region’s most 
flamboyant treasure hunters. 

Szpakowski is a middle-aged, bar-
rel-chested man, with a glistening  
bald head. He was dressed in military  
garb, including black leather boots  
and green fatigues that looked freshly 
ironed. On his shirt was a custom-de-
signed patch with the image of a wolf 
and the words “Code Name Riese—
Third Reich Deposits.” 

The spring was a few hundred me-
tres from the entrance to the Włodarz 

Complex, one of the seven underground 
facilities in the Riese system. Szpakow-
ski operates Włodarz as a museum,  
and offers tours to tens of thousands 
of visitors each year. Roughly two  
miles of tunnels have been discovered, 
cleared of debris, and opened to view-
ing. Szpakowski periodically looks  
for, and finds, new passageways, but 
the full scale of the complex remains 
a mystery.

Szpakowski pointed to where wa-
ter was bubbling from the mountain. 
“Without any research, we can claim 
that there must be a facility there,”  
he said. The question was what this 
unexplored area might contain. Szpa- 
kowski believed that Riese was never 
properly finished and therefore never 
operated as a refuge for the Nazi élite. 
“They couldn’t use it as a shelter, so 
they used it as a depository,” he said. 

He claimed to have interviewed a 
number of former German residents 
of the nearby town of Walim, who re-
counted a similar story: In early 1945, 
German soldiers arrived, emptied the 
streets, and threatened to shoot any 
residents who peered out of their win-
dows. Moments later, a convoy of trucks 
rumbled through town and headed up 
toward the Wło darz Complex. 

Jerzy Cera, a Polish author, docu-
ments a similar story in his 1974 book, 
“The Mysteries of the Walim Under-
grounds.” He quotes a letter, written 
toward the end of the war, from a Pol-
ish partisan who was living near Walim. 
In the letter, the partisan recounts meet-
ing a local forest warden who described 
a convoy of trucks that drove into a 
tunnel near Walim and never came out. 
Afterward, German soldiers blew up 
the entranceway and camouflaged it 
with soil and vegetation. The partisan 
made plans to visit the site with the 
warden, but before this could happen 
the warden was murdered. 

Szpakowski speculated that the 
trucks contained Klose’s gold or some 
equally valuable treasure. His logic in-
volved a significant leap of faith, but 
to him it made sense: why else would 
the Germans go to such lengths to 
protect and hide whatever the trucks 
delivered? The challenge was de- 
ciding where to dig. Numerous places 
looked promising, including this moun-
tain spring. But was there really a  

• •



tunnel? And, if there was, where did 
it lead—and what, exactly, was in it? 
Szpakowski told me that, to answer 
such questions, he relied on certain 
devices. I asked if I could see them, 
and he agreed. He left me at the edge 
of the woods and returned several min-
utes later with a small wooden suit-
case. Before opening it, he took out a 
pack of cigarettes and lit one. Then he 
carefully removed two long brass rods 
from the suitcase. Each rod had a han-
dle. Szpakowski took one in each hand 
and the rods began pointing this way 
and that. 

They were divining rods, he said, 
the kind used by mystics to find water 
in the desert. Szpakowski used them 
to find tunnels. He closed his eyes 
briefly, as if in meditation, then began 
slowly walking forward. The rods 
pointed directly ahead and then sud-
denly swivelled, one clockwise and the 
other counterclockwise, so that they 
pointed at each other. This meant that 
there was a tunnel directly beneath us, 
Szpakowski said. He retraced his steps 
and the rods swivelled at the same spot. 
Szpakowski’s cigarette had burned 
down to a nub and smoke was stream-
ing into his eyes. “It is difficult to do 
while smoking,” he said. Then he urged 
me to try. 

Before handing me the rods, he 
placed their tips in the dirt, to “neutral-
ize” them. First, he said, I had to gather 
my thoughts: “Whatever you think, 
whether there is a God or whatever you 
believe in, think of it. Then ask a ques-
tion in your mind. Ask them”—the 
rods—“to show you the way. Where 
does the tunnel begin?” I tried to fol-
low his directions and began to walk 
forward. I felt like a teen-ager playing 
with a Ouija board and trying not to 
move the planchette deliberately. And 
then the rods crossed at the exact spot 
where Szpakowski had stopped. 

He smiled. He said that he always 
double-checked his results with his 
German-made KS-750 ground-pene-
trating radar, but he liked to start with 
the rods. I said it was a shame that he 
couldn’t simply ask the rods where the 
gold was. Not to worry, he replied, there 
was another device for that. He walked 
back to his suitcase and gingerly re-
moved a fantastical divining rod—gold 
in color, with a small, rocket-shaped 

glass capsule attached to its tip. He 
picked it up, held it by its handle, and 
allowed the rod to swivel. “So I stand 
in a particular spot,” he said, “and I say, 
‘Show me where the nearest gold de-
posit is.’ ” For a moment, the rod re-
mained still, then it trembled, and 
finally it swivelled and pointed toward 
the heart of the Włodarz Complex. 

T
he problem with the tunnels, 
from the treasure hunters’ point of 

view, is that they present a seemingly 
endless number of possibilities. Each 
new passageway, even if it is empty or 
a dead end, leads to a spot where an-
other passageway may start. Like a lot-
tery ticket, each tunnel sparks a new 
dream, and every treasure hunter seems 
to have his own wish list: gold, jewels, 
art works, an underground train ter-
minal, a supercomputer prototype, a 
cyclotron. For most, the legend of 
Klose’s gold seemed to represent a kind 
of Holy Grail. 

But during my visit with Andrzej 
Boczek, at his cottage clubhouse, he 
scoffed at the notion that there was a 
treasure-laden train buried at the 65th 
Kilometre. “It was made up to get at-
tention from world media,” he said. This 
“train tale” was simply a ruse devised by 
treasure hunters to distract from “what 
is really hidden underneath.” I asked 
him to elaborate. What was the real 
treasure, if not Klose’s gold? Boczek 

reached into his coat pocket and pulled 
out a creased piece of paper. He un-
folded it and waved it in the air briefly, 
allowing me a fleeting glimpse. The 
image on the paper was unmistakable: 
it was a flying saucer. 

I wasn’t entirely surprised to see it. 
Tomasz Jurek had also mentioned to 
me that he was looking for a space- 
ship that the Nazis had allegedly built 
and hidden underground in Lower Sile-
sia. Igor Witkowski, a Polish journal-
ist and author, has written a book about 
Nazi “wonder weapons” and notes that 
“rounded, experimental flying vehicles” 
were seen at Książ Castle during the  
war. Witkowski’s writings have cap-
tured the imagination of fringe histo-
rians in the U.S., among them Joseph P. 
Farrell, the author of “Nazi Interna-
tional: The Nazis’ Postwar Plan to Con-
trol the Worlds of Science, Finance, 
Space, and Conflict.” 

Bella Gutterman, the Israeli histo-
rian, told me that she had found no 
evidence that the Nazis were build-
ing a mysterious flying machine, al-
though she thinks that they may have 
intended to build V1 and V2 rockets 
in the Riese tunnels. At the end of the 
war, when Riese was abandoned, many 
of the prisoners there were taken to 
Dora-Mittelbau, a concentration camp 
in Germany, where such rockets were 
being made. But, in combing through 
the testimony of survivors from the

“I don’t remember the name, but it had a taste that I liked.”
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Riese camps, she found no mention of 
weapons or engines being built in the 
tunnels. 

Boczek told me that his drawing of 
the flying saucer had been made by a 
laborer who lived in the Nazi camps 
and had worked in the tunnels. “It was 
not the Americans who invented flying 
saucers,” he said. “It is based on a flying 
machine, which uses antigravity tech-
nology, and it was produced here in the 
mountains. This is the real secret of 
the Gold Train.”

S
ome people feel that certain trea-
sure hunters in this region pay short 

shrift to the darker aspects of the his-
tory they obsess over. “They are fasci-
nated by German history, but for a few 
of them it goes too far, in my opinion,” 
a Polish journalist who has written 
about them told me. “They live in a 
world of fantasies of treasure, and some-
times they forget that the Nazis were 
not only hiding treasures but killing 
people and starting a war that covered 
the whole continent.” 

The Riese tunnels are undeniably 
macabre. I sensed this most acutely 
when I visited the Osówka Complex, 
another of the facilities in the Riese 
system. My guide was an amateur his-
torian named Zdzisław Łazanowski, 
who was trying to turn Osówka into 
a major tourist attraction. I followed 
him deep underground, through a lab-
yrinth of tunnels. Some 
were quite small and nar-
row; others were cavern-
ous, more than twenty-six 
feet high, and were fin-
ished with smooth con-
crete walls. 

As we walked on, the 
tunnels became increas-
ingly wet, and then flooded, 
until we could proceed only in a small 
rowboat, which Łazanowski kept there. 
Eventually, we reached a spot where 
milky white stalactites were hanging 
from the ceiling. “This is probably a 
type of calcium that was used to cover 
the walls of another corridor, which is 
over us,” Łazanowski told me.

I had visited mines before, but these 
passageways were different, and not 
just because of their size. Slave labor-

ers had toiled here—men and women 
who had been worked to death—and 
the passageways retained a ghostly 
gloom. At one point, Łazanowski 
showed me a spot where the footprint 
of a German guard remained preserved 
in the concrete floor. The workers came 
here each day from a nearby concen-
tration camp, he said. He added that, 
when talking to the “American media,” 
it was crucial to underscore that these 
were “Nazi camps,” not “Polish camps,” 
even though they now stood on Pol-
ish soil. This is a sensitive topic in Po-
land. In February, the deputy justice 
minister of Poland’s rightward- leaning 
government proposed that the phrase 
“Polish death camps” be outlawed and 
that offenders pay a fine or face three 
years in prison.

A few days later, I visited the nearby 
Gross-Rosen concentration camp, 
which was the administrative hub for 
about a hundred subcamps, includ-
ing a dozen devoted to Riese. I met 
with a guide who often hosted groups 
of Polish high-school students on field 
trips. The students sometimes asked 
why the camp’s prisoners didn’t try to 
escape and get help from the Poles 
who lived nearby. The guide then had 
to explain that there were no Poles 
nearby, because the entire region was 
Germany, not Poland. Afterward, on 
a few occasions, teachers have told  
the guide, apologetically, that the  

history curricula at their 
high schools allot just two 
classes, totalling ninety 
minutes, to all of the Sec-
ond World War. The guide 
said that for many of the 
students the Holocaust 
seems “so distant” that it’s 
hard to make it feel real: 
“Maybe there will be at 

least one or two in the group who  
will find it interesting and will look 
for more.”

T
here is a very good chance that 
the tunnels contain no treasures at 

all. When the Germans fled the region, 
they forced their thousands of slave la-
borers westward, starving them and 
shooting those too weak to continue. 
During the preparations for their flight, 

one such laborer, Avram Kajzer, re-
counted in his diary, “They’re taking 
apart tunnel buildings, ripping out large 
pipes, taking them out, and putting them 
in order in front of the tunnel. A truck 
comes by every hour and hauls away a 
load of metal. The tunnel is huge and 
cold.” Then the Red Army arrived. Sol-
diers looted what they could, but Sta-
lin dispatched numerous trophy bri-
gades to search for and retrieve valuables 
as a form of compensation for the So-
viet Union’s losses during the war. Some 
two and a half million items—paint-
ings, sculptures, and other valuables, 
even the contents of entire museums—
were taken and sent to the U.S.S.R. 

Joanna Lamparska believes that the 
Soviets, who controlled Poland for the 
next five decades, could not have over-
looked a major buried treasure. As a 
historian, she is reconciled to this like-
lihood, but part of her clings to the 
hope that she is wrong, she said; the 
citizens of Lower Silesia have an affec-
tion for the treasure hunters, even if 
they come up empty-handed. “People 
will forgive them, because they gave 
us excitement, good moments, hope,” 
she told me. 

In the coming months, Andreas 
Richter and Piotr Koper, of the Lower 
Silesian Research Group, hope to go 
ahead with their exploration at the 
65th Kilometre. Meanwhile, fifteen 
miles to the west, authorities in the 
town of Kamienna Góra are investi-
gating the possibility that the Nazis 
buried five trucks there. So far, the 
treasure hunter who alerted the town 
has chosen to remain anonymous. 

The people of Lower Silesia have 
long believed that great wealth lies in 
the ground. But the earth’s natural 
riches are mostly gone. In the nineteen- 
nineties, all the big industrial coal 
mines closed; the reserves were tapped 
out, and what remained was deemed 
too dangerous and too costly to re-
move. The local economy imploded. 
Wałbrzych, the biggest city in the area, 
is now home to many retired and un-
employed miners. 

One evening, in Wałbrzych, I vis-
ited the Old Mine Science and Art 
Center, which occupies a converted 
mining facility. My visit coincided with 
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Barbórka, or Miners’ Day, which is 
named for St. Barbara, the patron saint 
of miners. I entered a great hall lined 
with banquet tables and thronged with 
gray-haired old men, wearing feath-
ered caps, crisp blue dress coats, and 
gleaming medals on their lapels. They 
had gathered to drink mugs of beer and 
sing ballads such as the “Miners’ Waltz”: 
“Mining treasures under the ground /  
Deeply hidden slumbering. / On the 
walls and pillars the miners’ faith / Has 
forged the way to the treasures.”

Toward the end of the evening, I 
met a group of men who were debat-
ing whether there really was a train of 
riches buried at the 65th Kilometre. 
“There isn’t, because there is no evi-
dence,” one declared. Another said 
heatedly that he was ninety per cent 
sure that something valuable was bur-
ied there. “The most important thing,” 
another said, “is that you can always 
make T-shirts and do some business!” 
One miner lamented that none of it 
really mattered. “There are no mining 
jobs left,” he told me. 

But that wasn’t entirely true. I met 
one miner, in his sixties, who confided 
that a wealthy patron, who happened 
to be a treasure hunter, had recently 
hired him to excavate an old tunnel, 
which, he was told, was likely part of 
Riese. The miner, whose name was 
Janek, was reluctant to say anything 
further or even to give his last name. 
He suspected that his patron was op-
erating illegally, because he didn’t in-
tend to report what he found to the 
authorities, as Polish law requires. I 
pressed for details, but he wouldn’t 
say much more. Then he changed his 
mind and offered to take me to the 
place where he’d done his work.

The following day, I drove with him 
into the Owl Mountains. We tra velled 
along a series of winding mountain 
roads, into the heart of the area where 
most of the Riese tunnels are situated. 
Along the way, we passed the town of 
Głuszyca and its cemetery, where some 
two thousand la borers from Riese, 
mainly Jews, were buried in a mass 
grave. There are few tombstones. One 
read simply, “This Was Done to Peo-
ple by People.” 

Eventually, at a seemingly random 

spot on the side of the road, Janek in-
structed me to pull over. We left the 
car, and he led me up the side of a steep 
mountain, into a pine forest. The day 
was cold and drizzly, and tendrils of 
mist floated through the treetops. Janek 
mostly ignored my questions. He pointed 
out several moss- covered stone struc-
tures jutting up out of the earth, which 
looked like buried chimneys—air vents, 
he said. I got the sense that there was 
a sizable world beneath our feet. 

As we walked, Janek spoke in a 
mumbling soliloquy. He no longer 
worked for the wealthy treasure hunter, 
but the job had paid very well. His pa-
tron had told him little beyond where 
to dig: a shallow depression where a 
stream began. Janek led a crew of four 
miners. As they dug into the depres-
sion, they uncovered the entrance to 
a tunnel that bored directly into the 
side of the mountain. Janek and his 
men repeatedly encountered great piles 
of crumbling rocks, which they had 
to remove. They also found scraps of 
paper that Janek believed had been 
used to wrap dynamite. Some of the 

wrappers had writing in German, oth-
ers in Russian. It was puzzling, but 
one obvious explanation was that the 
Germans had buried something here 
and the Russians had excavated it. 
Eventually, Janek told me, the crew 
discovered a chamber off the main 
tunnel. Inside were three green wooden 
chests, two emblazoned with swasti-
kas. It was exactly what anyone chas-
ing Klose’s gold would hope to find. 
But when the lids were opened the 
chests were empty. 

Janek still seemed upset about this. 
When we finally reached the mouth 
of the tunnel that he had excavated, 
he pointed to the entrance and shook 
his head. “Those fucking Russians,” 
he said bitterly. “They took every-
thing out.” 

Then, with a shrug, he turned around 
and started back through the woods, 
toward the car. I hustled to catch up 
with him, slipping on the wet leaves 
that carpeted the forest floor. As Janek 
walked, his temper seemed to cool and 
he muttered, “There are still many holes 
here waiting to be dug.”  

“Should we even go to this farewell party if we’ll never see them again?”

• •
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I. THE SPY

B
everly and I were second grad-
ers at New Carew Street School 
and we both hated recess. She 

hated recess and she cried the whole 
time and nobody knew why, so every-
body made fun of her. I hated recess 
because it wasn’t really school and we 
weren’t learning anything. It was a waste 
of time. I knew Beverly only by name 
and by what I could tell from spying on 
her. Her last name was LaPlante, which 
was strange and therefore wrong, and 
she was known for being a crybaby. She 
was not even pretty. Her crying all the 
time frightened me, so I never spoke to 
her. Besides, I didn’t want anybody to 
think I was her friend. She didn’t be-
long. And, secretly, I feared that I didn’t 
belong, either.

The nice thing about Beverly La-
Plante was that she disappeared some-
time that winter. One day, Miss Williams 
was taking attendance and, after a little 
pause, she skipped over Beverly’s name. 
We all looked at where Beverly was sup-
posed to be sitting, and her seat was empty. 
I remember thinking, Yes, good, she didn’t 
belong and now she’s gone. I wondered 
if she was crying in her new place, wher-
ever that was. I wondered how she had 
managed to disappear or if it was some-
thing that her mother and father had 
done to her. I wondered, for the first time, 
why she cried.

Second grade came to a dull close 
without any further thought about Bev-
erly LaPlante.

T
hird grade started with a bang. 
We had a new teacher, Miss Con-

nolly, who loved me because I was smart 
and clean, and I loved her back because 
she was beautiful. At dinner one night, 
my mother said to my father, “She’s very 
nice, but, dear God, those teeth!” 

“What’s with her teeth?” my father 
said. 

“She’s got buck teeth. Like a horse.” 
It was only conversation, but it wasn’t 

nice to Miss Connolly, so I hated them 
both until I went to bed.

We had a new reading textbook, a 
thick one with a brown-and-orange 
cover, and during recess I hid in the bath-
room and read ahead. On my third day 
of hiding in the bathroom, the janitor 
caught me and told Miss Connolly, who 

gave me a lecture about good citizen-
ship. She didn’t look beautiful then. She 
looked like an angry horse, and that 
made me cry. She gave me a hug and 
told me that she understood but I couldn’t 
skip recess anymore. I had to do what 
everybody else did. So I promised. But 
I still read ahead in the brown-and- 
orange book.

In third grade, we played dodgeball 
during recess. I liked dodgeball, because 
I was good at it. I was skinny and quick 
and I could see, ahead of time, where 
someone was going to throw the ball 
and I’d get out of the way, so the ball 
would hit someone else, someone who 
was fat or slow. My friend Billy Muir 
was fat and slow, but he was an excep-
tion. He managed to avoid getting hit 
most of the time. Billy Muir’s father al-
ways wore a suit. He was successful in 
business, so he was transferred to the 
Chicago branch of his company, where 
he continued to be successful until his 
supervisors discovered that he was em-
bezzling money and he hanged himself. 
With his belt. That was later. In third 
grade, Billy Muir had no idea that his 
father would end up famous. Billy was 
fat and slow but he could dodge the ball 
anyway, so that was something to think 
about. But the big thing to think about 
was the new girl. Her name was Bev-
erly, just like the LaPlante girl who had 
disappeared the winter before, but this 
new Beverly was pretty and she laughed 
all the time.

I was the best in the class at dodge-
ball, but on the day the new girl arrived 
I was the first one out, which made me 
miserable. It was fair, but it was wrong, 
because I wasn’t paying attention and 
the ball hit me while I was thinking 
about the “Little Mermaid” story I was 
reading. By Hans Christian Andersen, 
with an “e” instead of an “o.” Now that 
I was out, I began to pay attention to 
the game. Standing at the edge of the 
circle, I could get a good look at every-
body, and that was when I recognized 
the new girl. Her hair was short now 
and she was a different Beverly LaPlante, 
but she was Beverly LaPlante all the 
same. How was this possible? She was 
wearing a Girl Scout outfit with clumsy 
Girl Scout shoes. She was talking and 
laughing and making noise, and, when 
Billy Muir got hit and had to go out-
side the circle, she noticed the angry face 

he made and she said, “Jesus Christ! Your 
face would sour the milk!” 

Nobody seemed to hear her, but I 
did and I looked at Miss Connolly, who 
made a horse face, which meant that she 
had heard her, too. But she didn’t say 
anything. Taking the Lord’s name in vain 
was wrong and therefore Miss Connolly 
was wrong to pretend she hadn’t heard. 
But then Joycie Adams got hit by the 
ball and just stood there like a dummy 
until everyone yelled at her that she had 
to leave the circle. She said that it wasn’t 
fair, because the ball had barely hit her, 
and Beverly said, “What the hell! Don’t 
be such a damn crybaby.” Everybody 
heard her this time and turned toward 
Miss Connolly, who finally said, “Now, 
now! Language, please!” The kids all 
went quiet, waiting to see what would 
happen, but Beverly laughed into the 
silence and said, “Shit, piss, fuck!” 

Miss Connolly said very loudly, “Time 
for class, people! Everybody to the stairs 
now. Now! Not tomorrow!” She said 
“people” in that special voice, so we all 
ran to the front stairs and waited. Miss 
Connolly took Beverly aside and we 
couldn’t hear what she said, but Beverly 
just laughed again and said something 
back. Miss Connolly took Beverly’s arm 
and shook it hard, but Beverly pulled 
away and ran to the center of the dodge-
ball circle, where she did a little dance 
in her Girl Scout shoes, shouting over 
and over, “Jesus Christ and shit, piss, 
fuck! Jesus Christ and shit, piss, fuck!” 
She shouted as if she had finally discov-
ered the truth and couldn’t wait to tell 
the world. Miss Connolly herded us up 
the stairs and into the classroom, where 
she gave us silent reading time until lunch 
period.

I tried to figure out what had hap-
pened at recess, but it just made my head 
hurt. The bad words were wrong, of 
course, and taking the Lord’s name in 
vain was wrong, but it was more compli-
cated than that. It was something about 
Beverly herself. I wondered what had 
happened to her that made her happy 
now, but with dirty words, when a year 
ago she had just cried all the time. She 
wasn’t like any of us. She didn’t belong. 
She didn’t fit in. I tried all the time to 
fit in and no one noticed that I didn’t, 
but now I wondered, secretly, if I was 
like Beverly LaPlante.

I began to think of her when I was 



supposed to be doing arithmetic and ge-
ography, which were no fun anyway. I 
began to think of her on the walk to 
school each day and again on the walk 
home. Then, one night, when I said my 
prayers before bed, I finished up with the 
sign of the cross and, trying not to say it, 
I said, “Please, God, let Beverly LaPlante 
die.” It was a real prayer and I knew it 
was wrong and I would go to Hell. I said, 
“I take it back,” but you can’t take back 
prayers. I said a lot of Our Fathers and 
after a while I felt that maybe I wouldn’t 
go to Hell and I should stop thinking 
about Beverly. She was just one of the 
things I was afraid of. I wasn’t sure what 
all the others were, but I knew for cer-
tain that I was afraid of Beverly LaPlante.

B
everly died that summer, of polio. 
My mother said, “No more swim-

ming at the pond. That’s how you get 
polio. That’s how your little friend died, 
the LaPlante girl, swimming in the 
pond.” So I didn’t swim that summer, 
but I knew then that I would have Bev-
erly LaPlante stuck in my mind forever.

In fourth grade, everything was differ-
ent. There were new people, and some of 
the old people were gone. I began to 
understand that people disappeared and 
changed and sometimes they hanged them-

selves or came back different and still didn’t 
fit in. People were a mystery, I decided, 
like the Resurrection at Sunday school. 
Jesus died and was buried and then he 
rose from the dead. He said hello to Mary 
Magdalene—she was the first to see him, 
because she had washed his feet and dried 
them with her hair—and later he made 
breakfast for his disciples to prove that 
he had died and then come back real. 
There was no crying involved with Jesus. 
And no dirty words. Then he disappeared 
for good, just like Beverly LaPlante.

II. THE WRITER

I 
was working on my novel—don’t 
even ask—when I heard the doorbell 

ring. My wife was out teaching school, so 
I had to answer it myself. I got up from 
my computer, went downstairs slowly, be-
cause I’d turned my ankle a few days ear-
lier, and just as I got to the door I tripped 
on the new carpet and heard myself say-
ing, “Jesus Christ!” I opened the door and 
it was him.

“Hey,” he said.
“Hey,” I said.
I recognized him immediately from 

his pictures. He had long blond hair and 
those eyes that follow you around the room.

My head had been bothering me lately. 

I figured it was the asthma medications 
I was taking, but I couldn’t believe that 
they were powerful enough to conjure 
up a lithograph Jesus at my front door. 
I’d been meaning for some time to read 
one of the Gospels straight through, to 
get the story directly from the approved 
source, so maybe that was it. He was al-
ways on my mind these days, and now 
he was standing on my porch. 

“Right,” he said.
At first I was awestruck, but after a 

minute I got over the blond hair and the 
eyes and I could see that he was noth-
ing special, just another guy trying to 
get along. Maybe he was a vet. Iraq? Af-
ghanistan? Anyway, he had on grungy 
jeans and an orange sweatshirt, and he 
could have used a shower.

“How’s it going?” he said.
I was tempted to tell him how it was 

going. I had written all these books and 
nobody gave a shit and I was in the mid-
dle of another one that nobody would 
give a shit about, either. My subject this 
time, if novels can be said to have a sub-
ject, was guilt. It was the story of a high-
school teacher who was guilty of lots of 
things—infidelity, verbal cruelty, petty 
theft, the usual lying and cheating—but 
he was not guilty of molesting one of his 
students, and that was what he was ac-
cused of. I was trying to use this poor chump 
to explore the infinite varieties of guilt 
and justice and injustice. When the door-
bell rang, I was working on a scene in 
which a harmless conversation between 
this teacher and a student was overheard 
by another teacher, a troublemaker, who 
would later testify that he had witnessed 
what sounded like a seduction. The scene 
was too complicated as I had written it, 
and I was trying to make it simpler with-
out lessening the tension or giving away 
what was going to happen. The problem 
was that I didn’t really understand the 
teacher or his guilt. It seemed that he just 
didn’t fit in. He didn’t belong and I didn’t 
know why. And now I was staring at this 
guy in an orange sweatshirt who was 
standing on my porch.

“You O.K.?” he said. 
“So,” I said.
He got down to business. He asked 

if he could help me out in exchange for 
a meal, and I explained that that wouldn’t 
be possible, because I was a writer with 
an obsession and there wasn’t much help 
anybody could give me. I nudged the 

“In about five years, I see myself with the same job title, about  
the same salary, and significantly more responsibilities.”
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door a little, as a sort of hint. He said 
that his father was a writer, and I said, 
“Is that so?” And he said, “He never pub-
lished, though,” and I said, “Yes, pub-
lishing is hard.” I shifted my weight off 
my sore ankle, to let him know that we 
were all done talking. I gave him a hard 
look, and he looked back. It crossed my 
mind for a second that he could rob me 
or kill me and nobody would ever know. 
I tried not to show what I was think-
ing. Finally, he asked if I could spare a 
dollar. There was something proud—or 
maybe humble—in the way he asked, as 
if he were owed it, as if I had no choice 
in the matter. I thought, What the hell, 
and gave him a five. He could get a latte 
and a morning bun at Starbucks, I 
figured, though he didn’t look like the 
latte type. I thought about what my wife 
would do and I gave him another five.

“Have a good day, man,” he said, and 
waved his hand, sort of a combination 
salute and blessing.

“You, too,” I said, and closed the door.
I was halfway up the stairs when I 

knew I had done the wrong thing. That 
man was the breakthrough that would 
have made all the difference in my life. 
I should have invited him in and given 
him some coffee and then simply con-
fessed everything. Everything. But what, 
exactly? Was it confession I wanted or 
some kind of exoneration? I sat down 
on the stairs to give this some thought. 
Jesus Christ and shit, piss, fuck! After a 
while, I went down and opened the door 
and looked around. Of course, he was 
long gone.

I went back to my computer and 
looked at what I’d been writing. The 
scene was no good because it was just a 
bunch of ideas. I could see that clearly 
now. The fact is I was that most useless 
of creatures: a writer obsessed with Jesus. 
And suspicious of him. I don’t mean like 
Flannery O’Connor. She was obsessed 
with writing good stories—and Jesus 
often turned up in them. I was just ob-
sessed with Jesus. Period. Jesus and guilt. 
And to what end? I wouldn’t have known 
Jesus if he knocked at my front door and 
I had never faced guilt in my entire life, 
except for that one time when I prayed 
Beverly LaPlante to death. Otherwise, 
I was an innocent, really. My wife would 
understand. 

What the scene in my novel drama-
tized was my own obsession and my fail-

ure to understand. It was all meaning-
less. Life, too. All hopeless. 

Perhaps I had begun to fit in after all. 
For a long time, I sat in front of my 

computer, lying to myself. Then I high-
lighted the whole manuscript and pressed 
Delete.

III. THE SUBSTANCE OF  
THINGS HOPED FOR

“H
ere’s another one,” the E.M.T. 
said. “White male, eighty.”

C’est moi, I thought. Eccomi qua. I was 
full of thoughts, some of them rational.

My wife had called 911 because I 
was stuck lying crossways on the bed, my 
head and shoulders hanging off one side 
and my legs—from the knees down—
hanging off the other. I was unable to 
move and she was unable to move me. 
“You’re burning up,” she said, her hand 
on my forehead. I asked her to give me 
a couple of hours and I’d figure it out, 
but she said, “This is a mess. This has 
gone too far. We can’t exist like this,” 
and she called 911. 

The E.M.T.s came and said, “Where 
is he?,” and “It’s a good thing you called,” 
and “Everything’s gonna be fine.” The 
youngest one looked around and said, 
“I’ve never seen so many books. What 
was he, a professor or something? What 
is he, I mean.” 

My wife led the way upstairs and said, 
“Lift him carefully. He’s got Parkinson’s.” 

“How ya doing?” the young one asked, 
and I told him, “Fabulous!” 

So they put me in the ambulance and 
drove me to the hospital, three miles ex-
actly, at a cost of seventeen hundred dol-
lars. But that came later. Right now, the 
ambulance was pulling into the loading 
dock.

“Here’s another one,” the E.M.T. said. 
“White male, eighty.” 

“What’s his story?”
“Pneumonia, most likely. High fever. 

Trouble breathing. Can’t really move.” 
“I can move.”
“But you couldn’t when we picked 

you up.” 
“Where’s my wife?”
“White male, eighty.” They passed 

me down the line and parked me against 
a wall in a big room. There were a lot 
of other people on gurneys and I was 
happy to see them, but somebody pulled 
a curtain around me and that was that.

So. I was a thing labelled “male,” 
“white,” “eighty.” A nameless commod-
ity that had something wrong with it. I 
was not me.

Outside my curtain, someone was 
crying quietly and someone else, a doc-
tor maybe, was saying, “It’s all right, it’s 
going to be all right.”

I was back in third grade, thinking, 
This is wrong, it’s untrue, nothing is 
going to be all right. Still, I understood 
that the doctor, like Miss Connolly, 
meant well.

Then there was some time I can’t 
account for. Maybe things happened. 
Maybe I failed to imagine them. I was 
aware only that my hands were freezing 
and my head was on fire. My wife was 
there and then she was not there.

A woman pulled the curtain open 
and said, “I’m your nurse. I’m Tiffany.” 
She looked like she was in her early 
twenties and she wore her hair pulled 
back tight against her skull and she bris-
tled with efficiency. “Name?” she said. 
“Date of birth?” And then, rapidly, “Res-
idence? What day is it? What is the 
date?” 

I passed the first tests easily: I knew 
who I was and when I was born and 
where I lived, but I couldn’t remember 
the day or the date. She seemed to take 
it personally.

“You don’t know the day?”
“Where’s my wife?”
“She can’t see you now.”
“Why not? Is she here?”
“You’re here for pneumonia,” she said, 

“so there’ll be an X-ray and a CT scan.” 
“I have Parkinson’s,” I said.
“Whatever,” she said. She went away, 

clackety-clack.

N
ow that I’m retired and just read 
all day, I’m not good with time. 

When Tiffany asked me what day it  
was, I thought of that cartoon, the one 
with the two hippopotamuses up to their 
chins in water and one says to the other, 
“I keep thinking it’s Tuesday.” Of course, 
if I had said that, they’d have put me in 
the crazy ward. I’d been there five or six 
years earlier, after I made an attempt  
at suicide. Thirty-six Ambien and a 
handful of Xanax, and the effect the next 
day was not death but a bad headache 
and a very sore throat. Plus two weeks 
locked up with my kind of people. Like 
me, they thought they wanted to cease 
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being a burden on someone they loved.
I had fallen getting out of the bath-

tub. Zip, slip, and I was down. Three 
broken ribs. When they healed, I could 
no longer draw a deep breath. And I 
couldn’t stop trying. It was like being 
smothered slowly, over and over and over. 
For three weeks, I went around gasping. 
Exhaustion. Panic attacks. Once, in the 
middle of the night, when I was pre-
tending to sleep, I heard my wife sob-
bing quietly and I realized I was driving 
her crazy. I was killing her. So, without 
a thought for Jesus or even for Beverly 
LaPlante, I decided to kill myself in-
stead. Hence the Ambien and the Xanax. 
And then the lockdown in the company 
of my fellow-suiciders. Afterward, I told 
my wife I was sorry and she said, “If you 
ever try that again, I’ll kill you myself.”

My wife. You’d have to know her to 
understand. She’s a genuine saint, the 
real thing, without any pious crap, so 
she’s not always easy to live with.

She was not a saint when we first 
married. She had her faults—plenty of 
them, I thought at the time—but she 
was beautiful and smart and funny, and 
she considered me interesting, so who 
could resist? Later, after she had rubbed 
some of the rough edges off me, I be-
gan to see her differently. Or maybe she 
changed. I don’t know. But I became 
aware of that glow from inside her which 
nothing could dim, not even sickness or 
frustration or my occasional rage and 
jealousy, things that made her sad, not 
angry. Hers is an everyday kind of sanc-
tity. She has an unnerving fondness for 
the truth and knowing her makes you 
want to be a better person. Saints are not 
the easiest companions.

After my suicide attempt—immedi-
ately after—I lost my obsessions and 
began to enjoy life. It was as if I had died 
and come back a different person, free 
of all that nonsense. I had always been 
afraid of living, but I wasn’t any longer 
and I wasn’t afraid of Jesus. Moreover, 
if Beverly LaPlante had still been around, 
I wouldn’t have been afraid of her: I was 
that self-confident.

So life was good and its nasty sur-
prises didn’t seem so nasty anymore. Not 
even the Parkinson’s. It happened slowly. 
My left hand began to shake when I was 
typing, but I was in the final draft of a 
new book and until it was done I just 
ignored the shakes, corrected the errors, 

and finished my work. Then I took my 
shaky hand to Dr. Burn. “A familial 
tremor,” he said. “Not Parkinson’s.”

“Familial tremor,” my wife said. “At 
least it’s not the dread disease itself.”

A year later, I was shaking more and 
walking in a half-assed kind of stumble, 
so we went back to Dr. Burn, who said, 
“Let’s see a neurologist.” 

The neurologist was Dr. Gershfield, 
and he knew everything. Gershfield said, 
“It’s not, strictly speaking, Parkinson’s. 
It’s Parkinsonism.” 

“Ism?”
“Yes, Parkinsonism.”
“Well,” my wife said. “I’m glad we 

cleared that up.” Then we all had a 
friendly Parkinsonian laugh. 

We saw Dr. Gershfield again in a 
month, and then every month for a year. 
By which time I was half in love with 
him and so was my wife. After all, like 
Jesus, he had the power to dispense 
life and death. I was half in love with 
Jesus, too.

T
here was a long night when they 
woke me every hour to make sure 

I was still breathing. Toward morning, 
they took another chest X-ray and a 
fresh CT scan of my lungs. I fell back 
asleep, and in no time it was wakies.

Tiffany stood by my bed, at the ready. 
I said, “Good morning,” but she was too 
busy for that. She nodded and went about 
taking my vitals.

“I keep thinking it’s Tuesday,” I said. 

“It is Tuesday,” she said. “Very good.”
“One hippopotamus says to the other, 

‘I keep thinking it’s Tuesday.’ ”
“It is Tuesday,” she said. “Stop wor-

rying.” The ceiling was spinning.
“I thought I couldn’t move because 

of the Parkinson’s.” 
“We’ll get that pneumonia under con-

trol by tomorrow. You can take that to 
the bank.”

I laughed and said, “Take that to  
the bank!”

“It’s a saying,” she said. And off she 
went, kachung, kachung.

My wife came every day, morning and 
afternoon. She read a book while I slept 
and tried to have conversations when I 
woke, but I wasn’t making a lot of sense 
and, naturally, she was bored to death.

Even saints get bored of waiting. 
Maybe saints especially.

A doctor with a clipboard poked his 
head around the door. “Just checking,” 
he said.

“It’s Tuesday,” I said. 
“Are you in great pain?”
“I’m not in any pain at all. I’m a male, 

white, eighty.” 
“I can see that,” he said.
“You look about fourteen,” I said.
He wrote something on his clipboard. 

I was hot and drowsy and a little dizzy. 
“No pain?” he said. “You sure?”
I needed to explain to him the lim-

itations of being just a white male et cet-
era, but I couldn’t find the words. I was 
feeling lightheaded, and the ceiling kept 
spinning, as if I were drunk.

“I’m not drunk,” I said.
“You’re a riot,” he said. “Hold on to 

that sense of humor.” 
Some time went by, maybe an hour 

or maybe a day, and another doctor ap-
peared, a woman this time. She said, 
“Tiffany says you’re concerned about 
Parkinson’s, but your problem at pres-
ent is pneumonia. You’re on antibiot-
ics—that’s the I.V. bag on your left—
and your fever should be under control in 
another day. Maybe two. Then you can 
go home. Do you have any questions?”

“So I’m being cured of pneumonia?”
“Well, we can’t cure Parkinson’s. Yet.”
“But the paralysis was caused by pneu-

monia? I’ve never heard of that.”
“Nevertheless.”
“What’s your name?” I said. “Just so 

I know.” 
“Janet,” she said.
“I mean what’s your last name? Dr. 

what?”
There was a long pause. Finally, she 

said, “We’re here to make you well, not 
to make new friends.” And she took off.

So it was pneumonia and not Par-
kinson’s that had me momentarily par-
alyzed. Talk about a downer! I would 
never have come to the hospital if I’d 
known it was pneumonia. My wife 
wouldn’t have called 911. The plan had 
been to let pneumonia carry me off  
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before Parkinson’s had its final fling with 
me. If you’re going to die anyway, we had 
agreed, better to do it before you begin 
to shake all day and your voice melts and 
maybe your mind as well. I had had three 
bouts of pneumonia in the past year, so 
we were planning on having one ready 
when the time came. One night, as we 
were winding up a long chat about whether 
we could count on pneumonia to do it or 
whether we’d have to face the horrors of 
death by Parkinson’s, my wife yawned and 
said, “Maybe you’ll be lucky, sweetheart. 
Maybe you’ll get run over by a truck.”

M
y fever was gone and I was feel-
ing terrific. The fourteen-year-old 

turned up after breakfast to say that 
the X-ray and the CT scan were fine, 
but they had revealed an unexplained 
mass in my left lung.

“A mass of what?” I said.
“Very funny,” he said. “But this is 

a serious matter and you should see a 
pulmonologist.”

“A mass of stuff?” I said. “What kind 
of stuff?”

“At the least, you’ ll be prone to 
fre quent bouts of pneumonia. Deep 
pneumonia.”

I said, “I knew it! I’ve always been 
lucky.” 

“Do you have any other questions?” 
he said. 

“How old are you?” I said.
“Keep up the good work,” he said. 

“Keep smiling.” He left the room with-
out saying goodbye.

So. A mass in my lungs. He hadn’t 
used the C-word, but what else could a 
mass be? Lung cancer. Consider it. Can-
cer of the lungs. It didn’t sound so bad, 
really. Maybe this was the truck that 
would run me over before Parkin- 
son’s had its final fling. Before the drool-
ing set in. So now we had two possible 
escape routes: pneumonia and cancer. 
Which would be first? I wondered. 
Which would be less painful? And then 
a surge of relief as I realized that, can-
cer or pneumonia, my wife would be 
there. And good old Dr. Burn would 
refer me to palliative care. Maybe with 
my own little bottle of morphine. I was 
looking forward to this choice of deaths 
and I couldn’t wait to tell my wife.

A momentary pause. A catch in my 
breath.

“What happened to that boy doc-

tor?” I asked the empty room. “And what 
about Tiffany?”

Nobody answered. A bell rang. A 
door slammed.

Tiffany appeared and said, “You’re 
being discharged today. You’ll sign pa-
pers at the desk. Your wife is here. Still.” 
She rolled my bed tray into a corner and 
pushed the visitor’s chair out of her way 
and marched off to bring order and 
efficiency to other lives. Her shoes 
clacked annoyance as she went.

A 
year passed, and my balance grew 
more shaky, my walk became a stag-

ger, and my voice was reduced to an un-
sympathetic whine. My wife took all this 
to heart and, just for companionship, she 
whined along with me now and then. 
But mostly she took care of me as if 
attendance on a half-dead white male, 
eighty, were really fun and just what she 
had been hoping for in life.

Over the year, we had become closer 
and closer. We had gradually become 
one person, or maybe two persons in 
one being, as Aquinas might say. We 
had transubstantiated and become a 
problem in philosophy. Or theology.

But it was getting late and where 
was the pneumonia, we wanted to know. 
Where was the cancer? The cancer had 
turned out to be a benign tumor with 
little promise, though we tried to hurry 
it along with prayer and good works. 
So for now pneumonia was our only 
hope.

We saw friends and went out to din-

ner and carried on with our crooked life. 
All around us, people were coughing 
and wheezing and saying they couldn’t 
stand this flu, they wished they were dead, 
and here we were waiting for just one 
little pneumonia bug to do its work.

Then there it was. We were watch-
ing television—Judge Judy, to be exact—
when suddenly I went cold. Not all over, 
just in my hands and feet. My head was 
hot and grew hotter and my hands grew 
colder and I tried to stand but I couldn’t 
move. “This is it,” I said. “Or, at least, I 
think so.” 

My wife said, “Oh, God, no!”
She tried to help me off the couch 

but, paralyzed, I weighed a ton and she 
had to give up. “Never mind,” I said. “But 
don’t call 911.” So we just sat together 
on the couch. Two old people wrapped 
in each other’s arms.

M
obility returns and you help 
me to my bed. A day goes by and 

then another. You pray to know what to 
do but we have long since agreed to do 
nothing, so that’s what we do.

I say, “I’ll miss you when I’m dead.”  
And in a while there comes the final mo-
ment: the earth stops turning and a lumi-
nous silence descends. And then, as we 
draw one last breath together, I snatch your 
hand. And hold it. Holding it, and hold-
ing it, and still holding it, I breathe out. 

Still, I’ll miss you when I’m dead. ♦

• •
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POP MUSIC

COOL PAPA
Paul Simon’s musical afterlives.

BY KELEFA SANNEH

“P
aul Simon tries really hard with 
the word ‘motherfucker.’ But he has 

trouble with it.” This was the verdict of 
the critic Rob Sheffield, writing in the 
Village Voice in 1997. It was a tricky time 
for anyone who loved Paul Simon, and 
surely not an easy time for Simon him-
self. He had just released an album of 
songs from “The Capeman,” his ill-fated 
Broadway musical, which had become 
about as notorious as the teen-age killer 
who inspired it. The album wasn’t a cast 
recording, because Simon did almost all 
of the singing, delivering even the salti-
est exchanges with a delicate precision 
that some found unduly quaint. It had 
been more than a decade since “Grace-
land,” and more than three decades since 
“The Sound of Silence,” and it seemed 
possible that Simon, one of the most ac-
complished overthinkers in the history 
of popular music, had at last grown tired 
of being himself. A man who once fa-
mously—if softly—proclaimed himself a 
rock and an island was now proclaiming 
himself a Puerto Rican hoodlum named 
Salvador Agron. “The Capeman” closed 
after only sixty-eight performances, and 
many Simon fans probably didn’t even 
bother to check to see if there were any 
sparkling little melodies tucked away on 
the accompanying album. (There were.) 

Simon responded to the disappoint-
ment by staging one of rock music’s 
greatest late-career comebacks. Starting 
in 2000, with “You’re the One,” Simon 
has turned out a series of clever, quietly 
audacious albums, containing some songs 
that are as good as any he has made. He 
has earned plenty of gravitas over the 
years, but he seems too restless to spend 
it, embarking instead on a series of ex-
periments in rhythm and texture, and 

honing in his lyrics a shrugging accep-
tance of an imperfect world. Where some 
of his contemporaries were effortlessly 
cool, Simon always seemed like a rock 
star who “tries really hard,” as Sheffield 
put it. But now, more than half a cen-
tury into Simon’s career, it is much eas-
ier to see his determination to try hard 
as an asset, a weapon against compla-
cency and cheap sentiment. The title 
track to “You’re the One” began with a 
lover’s prayer. “May twelve angels guard 
you while you sleep,” he sang, and he let 
the lyric reverberate for a moment be-
fore delivering the punch line: “Maybe 
that’s a waste of angels, I dunno.” 

In Simon’s lyrics, the decisions are 
invariably mixed: he once told the music 
journalist Paul Zollo, “I try to get all the 
opposites into the same song, if I can.” 
The longer he sings, the less he knows 
for sure. For “Surprise,” from 2006, he 
recruited Brian Eno to compose a “sonic 
landscape” that uplifted a rather sombre 
set of songs, although he appended a 
new fan favorite: “Father and Daugh-
ter,” from the soundtrack to “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie,” an animated fea-
ture. “So Beautiful or So What,” from 
2011, was a career highlight, a reflection 
on love and God that seemed partly  
addressed to his wife, the singer and 
songwriter Edie Brickell, whom he mar-
ried in 1992. At one point, Simon, un-
characteristically overcome, bumped up 
against the limits of his chosen form, 
singing, “I loved her the first time I saw 
her—I know that’s an old songwriting 
cliché.”

And now the “motherfucker” is back. 
In June, Simon will release his thirteenth 
solo album, “Stranger to Stranger,” which 
is friskier and funnier than its recent 

predecessors—his most danceable music 
in decades. He meets his old nemesis 
near the end, in a song called “Cool Papa 
Bell,” named for the great Negro League 
center fielder. “Motherfucker,” Simon 
mutters, as the warm feelings of the cho-
rus dissipate. “Ugly word.” For a mo-
ment, he doesn’t seem to be singing at 
all. But then he continues, adding mel-
ody and alighting upon a rhyme that 
encourages us to hear the music in what 
came before:

Ubiquitous and often heard 
As a substitute for someone’s Christian

name 
And I think yeah the word is ugly—all the

same
Ugly got a case to make

His brief on behalf of ugliness is be-
lied, naturally, by music that fails to be 
ugly in the least. (Nothing that he sings 
can break the spell cast by Vincent 
Nguini, a guitarist from Cameroon whose 
buoyant lines have enlivened his music 
ever since “The Rhythm of the Saints,” 
in 1990.) Simon doesn’t apologize for 
his conviction that music should be easy 
on the ears. He has shown little inter-
est in the grit and grunge that often sig-
nal rock-and-roll authenticity, and even 
now, at seventy-four, he sings in a voice 
that is boyish and clear. More than any 
other musician of his age and stature—
more than Bob Dylan or Aretha Frank-
lin or Mick Jagger, more than Paul Mc-
Cartney or Joni Mitchell—he seems 
unburdened by the years, and by his own 
reputation. He has managed to become 
neither a wizened oracle nor an oldies 
act, and his best songs convey the ap-
pealing sensation of listening to a guy 
who is still trying to figure out what he’s 
doing. “I’m never gonna stop,” he sings, 
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Simon, at seventy-four, is in the midst of a late-career renaissance. On his new album, he sings, “I’m never gonna stop.” 
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at the end of “Cool Papa Bell”—only, 
and inevitably, to reverse himself a few 
minutes later, on the album’s finale, “In-
somniac’s Lullaby.” It ends with a prom-
ise, and a benediction: “We’ll eventually 
all fall asleep.” Knowing Simon, it won’t 
be soon, or for long.

I
n 1972, when Simon was still best 
known as one half of Simon & Gar-

funkel, he gave an interview to Rolling 
Stone in which he consid-
ered his place in the musi-
cal pantheon. “I never com-
pare myself with the Rolling 
Stones,” he said. “I always was 
well aware of the fact that  
S. & G. was a much bigger 
phenomenon in general, to 
the general public, than the 
Rolling Stones.” The inter-
vening decades have largely reversed 
this perception. The Rolling Stones en-
dure—in memory and, to a lesser ex-
tent, onstage—as the paradigmatic rock-
and-roll band. Meanwhile, Simon & 
Garfunkel have been eclipsed by their 
own beloved songs: the duo itself is less 
iconic than “The Sound of Silence” 
or “Mrs. Robinson” or “Bridge Over 
Troubled Water.” Later in the interview, 
Simon expressed a cautious but pro-
phetic hope that his late production 
would outpace those early hits. “Maybe 
I’m not gonna do my thing until I’m 
fifty,” he said. “People will say then, 
‘Funny thing was, in his youth he sang 
with a group.’ ” As it happened, Simon 
was forty-four when “Graceland” ap-
peared, and for many listeners it served 
as an introduction to a singer and song-
writer whose past they knew only vaguely, 
if at all. 

Not long after Simon’s fiftieth birth-
day, on an episode of MTV’s “Beavis 
and Butt-head,” Beavis referred to him 
as “that dude from Africa that used to 
be in the Beatles.” In fact, Simon was 
born in Newark and grew up in Queens, 
and he was a songwriter and a perfec-
tionist by the time he was a teen-ager. 
He formed a fruitful but complicated 
partnership with Art Garfunkel, a neigh-
borhood friend who had both a limpid 
tenor voice and mixed feelings about 
being perceived merely as a lovely singer. 
Simon & Garfunkel weren’t quite the 
Beatles, but their five albums are stocked 
with more left turns and experiments 

than you might remember. “Bookends,” 
from 1968, includes the wistful hit 
“America,” which was recently revived 
in an advertisement for another spry 
seventy-four-year-old from New York: 
Bernie Sanders. But it also contains 
“Save the Life of My Child,” a surreal 
excursion that starts with a squelch of 
Moog synthesizer and includes a ghostly, 
disconcerting snippet—we would now 
call it a sample—of Simon & Garfun-

kel singing “The Sound of 
Silence.”

Garfunkel’s hymnlike  
harmonies served to sacral-
ize Simon’s songs, although 
the significance of this be-
came clear only after the duo 
split up, in the early nineteen- 
seventies. Recording on his 
own, Simon developed a 

lighter touch and a taste for livelier 
rhythms. After he got interested in a 
new Jamaican genre called reggae, he 
flew to Kingston to record “Mother and 
Child Reunion,” an upbeat elegy named 
for a chicken-and-egg entrée he had 
seen on a Chinatown menu. The three 
solo albums that made his reputa-
tion—“Paul Simon,” “There Goes 
Rhymin’ Simon,” and “Still Crazy After 
All These Years”—arrived, startlingly, 
during the course of only four years, 
from 1972 through 1975. 

The critic Robert Christgau once 
described Simon’s vocal affect as “stud-
ied wimpiness,” and, looking back, it’s 
possible to imagine Simon easing into  
a comfortable life as a gentle singer- 
strummer—  a species that thrived in the 
nineteen-seventies. As Simon tells it, his 
career was disrupted by his 1983 album, 
“Hearts and Bones,” which didn’t gen-
erate any hits. He was feeling unsure of 
his future in the industry when he heard 
a cassette of contemporary South Afri-
can music. He got in touch with a South 
African music producer and booked a 
ticket to Johannesburg, as a kind of se-
quel to his earlier trip to Kingston. When 
he arrived, he began work on an album 
propelled by riffs and musicians from 
a fistful of South African bands: the 
Boyoyo Boys, General M.D. Shirinda 
and the Gaza Sisters, Tao Ea Matsekha, 
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Stimela. 
“Graceland” didn’t make much of an im-
pression on American radio playlists: 
“You Can Call Me Al,” the lead single, 

originally failed to reach the Top 40. But 
the album sold millions of copies, achiev-
ing the sort of transgenerational success 
that made it ripe for mockery in the 
nineties, when Sheffield was writing, and 
for rediscovery in the aughts, when it 
helped inspire the indie band Vampire 
Weekend, whose members were young 
enough to think of “Graceland,” fondly, 
as their parents’ music.

Part of what “Graceland” gave Simon 
was a set of rhythms strong and flexible 
enough to prevent his songs from being 
overwhelmed by his lyrics. Some musi-
cians excel at giving a good groove room 
to breathe. Simon is often at his best 
when he is wordiest; on “Graceland,” 
he spent forty-three minutes chattering 
about “scatterlings” and “Fat Charlie the 
Archangel” and some cinematographer’s 
party where a guy either had or hadn’t 
met a woman he liked. Bakithi Kumalo, 
the principal bassist on that album, has 
remained a core member of Simon’s band, 
and, in the years afterward, Simon’s quest 
for rhythm took him to Brazil, for “The 
Rhythm of the Saints,” and then to New 
York’s Puerto Rican neighborhoods, for 
“The Capeman.” The albums he made 
after that were quieter but no less rhyth-
mically sophisticated. “Hurricane Eye,” 
from “You’re the One,” began with some-
thing like bluegrass and then nimbly 
shifted between 4/4, 6/8, and 7/8 time. 
And “So Beautiful or So What” was 
grounded by infectious shuffling rhythms 
that made Simon’s intricate songs sound 
as sturdy as folk music.

The new album, “Stranger to Stranger,” 
begins with a shuffle, too, along with a 
well-placed howl. Simon’s collaborators 
include the Italian electronic producer 
known as Clap! Clap!, a flamenco band, 
and the composer and inventor Harry 
Partch, dead since 1974, whose home-
made instruments contribute to the al-
bum’s dreamlike ambience. Death and 
dreaming are the chief preoccupations, 
which helps explain that howl: it intro-
duces a song called “The Werewolf,” in 
which Simon warns of an avenging angel 
of death, ready to give “the winners” and 
“the wealthy” what’s coming to them. 
Part of the joke, of course, is that a rock-
and-roll aristocrat like Simon would be 
among the werewolf ’s first victims. The 
album lasts only thirty- seven minutes, 
and there are a few dead ends: the title 
track is a ruminative love song in which 
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The film includes jubilant scenes of 
Simon reconnecting with the South Af-
rican musicians who helped him make 
his masterpiece. But the most memora-
ble encounter is a strained meeting be-
tween Simon and Dali Tambo, a co-
founder of Artists Against Apartheid, 
which tried to enforce the cultural boy-
cott in the nineteen-eighties. Tambo says 
he worried that Simon’s collaboration 
with South African musicians—even 
black South African musicians—might 
confer some “legitimacy” upon the gov-
ernment. “It wasn’t the ideal form of cul-
tural exchange,” Tambo says, carefully. 
“They weren’t free people.”

“Then why did they say come?” 
Simon responds. “Do you think they 
were all so selfish that they did it for 
three times union scale?” (He likes to 
mention that he paid the musicians 
more than he had to.) He pleads a kind 
of artistic innocence. “We didn’t have 
anything to do with color, race—it was 
purely music,” he says. Historians can 
debate the wisdom and efficacy of the 
cultural boycott, but it seems clear that 
to Simon great music is its own justifi-
cation; depending on one’s priorities, 
this can seem like a form of nihilism or 
a form of idealism. 

Nowadays, arguments over “Grace-
land” focus less on the cultural boycott 
and more on cultural appropriation. 
“Graceland” was, among other things, 
an Afro-pop album credited to a white 
guy from Queens, and although Simon 
listed and praised his collaborators 
on the back cover, some of his critics 
weren’t satisfied. As it happens, the 
most sustained criticism has come not 
from South Africa but from Los Ange-
les, home of the long-running Latin rock 
band Los Lobos, which was featured on 
the album’s finale, “All Around the 
World or the Myth of Fingerprints.” 
The band’s charge, which Simon de-
nies, is that the music came largely 
from a preëxisting (though unfinished) 
Los Lobos song. If this story is proved 
true, it might alter the royalty pay-
ments from “Graceland,” but it wouldn’t 
alter our view of Simon, who used the 
raucous backbeat in an unexpected way, 
as the base for a bittersweet fable about 
a gnomic former talk-show host. “This 
is all around the world,” he sang—a 
tidy conclusion for a world-music land-
mark, except that the singer sounded 

a lot less jubilant than the musicians 
alongside him.

None of Simon’s recent albums have 
come, as “Graceland” did, with a song-
by-song genealogy, but they confirm his 
status as an expert collaborator and as-
sembler. In a song near the end of “So 
Beautiful or So What,” he was accompa-
nied by a snippet from a nineteen- thirties 
recording of the Golden Gate Quartet, a 
gospel group. “Ain’t no song like an old 
song,” Simon sang, creating a new one 
even as the old singers moaned their as-
sent. What this kind of scavenging re-
quires, beyond an uncanny ability to fit 
one musical statement atop another, is 
ruthless single-mindedness. No matter 
what Simon listens to, he hears nothing 
but raw ingredients for Paul Simon songs; 
when he finds something he likes, he 
makes it his own, on the correct assump-
tion that most people will enjoy it too 
much to complain. From this perspec-
tive, the problem with “The Capeman” 
is not that Simon was laying claim to 
decades of Puerto Rican pop; it is that 
his claim wasn’t bold enough. One of 
the few blank spaces in his crowded dis-
cography is the great salsa-inspired album 
that he didn’t make: the one where the 
bright certainty of the horn section pulled 
against the wary voice of the guy on the 
cover, hemming and hawing about his 
place in the world.

What Simon has discovered, in the 
post-“Capeman” years, is a way to stay 
stubborn without getting stuck. He is 
proudly unself-contained, evidently re-
quiring regular infusions of fresh rhythms 
and new collaborators in order to keep 
up his steady pace: a short album every 
five years or so. It is, perhaps, a vampir-
ish way to work, except that he seems 
to leave his collaborators more alive than 
he found them. He, too, appears to be 
in rude health, singing relatively cheer-
ful songs about an afterlife that it’s not 
clear he believes in:

They say all roads lead to a river
Then one day
The river comes up to your door
How will the builder of bridges deliver us

all
To the faraway shore

He doesn’t sound as if he expects an an-
swer. In fact, he seems to feel that if he 
keeps asking questions, following his cu-
riosity wherever it leads, he may never 
have to find out. 

we wait, along with Simon, for a re-
demptive chorus that never arrives. More 
often, though, the music is remarkably 
agile and entertaining; Simon acknowl-
edges no reason that a septuagenarian 
shouldn’t cut loose and get funky. 

Simon has endured by easing up, and 
even his increasingly frequent invocations 
of God serve less to aggrandize his obser-
vations than to deflate them; from a cos-
mic point of view, his joys and sorrows 
seem like so much quibbling. “Wrist-
band,” scooting along atop a rubbery 
groove, begins as a rather obnoxious act 
of censure: Simon mocks an oblivious 
security guard who blocks a musician’s 
path at his own concert, saying, “You got 
to have a wristband.” He imagines the 
bouncer as St. Peter barring the way to 
Heaven. Then, in the final verse, the scope 
broadens:

The riots started slowly
With the homeless and the lowly
Then they spread into the heartland
Towns that never get a wristband
Kids that can’t afford the cool brand
Whose anger is a shorthand
For you’ll never get a wristband

It is hard to tell whether Simon is en-
nobling his fit of pique by comparing 
it to the anger of the dispossessed or 
mocking his own overreaction. Perhaps 
it is possible to do both at once. Either  
way, the message to bouncers all over 
the world is clear: that mild-looking 
seventy-four-year-old standing outside 
the stage door might be Paul Simon, in 
which case he is certainly not as mild 
as he looks.

S
imon disdains nostalgia, but a 
few years ago he permitted himself 

to celebrate “Graceland” by returning to 
South Africa for a reunion concert. The 
trip was chronicled in “Under African 
Skies,” an invaluable documentary by 
Joe Berlinger, and it reinvigorated a 
long-running debate—not about the 
greatness of the album, which is more 
or less beyond dispute, but about whether 
it should have been recorded at all. At 
the time, South Africa’s apartheid gov-
ernment was facing international sanc-
tions, including a cultural boycott, backed 
by the African National Congress, the 
banned opposition party, and supported 
by the United Nations, which called on 
“writers, artists, musicians and other 
personalities to boycott South Africa.” 
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Morgan’s characters, white and black, struggle to escape the bonds of their birth.

BOOKS

TRACK CHANGES
Race and racing in C. E. Morgan’s “The Sport of Kings.”

BY KATHRYN SCHULZ

ILLUSTRATION BY AUDE VAN RYN

R
euben Bedford Walker III, the 
jockey in C. E. Morgan’s new novel, 

“The Sport of Kings” (Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux), is five feet three inches tall, a 
hundred and eighteen pounds, and 
three-per-cent body fat—diminutive 
even by the standards of his profession, 
but in all other ways wildly outsized. 
Lord of the wire and emperor of the 
shedrow, he is black and gay and talks 
like a man who takes three elocution 
classes a day, one each from Christo-
pher Marlowe, Uncle Tom, and Ahab. 
On the track and off, he is unstoppa-
ble, unkillable, outrageous. At the Lau-
rel Futurity, he takes a flying horseshoe 

on the bridge of his nose at forty miles 
an hour and goes on to win. Afterward, 
cribbing from a long-dead Union pris-
oner, he raises a toast in an all-white 
bar to Jefferson Davis:

May he be set afloat on a boat without com-
pass or rudder, then that any contents be swal-
lowed by a shark, the shark by a whale, whale 
in the devil’s belly and the devil in hell, the 
gates locked and the keys lost, and further, may 
he be put in the north west corner with a south 
west wind blowing ashes in his eyes for all 
ETERNITY. Say aye if ye mean aye!

“Aye,” the white patrons roar back 
over the golden slosh of their raised 
drinks. Only a groom named Allmon 

Shaughnessy, the one other black man 
in the place, cannot tolerate him. “How 
come you can’t talk like a normal fuck-
ing human being?” Shaughnessy ex-
plodes. “Who the fuck do you think 
you are?”

It is a good question. “The Sport of 
Kings” is about racing, but also about 
race: about the original American sin 
of slavery and its ongoing consequences. 
Although the novel ends shortly be-
fore Barack Obama’s first term begins, 
it is a literary response to the racial pol-
itics that emerged when the obvious 
became clear—that electing an African- 
American to the Presidency had not 
signalled the triumphant end of four 
centuries of systematic oppression. 
“They say there’s gonna be a black pres-
ident someday,” Allmon thinks at one 
point. But he has done time, and he is 
not optimistic about what that suppos-
edly historic event will mean for him 
or for anyone he knows. “Either way, 
you won’t ever get to vote. . . . Won’t 
have a place to live, ’cause you won’t 
qualify for Section Eight housing to 
get your feet on the ground, won’t ever 
serve on a jury to keep a brother out 
of jail, won’t ever get a good job once 
you X the little felony box, can’t legally 
carry a gun to keep some crazy racist 
from killing you, and there never was 
any protection against the cops to be-
gin with.”

Such grievances are currently being 
aired elsewhere in our culture: individ-
ually, by journalists and public intel-
lectuals; collectively, by the Black Lives 
Matter movement. But novelists can 
do things that other writers can’t—and 
Morgan can do things that other nov-
elists can’t, starting with creating Reu-
ben Bedford Walker III, the bad con-
science of her new book. There are no 
kings in “The Sport of Kings,” but there 
is a Fool, clothed in the harlequin bril-
liance of silks, uniquely able to speak 
truth to power. An outsider by both 
race and sexuality, Reuben is schooled 
in the operations of prejudice in Amer-
ica yet impervious to it. He is all-know-
ing, amoral, obnoxious—here to mock, 
chide, explicate, stir up trouble, and get 
out while he can with his own however- 
gotten gains. 

It is Reuben who reminds us that 
when the first Kentucky Derby was run, 
in 1875, thirteen of the fifteen jockeys 
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were black, including the winner.  
Horse racing was the first professional 
sport in the country open to African- 
Americans, and, until the early twen-
tieth century, it was the N.B.A.: an ath-
letic confederacy dominated by black 
men, albeit those on the other end of 
the size chart. Then, with the rise of 
institutionalized segregation and the 
complicity of white jockeys, their num-
bers began to dwindle. Today, fewer 
than five per cent of members of the 
Jockeys’ Guild are black. 

This is the central preoccupation of 
Morgan’s novel: the way that African- 
Americans have been forced off track, 
literally and figuratively, to the psycho-
logical, political, and material advan-
tage of whites. The resulting book is 
enormously flawed, ceaselessly inter-
esting, and strangely tremendous, its 
moral imagination so capacious that it 
overshadows its many missteps. Mor-
gan recounts the long history of Amer-
ican racism, which is also the long his-
tory of America: liberty and bondage, 
settlement and expansion, white pros-
perity and black subjugation, the Great 
Migration and mass incarceration. In 
the face of our national faith that in-
dividuals can lift themselves up by their 
bootstraps, “The Sport of Kings” in-
sists that this history constrains us all 
in ways we have barely begun to ac-
knowledge, still less to escape. 

“A
nd why is it that you publish 
under your initials?” one of Mor-

gan’s characters asks M. J. Deane, a 
writer with a brief but crucial role  
in “The Sport of Kings.” Deane re-
sponds tartly, “ ’Cause I ain’t nobody’s 
business.” 

In context, that answer is so plau-
sible that it scarcely reads like the curt 
autobiographical nod it is. C. E. Mor-
gan, whose full name is Catherine 
Elaine, has made it her business to be 
nobody’s business. She was born in 
Cincinnati and lives in Kentucky. She 
studied English and voice at Berea Col-
lege, a tuition-free school in Appala-
chia for the academically talented but 
economically strapped, and has a mas-
ter’s degree from Harvard Divinity 
School. She has declined to make pub-
lic almost anything else about her life. 
What attention she has received has 
come unbidden, in the form of laurels: 

the National Book Foundation’s “5 
Under 35” list, in 2009; this magazine’s 
“20 Under 40” list, in 2010; and, ear-
lier this year, a Windham-Campbell 
Prize for fiction. 

Those honors have followed from 
just one previous full-length work, Mor-
gan’s 2009 novel, “All the Living.” Its 
main and virtually only characters are 
Aloma, a thwarted pianist who was or-
phaned at three and raised in a settle-
ment school, and her boyfriend, Orren, 
whose father died young and whose 
mother and brother are killed in a car 
accident just before the book begins. 
In its opening pages, the two move in 
together on the scrabbly tobacco farm 
that Orren has just inherited. There-
after, he works himself to exhaustion 
trying to maintain it during a drought, 
while Aloma gets a job at a nearby 
church playing the piano, befriends  
the preacher, and otherwise spends  
her time struggling to learn to cook, 
clean, and accept the unfamiliar pres-
ence of love.

That is, more or less, all that hap-
pens. Like the lives of its principals, 
the novel is closely circumscribed. We 
come to know perhaps four other peo-
ple, two trucks, one farmhouse, the to-
bacco field out back, and the moun-
tain that looms up behind—notable 
for how it, too, restricts the characters’ 
world, keeping the farm in shadow 
until late in the morning and making 
night fall fast. Yet Morgan lifts from 
that small world an exceptionally beau-
tiful novel. She understands her char-
acters perfectly, and expresses their re-
lationship in ways at once precise and 
startling. (Aloma, contemplating her 
relationship with Orren: “It was shock-
ing really, she thought, what all en-
tailed the difference between her and 
him, as if a whole new person could be 
made from the sum of that difference.”) 
And her prose is beautiful and strange 
and entirely consistent, as if she were 
writing in the dialect of a place where 
only she had ever lived. 

Aside from the calibre of the mind 
behind it, “The Sport of Kings” could 
hardly be more different. It consists of 
six sections, five interludes, and an ep-
ilogue, which together span some two 
hundred and fifty years, from the Rev-
olutionary War through 2006. It is set 
mainly in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Paris, 

Kentucky, the so-called Thoroughbred 
capital of the world, but its real geo-
graphic extent is unmistakably that of 
America. Some passages unfold in the 
intimate first person, some in the in-
clusive, indicting second, and some in 
the panoptic third, but the over-all nar-
rator remains elusive. Aptly, for a book 
that is partly about who controls what 
stories get told, it is not at all clear who 
is telling this one. And the style is sim-
ilarly varied. Morgan excels at straight 
prose—you could carve four or five  
realist novellas out of “The Sport of 
Kings”—but she makes use of many 
other forms: sermons, textbooks, rules, 
excerpts from other works (real and  
invented), Socratic dialogues, flash-
backs, parables, stage plays. All of that 
could read like the obligatory kitchen- 
sinkery of so many postmodern nov-
els, too suspicious of conventional nar-
rative to settle down. But in Morgan’s 
hands it feels urgent in its ends and 
sincere in its faith in the power of  
literature—the resort of a voracious  
intelligence trying to do justice to an 
overwhelming world. 

In keeping with that sense of abun-
dance, “The Sport of Kings” has a huge 
supporting cast: vets, jockeys, farm 
managers, preachers, deadbeat fathers, 
deadbeat mothers, distant ancestors, 
servants, slaves, cellmates, ghosts. But 
Morgan focusses on three main char-
acters, all of whom we watch grow from 
children to adults. The first is Henry 
Forge, scion of one of Kentucky’s old-
est and richest families. His mother, 
Lavinia, is a beautiful deaf woman; his 
father, John Henry, has savagely ante-
bellum ideas about race and similarly 
antediluvian theories about women and 
child rearing. Henry Forge grows up 
close to his mother but in thrall to the 
father he despises, and he ultimately 
inherits his sensibilities. After his wife 
divorces him, their ten-year-old daugh-
ter, Henrietta, is left alone with her 
father and the Forge legacy. The sec-
ond major character in this book, she is 
home schooled by Henry to protect her 
from the putatively pernicious influence 
of integration, and kept too close at 
hand in other ways as well. Her cur-
riculum includes horse breeding (she 
grows up to help manage the family 
farm), while her extracurricular inter-
ests run to geology, genetics, and, later, 
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sex: what the earth is made of, what 
we are made of, what we can make.

Among her lovers is Allmon Shaugh-
nessy, the biracial son of a loving but 
overworked black mother and a largely 
absentee father, “known in high school 
as that fucking Irish fuck.” When his 
father’s already unreliable contributions 
dwindle to nothing, and his mother is 
diagnosed with lupus, a condition she 
can’t afford to treat, Allmon earns money 
the only way he knows how: by accept-
ing an entry-level job with the neigh-
borhood drug dealer. 

Thus is Allmon undone, less by the 
vicissitudes of chance than by the forces 
of history. At the age of seventeen, he 
is arrested with a stolen car and five 
grams of crack; by the time he has been 
paroled, six years later, the observant, 
thoughtful, sensitive boy has built a 
fortress of stoicism around his heart-
break and anger. Courtesy of a pro-
gram at Blackburn Penitentiary, he has 
also been trained as a groom. In a mo-
ment of rebellion against her father, 
Henrietta hires him. That is how the 
characters in “The Sport of Kings” even-
tually converge around a horse: Hells-
mouth, spawn of Secretariat, pride and 
joy of Henry Forge and bane and de-
light of Reuben Bedford Walker III, 
who, before the end of the book, is 
perched on her back, inside the start-
ing gate of the Kentucky Derby. 

W
hen “The Sport of Kings” opens, 
Henry, aged nine, is tearing 

through a cornfield, trying to escape 
a punishment he knows he deserves. 
“Henry Forge, Henry Forge!” someone 
hollers. Then the narrator takes over: 
“How far away from your father can 
you run?”

It is a clever opening, a flashlight 
shining down the dark road of the story. 
Where Morgan’s previous novel was 
about orphans, this one is about parent-
age—about how far we can get from the 
familial and social coördinates into which 
we are born. That makes her choice of 
subject matter canny. There is no more 
lineage-obsessed sport than horse rac-
ing, and serious aficionados know their 
begats better than Bible scholars. Mor-
gan’s main characters come pedigreed, 
too, in a manner of speaking. Although 
they are our contemporaries, they are 
defined first and foremost by being ei-

ther the descendants of slaveowners or 
the descendants of slaves.

We learn Henry’s story first. The 
Forge family had already been in Vir-
ginia for a hundred years when his 
great-great-great-great-great-great-
grandfather Samuel Forge headed west 
across the Appalachian wilderness, with 
one of his slaves, made it through the 
Cumberland Gap, and became one of 
Kentucky’s earliest settlers. Subsequent 
generations of Forges rose to wealth 
and power via the unpaid or underpaid 
labor of black Americans, whose ex-
ploitation is omitted when the family 
history is drummed into young Henry. 
Nonetheless, he is cowed by his osten-
sibly illustrious lineage, which he re-
fers to only as “It.” 

The real “It,” however, is Allmon’s 
past: a thing without content beyond 
persecution and loss, simultaneously 
scary and empty. Morgan recounts it 
in two interludes separated from the 
main body of the text, as the enslaved 
were separated from their families and 
Allmon himself is separated from his 
history. His great-great-great-grand-
father Scipio, a runaway slave, intended 
to escape from Kentucky alone but 
wound up trying to help another run-
agate, a pregnant woman named Abby, 
cross the Ohio River. He survived; she 
died. So scarring was the experience 
that although he reached the North, 
he never truly lived in freedom.

Allmon has heard none of this, 
beyond Scipio’s name; unlike Henry 
Forge, he knows almost nothing of his 
ancestry. “I am going to find my fa-
ther,” he declares at one point:

His name is Michael Patrick Shaughnessy. 
His father’s name is Patrick something Shaugh-
nessy and his mother’s name is I don’t actually 
know and their parents names are and    and    and 
and their parents names are    and    and    and 
and    and    and.

That is Allmon’s entire lineage, a fam-
ily tree in winter. 

Morgan recounts these stories to 
show how radically both fortune and 
misfortune compound over time. It is 
history, not biology, that is destiny, she 
insists; this book is partly a rebuttal of 
racial essentialism. Henrietta, who be-
gins to distance herself from her father’s 
politics while studying genetics, comes 
to see the matter in equine terms. Even 
the hyper-controlled universe of high-

end horse breeding does not produce 
predictable results—if it did, this week’s 
Derby would be a lot less fun—and just 
selecting for something as seemingly 
simple as coat color is fiendishly tricky. 

This is Morgan using horses the way 
Ralph Ellison used paint: to render ab-
surd the idea of white supremacy and 
racial purity. Like Ellison’s Optic White, 
which was made brilliant by the addi-
tion of black, whiteness in the horse is 
dependent on the existence of a darker 
hue. “White is less a color than a su-
perimposition,” Morgan writes in her 
first interlude, an elaboration on the 
Jockey Club’s color qualifications for 
Thoroughbreds. (She knows who got 
there first. Melville: “Whiteness is not 
so much a color as the visible absence 
of color, and at the same time the con-
crete of all colors.”) As a result, Mor-
gan writes, “A white horse—or what 
seems a white horse—is capable of great 
reproductive surprises.”

For Morgan, in other words, it is 
not our genes that control our fate. 
They may be potent, but they are not 
all-determining. More decisive, in her 
view, is the sheer unstoppable momen-
tum of the past. Her characters have 
all of American history for a back-
story—and, as with any backstory, it 
both constrains and explains their be-
havior. Morgan is not a fatalist; she 
clearly believes that we can and must 
refuse to perpetuate the sins of our fa-
thers. But she is a very sombre realist. 
Almost no one in her book truly loos-
ens himself from the bonds of birth.

Among the exceptions are those 
who have no real family in the first 
place—most of them women, who gen-
erally stand to gain less from lineage, 
anyway. Morgan, who is astute on all 
kinds of power, is as clear-eyed on sex-
ism as on racism. Females qua females 
do fine in this book, including fillies, 
but mothers, daughters, and wives—
women defined by their relationships 
to men—suffer silence, sickness, abuse, 
and early death. The aforementioned 
M. J. Deane dodges those fates and es-
capes the path on which history put 
her, but at the price of leaving home, 
changing her name, and having no fam-
ily to speak of. Allmon’s mother can-
not escape her history, but she has the 
clarity not to romanticize it: obsessing 
over the past, she tells her son, is “just 
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some black-pride Roots bullshit, and 
it’s always some black man saying it.” 
And then there is Reuben Bedford 
Walker III, who, despite or because 
of being the avenging angel of all of 
African- American history, claims to 
have no personal past. That suffix 
adorning his name like Ionic columns 
is a joke. He begins by ironically in-
sisting on this pedigree—“The Third, 
mind you. Not the first, a pederast, nor 
the second, a wife beater, in fact none 
of the priors”—and ends by ridiculing 
it. “I piss on family and order, I lie and 
I counterfeit,” he declares. “No mother 
made me, I bore my own damn self.”

There is just one other model in this 
book of how to slip the bonds of his-
tory: not by having no family at all but 
by deciding that your family includes 
everyone. When a young Henrietta 
asks her father’s kindly farm manager, 
Jamie Barlow, why it is wrong to use 
the word “nigger,” he quotes her a line 
of Scripture: “God hath made of one 
blood all the peoples of the earth.” That 
is also the motto of Berea College, Mor-
gan’s alma mater, and the deep moral 
conviction behind her book: that the 
only lineage that matters is the one 
common to us all.

N
ovels, too, have lineages, and 
Morgan’s own literary ancestry is 

extensive, as she acknowledges. “A word 
from an ancient word,” she writes, “this 
book from many books.” For the most 
part, those are not books about horses. 
“The Sport of Kings” shares some DNA 
with “Lord of Misrule,” Jaimy Gor-
don’s near-perfect 2010 novel about life 
on a third-rate West Virginia racetrack, 
but has little in common with most 
other racing stories, which have gen-
erally been relegated to detective nov-
els (notably by Dick Francis) and chil-
dren’s fiction (“The Black Stallion,” 
“National Velvet”).

Like her real subject, then, Morgan’s 
true influences lie far afield of horses. 
There is the whale, for one.“The Sport 
of Kings” is indebted to “Moby-Dick,” 
and shares many of its obsessions: with 
origins, identity, class, status, work, the 
problem of evil, and the special dis-
pensation, if any, of America. Faulkner 
is here, too—especially “Light in Au-
gust,” a novel that begins, as “The Sport 
of Kings” ends, with a house burning 

down. Harriet Beecher Stowe gets a 
nod, although a chilly one: the scene 
where the runaway slave Abby dies 
while attempting to cross the Ohio 
River is a pointed revision of Eliza’s 
crossing in “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” Mark 
Twain shows up as a leavening in-
fluence, as when a slave takes revenge 
on a vicious overseer by packing his 
pipe with gunpowder. (The most 
Twainian part is that he doesn’t die. 
He just departs to another county to 
recover.) And then there is the entire 
shelf of literature that Morgan ran-
sacked to create Reuben, her epic imp, 
who rides not only the horse but the 
story itself to its dramatic ending. He 
is Caliban, Chaos, Br’er Rabbit, John 
Kennedy Toole’s Ignatius J. Reilly, Cor-
mac McCarthy’s Judge Holden. (Reu-
ben also has Shakespeare to spare, down 
to the darkly silly ditties he sometimes 
sings: “I jumped in the seat and gave 
a little yell; the horses ran away, broke 
the wagon all to hell; sugar in the gourd 
and honey in the horn, never been so 
screwed since the day I was b— Allmon, 
as I live and breathe!”) 

As Reuben’s delightful presence sug-
gests, none of these influences get in 
Morgan’s way. She is devouring but not 

derivative: no anxiety, all appetite. She 
has an exceptionally large and occa-
sionally improvised vocabulary, but her 
language never feels ornamental. In-
stead, in her hands, unusual words read 
very nearly like facts. A horse’s stom-
ach is bossed out; hogs are forced to 
the slaughter by drovers’ staves; a creek 
bells out of its banks. The land through 
which she guides us is flavid, agnate, 
calcined, karsty. Like Eden, almost, it 
is a world newly named.

It is also a world closely observed. 
Morgan has an excellent eye for detail: 
the way you can push so hard against 
a doorbell that the color drains from 
the tip of your finger; the way the soft 
toilet seat in an old woman’s bathroom 
exhales a puff of air when you sit on 
it; the way a boy using both hands to 
carry a tray out of a room will turn the 
light off with his nose, as a grown 
person might do with an elbow. (That 
eye for detail makes Morgan a superb 
sketch artist. Henry’s childhood neigh-
bor, for instance, a red-headed seven-
year-old girl, has “a face mottled with 
freckles, and knees as fat as pickle jars.”)

Crucially for this book, Morgan also 
writes exceptionally well about horses. 
A startled gelding, upon relaxing, lets 

“Are you married to the name?”
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out “a long, ruffled breath.” Hellsmouth’s 
legs, that scarily slender birthright of 
Thoroughbreds, are “dark and knotty 
rose stems.” When she is led outside 
after a long confinement, her “nose rode 
high like a schooner on waves.” Through-
out the book, Morgan mines racing for 
its thematic possibilities without drain-
ing away its ten-ton reality. Waiting at 
a track before the starting gun, we hear 
“saddles creaking like winches.” After-
ward, we watch a jockey exult in his 
stirrups, while under him his horse “spins 
like a weathervane, wet earth fanning 
out from under her hooves like seeds 
from a sower’s hand.”

Morgan’s ability to write well about 
horses is a subset of her ability to write 
well about the natural world. She can 
linger on a landscape like twilight roll-
ing in over Kentucky, more content than 
most modern writers to keep you out-
side watching until the stars come out, 
and better at it. But she can also bring 
in botany and biology and geology, quote 
Darwin and Dawkins and, once, a text 
called “Limitless Variation and the Ad-
vent of Life,” by K. Aubere: “In the wa-
ters, life was a thin, primitive, fragile 
sheet. . . . Photosynthetic organisms 

crowded to the top, striving for light, 
while their buried peers split the weaker 
sulfide bonds to survive.” Then, during 
the Cambrian explosion, “The denizens 
of the seas grew to an inch, then a foot, 
then a meter, in the form of terrifying 
fishes that established suzerainties in 
the depths.” I would read that book in 
its entirety, if it existed. But beware of 
writers with initials who claim that they 
aren’t anybody’s business: K. Aubere is 
C. E. Morgan. Among her influences, 
by far the most crucial one is her own 
remarkably multivalent mind.

N
one of this quite does justice to 
the expansive, self-assured eccen-

tricity of “The Sport of Kings.” Mor-
gan, having read Mad Uncle Melville, 
is unafraid to go off the rails some-
times—really, to tear the rails from the 
land, and let the train hurtle into the 
primordial American wilderness. When 
she retells the story of Samuel Forge 
for Henrietta’s benefit, for instance, it 
slips and gets stranger: the journey to 
Kentucky diverges into the underworld, 
the Ohio River turns into the Styx. 
When she rewrites Genesis, she swaps 
the snake for Br’er Rabbit and the apple 

for a pawpaw, like something out of the 
civil-rights activist Clarence Jordan’s 
“Cotton Patch Gospel.” Elsewhere, she 
unbuilds Henry’s pristine horse farm, dis-
mantling it down to an earlier, rougher 
incarnation, inside which an ancestral 
Forge is going mad with grief and taking 
it out on his slaves, while his wife is 
upstairs trying to nurse the latest in a 
long line of dying infants, and the body 
of the only one in sixteen years to sur-
vive into childhood, beloved blond 
Barnabas, is newly cold in his coffin, 
having accidentally shot himself while 
trying to scare a rabbit out of a log with 
the butt end of a rifle. 

All this is startling, terrific stuff, as 
is so much of “The Sport of Kings.” 
And yet the book is full of equally ar-
resting flaws. Like the horse at its heart, 
it is bad out of the gate, not because 
it dances and prances and takes its 
time settling in but because it is heavy-
handed. Henry Forge’s father is hor-
rifically bigoted—plausibly so, given 
his background, and crucially so, for 
the plot—but too much of his charac-
ter is conveyed to us via excessively di-
dactic lectures to his son. The adult 
Henry’s conversations with his daugh-
ter are similarly contrived. Plenty of 
people explicitly school their kids in 
prejudice, but Morgan’s book is not 
served by lines like “Your mother, for 
all her faults, was a damn fine piece of 
property.” And her dialogue also goes 
astray with Abby, the runaway slave, 
whose unschooled voice is the prose 
equivalent of blackface. That may 
be intended as commentary on “Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin,” but, as is so often the 
case with dialect, the effect is simply 
to downgrade her intelligence and re-
duce her to a caricature—a pity, given 
how haunting and lovely the Ohio River 
interludes are in every other respect. 

Those flaws are part of a larger prob-
lem with this novel. The risk of explor-
ing how much your characters can lib-
erate themselves from the bonds of 
history is that they will not liberate 
themselves at all. That is fine if their 
struggle and capitulation appear on the 
page; less so if they simply seem agent-
less, pawns in the author’s private prov-
idential game. Too often, Morgan’s char-
acters seem fated, rather than motivated, 
to act as they do. There is a lynching 
that feels more like a plot device than 

“When I think of the things I used to do  
for stickers, I feel like such an idiot.”

• •



like a catastrophe, and an incestuous re-
lationship that belabors the point about 
lineage without illuminating either par-
ty’s experience. And in the final pages 
both plot and character get manipu-
lated too conveniently into position: 
every gun on the wall gets fired, includ-
ing one that turns the scene into a melo-
drama. Morgan’s first novel was a model 
of emotionally intelligent storytelling; 
even the slightest action seemed to flow 
forth from the characters’ feelings. Her 
new one, for all its strengths, sometimes 
seems organized backward, from the 
outside in. 

Yet it is a testament to “The Sport 
of Kings” that it cannot be brought 
down by its flaws. Even at its worst, it 
is tremendous, the work of a writer just 
starting to show us what she can do. 
Sooner or later, Morgan will square the 
intimate understanding of her previ-
ous book with the world-reckoning 
scale of this new one. 

In the meantime, that scale and that 
reckoning are their own defense. We 
live our lives within doubled con-
straints—the mystery of human nature 
operating within us, all of history bear-
ing down upon us. Morgan places her 
characters in these binds and asks what 
it would take, in the face of them, to 
be moral. “The Sport of Kings” hovers 
between fiction, history, and myth, its 
characters sometimes like the ancient 
ones bound to their tales by fate, its 
horses distant kin to those who drew 
the chariot of time across the sky. One 
of Morgan’s remarkable achievements 
in this novel is to wind all the clocks 
at once: a mortal one, which stops too 
soon (“time is a horse you never have 
to whip”); a historical one, which stops 
when memory runs down; and a cos-
mological one, which never stops at all. 
“The sun rose with a pitiless red,” she 
writes toward the end, “and the shut-
tle rattled across the ancient loom.” 
That is a beautiful sentence, but the 
great accomplishment of this book is 
to remind us that the cloth of history 
is not made. We make it. 

BRIEFLY NOTED
Nothing Ever Dies, by Viet Thanh Nguyen (Harvard). The 
winner of this year’s Pulitzer Prize for fiction here examines 
the cultural memory of the Vietnam War, both in the U.S. 
and in Asia. In thematically arranged chapters—on remem-
brance, forgetting, and spectacle—he produces close read-
ings of the novels, films, monuments, and prisons that form 
“the identity of war” in Vietnam, “a face with carefully drawn 
features, familiar at a glance to the nation’s people.” Nguyen 
draws insights from Levinas, Ricoeur, and other philoso-
phers, and his approach has affinities with that of hybridists 
such as W. G. Sebald and Maggie Nelson. The book is also 
notable for its inclusivity, addressing Cambodian, Laotian, 
Hmong, and Korean experiences and the competition for 
narrative dominance in bookstores and box offices.

How to Be a Tudor, by Ruth Goodman (Liveright). The au-
thor, who previously undertook an immersive survey of ev-
eryday Victorian life, provides an Elizabethan followup. She 
assays such varied pursuits as making a mattress out of rush, 
fermenting grain for ale, and plowing a field with oxen. Lei-
sure activities like dancing, gambling, and trips to the 
bear-baiting arena are brought to life by imaginative read-
ings of primary sources. “Being thrown five feet into the air 
by your partner when you are dancing the volta is exhila-
rating,” she conjectures. Common wisdom on everything 
from the healthiest sleeping position (on the right) to how 
to conceive a male child (by tying a ribbon around the left 
testicle) rounds out this engaging, erudite guide.

Shelter, by Jung Yun (Picador). This absorbing, suspenseful 
début tracks familial obligation and the legacy of trauma in a 
Korean family living outside Boston. Kyung Cho and his wife 
are in serious debt, living in a house beyond their means—
pride, Cho observes, is “a useless form of currency they can’t 
afford to trade in anymore”—but he is reluctant to turn to his 
wealthy, emotionally distant parents. However, when they are 
the victims of a brutal assault, he gets sucked back into their 
lives, and long-kept secrets are revealed. The narrative piles on 
surprises at a tightly controlled clip, as the family is forced to 
confront the past and the price it has paid for stability.

The Fugitives, by Christopher Sorrentino (Simon & Schuster). 
Each of the main characters in this novel is running from 
something: a journalist from her unpleasant husband and 
her heritage, an author from an unfinished book and the 
wreckage of an affair, a casino consultant from his upbring-
ing and the way he settled his debts. Though the novel is 
a kind of erotic thriller, it has philosophical preoccupations, 
a feature emphasized by the Native American Anishinabek 
stories that punctuate it. These stories highlight the novel’s 
themes of creation, manipulation, and deception: they all 
involve Nanabozho, the Anishinabek trickster character; 
they are told by a man who claims to be a Native Ameri-
can but may not be; and a Native American character says 
that they are “a little off.”
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Yikes! Department

From the Martha’s Vineyard Times.

Lost: South Water Street, Edgartown. King 
Charles Spaniel, winner Ukanuba Dog Show 
2001. Help! Owner due back from Palm Beach 
in July!



ON TELEVISION

HIVE MIND
The stinging comedy of Samantha Bee’s “Full Frontal.”

BY EMILY NUSSBAUM

Bee seems poised to play the role of Hillary Clinton’s inner insult comic.

ILLUSTRATION BY BENDIK KALTENBORN

O
n the second episode of “Full 
Frontal,” TBS’s new late-night show, 

Samantha Bee, the host, took shots at 
the Presidential debates. At one point, 
she flashed a Photoshopped image of 
Hillary Clinton at the lectern, her fore-
arms scribbled with crib notes. The left 
arm read, “Don’t be c*nty”; the right, 
“shrill = bad.” “Oh, my God, what a co-
incidence,” Bee cooed. “TBS just gave 
me that very same note.”

Even as television brims with funny 
women—from the stoners of “Broad City” 
to the comedy POTUS Julia Louis-Drey-
fus—late night has remained a men’s club. 
God, that is a boring sentence to write 
each year. In 2015, Vanity Fair did a photo 
shoot celebrating the new landscape of 
late-night shows, after Letterman and 

Leno, Jon Stewart and Craig Ferguson 
stepped down. The spread showed ten 
men in expensive suits, sipping cocktails, 
like Johnny Carson cosplayers: from Ste-
phen Colbert to Bill Maher. 

Two of the men—Larry Wilmore 
and Trevor Noah—were black, a key im-
provement. Still, the semiotics were hard 
to miss: meet the new host, same as the 
old host. When the issue hit newsstands, 
Bee, a longtime correspondent on Jon 
Stewart’s “The Daily Show,” and her 
husband, Jason Jones, another former 
“Daily Show” contributor, were prepar-
ing to début “Full Frontal.” Bee’s tweeted 
response launched her brand: she’d put 
herself into the picture. But in her 
self-portrait she had a naked, muscled 
male torso, because her head was atop a 

centaur, with laser beams shooting from 
her eyes. The message was, basically, 
Screw a tuxedo. A secondary theme: I’d 
rather be powerful than polite.

Bee’s show has followed through on 
that promise, with impeccable timing, 
midway through an election that threat-
ens to devolve into an apocalyptic match 
between a bright-orange Bobby Riggs and 
a hawkish Billie Jean King. This is both 
a surprise and a relief, because I’d found 
myself apprehensive about “Full Frontal,” 
whose ads in the subway joked, “Watch 
or You’re Sexist”—a jujitsu joke with a 
glint of anxiety. Sisterhood is powerful, as 
the good book says, but it’s no way to 
judge comedy. And on “The Daily Show” 
Bee had been good but not great; her seg-
ments as the show’s “Senior Women’s Cor-
respondent” could be cruel, the result of 
interviewing ordinary people with the aim 
of making them look like idiots. As a host, 
however, she’s evolved into a sharp-eyed 
avenger whose caustic streak is wholly 
justified by her targets.

On the surface, there’s plenty that’s 
familiar about “Full Frontal.” Bee deliv-
ers monologues interspersed with visual 
gags thrown on the screen behind her, 
like a shot of Ted Cruz in a Harry Pot-
ter sorting hat. (“Slytherin!” Bee shrieked, 
in horror.) There are taped segments, 
often featuring group interviews: Bee 
talking to Sanders voters or to Syrian ref-
ugees. Like John Oliver’s excellent “Last 
Week Tonight,” on HBO, “Full Frontal” 
airs weekly, which reduces filler. And, like 
Oliver, she doesn’t do celebrity interviews, 
which eliminates promotional fluff. 

What does feel new is Bee’s slash-and-
burn, slightly gonzo approach to polit-
ical satire. Although Bee, unlike Billy 
Eichner, does not literally scream, her 
show, in its first three months, has been 
fuelled by a chipper, smiling, but barely 
repressed fury. Eyes flashing, she speaks 
at a motormouth clip—and the fact that 
she looks like a suburban mom in a yo-
gurt ad only heightens the effect. Her 
persona might in fact be “c*nty” if the 
jokes weren’t there. But they are, like ar-
rows in a centaur’s quiver.

In a typical segment, Bee took a torch 
to the problem of untested rape kits, de-
scribing the crisis in Texas as an episode 
of “Hoarders: Rape Kit Edition.” Her ex-
planation: Texas was overdoing it with the 
Marie Kondo method of reducing clut-
ter. “Does this rape kit spark joy?” she 
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purred, holding a kit to her face, then toss-
ing it into the trash. The gag deepened 
when she addressed Renee Unterman, a 
Georgia Republican who blocked legis-
lation to resolve the crisis. Bee held up a 
different object: a book listing rules for 
comedy. It read, “1. No rape jokes. 2. There’s 
a special place in hell”—a reference to that 
quote from Madeleine Albright, about 
women who don’t support other women. 
“Thank you for your service,” Bee told the 
comedy rulebook, then chucked it in the 
trash. And she tore into Unterman, yell-
ing, “Are you in the pocket of Big Rape?”

In Bee’s welcome approach, “wom-
en’s issues” are presented as inseparable 
from “real” politics, but it’s her resistance 
to making nice that lends the show its 
jagged energy. An otherwise wonky 
history of superdelegates featured this 
throwaway jab: “Ted Kennedy waged a 
brutal primary challenge that left Car-
ter as weak and defenseless as a woman 
left to drown in an Oldsmobile.” Mitt 
Romney got “beat like a Muslim girl at 
a Trump rally.” In one segment, Bee re-
sponded to the barely concealed kink of 
a Trump manifesto about how big he 
was planning to win by moaning, blind-
folded, “Win me harder. Win all over 
me. Just try not to win in my hair.” 

In her taped segments, Bee is alter-
nately lacerating and open-minded, as 
called for. “Have you thought about reg-
ulating the safety of back alleys?” she 
asked one anti-abortion congressman. 
“Because that’s where a lot of women 
will be having their abortions now.” When 
he asked where she got her numbers, Bee 
deadpanned, “Reality.” (And then she 
showed the stats.) Yet with some Trump 
supporters she seemed legitimately curi-
ous to understand their views, especially 
those of a likable young black man who 
explained that Trump’s attitudes toward 
race were, at most, “a minor negative.”

B
ee isn’t as reflexively raunchy as 
Amy Schumer, but she does go blue 

more often than her late-night peers. In 
one of the show’s more pungent zingers, 
John Kasich was described as “the ne-
glected taint between the Republican 
Party’s dick”—Bee flashed a photo of 
Cruz onscreen—“and asshole”: a shot of 
Trump. You might find that joke crass, 
but it’s well crafted. And there’s some-
thing frankly cathartic about watching 
Bee simply call a prick a prick during a 

Republican primary that has been a pa-
rade of genital humor: all those “Schlong 
Hillary 2016” T-shirts and the bleeding-
from-her-wherever jokes. The Republi-
can front-runner is running as standup-
in-chief this year, convulsing stadiums 
with his borscht-belt timing; meanwhile, 
Hillary gets dinged as humorless—and, 
when she does make jokes, unfunny. 
Watching this dynamic can make one 
feel caught in an ancient comedy trap, a 
clash between naughty male ids and fe-
male censors, Groucho and Margaret 
Dumont, in which the only choice is to 
laugh or to be a prude.

But, as Audre Lorde would almost 
certainly not put it, the master’s dick 
jokes can sometimes work just fine to 
dismantle his house. Shock humor isn’t 
Bee’s only mode, but, like Trump, she’s 
a whiz at vicious nicknames: Ted Cruz 
is “the Junior Senator from the Uncanny 
Valley.” Sarah Palin is “the arctic mae-
nad who couldn’t name a magazine.” 
Trump is “Casino Mussolini.” 

If Obama needed Key and Peele to 
be his anger translator, Bee seems poised 
to play the role of Hillary’s inner insult 
comic. There’s nothing new about poli-
ticians gravitating to certain styles of 
comedy. Trump is a Howard Stern man. 
It made sense when Obama made visits 
to Marc Maron’s “WTF” podcast. And 
for several years there have been glimpses 
of proto-Hillarys in the TV-comedy com-
plex, from Leslie Knope, in “Parks and 
Recreation,” to Kate McKinnon’s Clin-
ton imitation on “Saturday Night Live.” 
But with no women on late night, who 
better to cover Hillary Clinton than a 
blond, middle-aged, highly experienced 
white woman who was lapped for a pres-
tigious job by a comparatively untested, 
more chill, younger, biracial, male com-
petitor? (Yes, that’s a cheap shot—Bee 
left before Stewart stepped down and 
Noah stepped up—but so it goes.) On 
an early episode, Bee marvelled at the 
perfect material she had to work with: 
“A barely contained cluster of frustration. 
A human Upworthy post. The world’s 
only unlikable Canadian. A puppet who 
finally became a real boy. And, of course, 
a tangerine-tinted trash-can fire.” If Bee, 
too, is a barely contained cluster of frus-
tration, maybe it’s what shoves the door 
open at last. That’s one advantage to hav-
ing a chip on your shoulder. It builds 
upper- body strength. 
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A family is gutted by the past and by addiction in Eugene O’Neill ’s masterpiece.

THE THEATRE

LEGENDS
Recriminations and regrets in “Long Day’s Journey Into Night.”

BY HILTON ALS

ILLUSTRATION BY BILL BRAGG

H
ere we go again, back to that ter-
rible summer house in New En-

gland, which is yet another depressed 
character in Eugene O’Neill’s unsurpass-
able “Long Day’s Journey Into Night” 
(now in a Roundabout Theatre Com-
pany revival, at the American Airlines). 
Much is made of the house’s poor, 
cramped furnishings and its shabby lo-
cation by Mary Tyrone ( Jessica Lange), 
who longs for a real home, if only she 
knew what that was. For most of her 
adult life, Mary has lived in hotels with 
her husband, James Tyrone (Gabriel 
Byrne), an actor who tours year-round—
which is why he thinks of their summer 

abode near the Long Island Sound as a 
stable resting place, one that he and Mary 
can share with their sons, thirty-three-
year-old Jamie (Michael Shannon) and 
twenty-three-year-old Edmund ( John 
Gallagher, Jr.). The house is enveloped 
in fog and heat, but that’s to be expected 
at this time of year: it’s August, 1912. And 
the outside elements only reinforce the 
purgatorial air in which the Tyrones are 
adrift; even when they go out for a spell, 
they trail a cloud of dashed hopes and 
regrets. When they return, they drink or 
shoot up, in order to make their pipe 
dreams seem more real, while dulling, 
somewhat, their jumpy sensitivity.

By the time we meet them, the Ty-
rones, gutted by the past, are living com-
promised lives, as we all do. James grew 
up in Ireland, in abject poverty; he can-
not forget or forgive its brutalities. In-
stead of risking further impoverishment 
as an artist, while still a relatively young 
man he bought the rights to a play that 
scored a big success; he has grown old 
performing in that warhorse, sacrificing 
his artistry for cash. Not that he hasn’t 
needed cash. After a difficult delivery 
with Edmund, Mary was prescribed mor-
phine. Soon she was hooked, and though 
at the beginning of the play she has just 
returned from a cure, she’s starting to use 
again, and, like all addicts, she’s as turned 
on by the lies she tells as by the synthetic 
high she pursues with a vengeance. 

One thing that no drug can buffer is 
the nearly unbridled contempt Mary feels 
for her older son, Jamie, a mediocre actor 
in thrall to the bottle and to prostitutes, 
who give him what he needs and all he 
can take: temporary comfort. (Edmund 
is not immune to these forms of self- 
medication, either.) When Jamie was 
seven and ill with the measles, Mary told 
him not to go near his baby brother, Eu-
gene; he disobeyed, and Eugene died of 
the virus. Mary blames Jamie both for 
his brother’s death and, indirectly, for her 
own problem. Blame is just one of the 
weapons this family of tireless warriors 
level at one another. The Tyrones may 
lack a proper home, but they don’t lack 
words or stories made out of words—
stories whose point is usually how much 
death there is in their living.

T
he epic Gothic gloom that sur-
rounded the writing and eventual 

première of “Long Day’s Journey Into 
Night” is recalled with beauty and tact 
in the director José Quintero’s underap-
preciated 1974 memoir, “If You Don’t 
Dance They Beat You.” Quintero de-
scribes how, after he mounted the leg-
endary Off-Broadway revival of O’Neill’s 
“The Iceman Cometh,” starring Jason 
Robards, in 1956, the playwright’s widow, 
Carlotta Monterey, handed over the play 
that O’Neill, who died in 1953, hadn’t 
wanted produced in his lifetime: although 
O’Neill had written “Long Day’s Jour-
ney,” in “tears and blood,” in 1941, he had 
locked the manuscript away. By the time 
Quintero staged it, Carlotta was half mad 
with memories of “Gene,” and, like the 



Tyrones, unwilling to let go of the past. 
In the second act, as Mary ruthlessly 

feeds her addiction, recriminations and 
regrets make up a large part of the conver-
sation between husband and wife. When 
James pleads with Mary to forget the past 
and move on, Lange looks at Byrne as if 
he’d lost his mind. “Why?” her Mary asks. 
“How can I? The past is the present, isn’t 
it? It’s the future, too.” What James sees in 
Mary, even now, is the girl he fell in love 
with decades ago—the shy, probably eas-
ily amused convent girl, who had so much 
more to offer than her beauty. He knows 
her—and she knows and loves him—but 
his knowledge of her terrifies her. As Car-
son McCullers wrote, being someone’s 
beloved can be intolerable: the lover is al-
ways trying to see you, to strip you bare, 
and what could be worse for an addict? 

I have been in love with James and 
Mary since I started reading plays; I was 
barely a teen-ager when I first picked up 
O’Neill’s script and followed his family, 
in every sense of the word, into that awful 
home, listening to them talk, talk, talk. 
But it took me some time to understand 
that “Long Day’s Journey” is the greatest 
American play that pretends to realism. Its 
action is driven less by events that take 
place in the world than by those which 
emerge from the waters of fatalism. Like 
Walt Whitman and Billie Holiday, other 
great American artists who told stories 
rooted in their emotional history—sto-
ries broadened by craft, observation, and 
the ability to articulate the ineffable— 
O’Neill wrested his tale from his own 
heart, with cunning and fortitude. 

Lange has all of that, too. I don’t want 
to call hers a definitive performance, be-
cause that would imply that her Mary is 
a kind of fly in amber—which is the last 
thing you think as you watch her jump 
from flirtatiousness to maternal concern, 
from junkie selfishness to contempt for 
male self-regard, from deviousness to the 
sting of loss. I’ve always had a deep ad-
miration for Katharine Hepburn’s inter-
pretation in Sidney Lumet’s extraordinary 
1962 film of the play. Hepburn was never 
better than when using her face like a Ka-
buki mask to express Mary’s hurt; her 
downcast eyes and lips spoke volumes on 
top of O’Neill’s volumes. Obviously, Hep-
burn was helped by the camera; Lumet 
could zoom in on the rage and deceit. Be-
cause Lange is onstage—in medium shot, 
as it were—she has to call on different 

tools. First, there’s her voice. Her melliflu-
ous, murderous sound—the way she raises 
her voice without raising her eyes, because 
she doesn’t want anyone to see her dope- 
dilated pupils—is a lesson in the power 
of intonation as a form of emotional ex-
pressiveness. Then, there’s her body. Lange 
is entirely free onstage, because she’s sure 
of her craft, of how to move when mov-
ing in for the kill or just trying to show 
interest in someone other than herself. 
(Particularly chilling is Lange’s under-
standing of how dope makes the skin itch; 
she scratches at her neck subtly to show 
us what Mary feels.) At the same time, 
Lange isn’t dying to be seen. She turns to 
look out the window or keeps her face 
averted whenever Mary feels trapped or 
is planning a new lie. Lange forces us to 
listen more acutely to what Mary is say-
ing, to register how her body language 
contradicts her brazen imagination. 

The director, Jonathan Kent, handles 
Lange’s genius the way it should be han-
dled—by stepping to the side, letting you 
see that it’s there but not interfering. (His 
only real flaw is the set, which is pitched 
at an angle, thus limiting the audience’s 
view.) Of course, Lange’s performance 
wouldn’t be possible without her co-stars, 
who clearly love her without necessarily 
being up to her level. (Gallagher, Jr., is 
the least interesting; he relies on a ruffled 
adorableness to see him through, but it’s 
out of synch with the seriousness of the 
other actors. He’s in a musical, while 
they’re in a tragedy.) Byrne is a suitable 
partner, not inspired but not uninspired, 
either, and he illuminates aspects of James 
that I never fully felt before: his status as 
an immigrant, a perennial outsider, and 
his role as an enabler—in effect, James is 
paying for everyone’s addictions in more 
ways than one. Shannon doesn’t connect 
very well during the first part of the nearly 
four-hour evening, but, as Mary turns 
against Jamie, he finds his character, a 
man who’s trying to be a man, if only he 
can get beyond his desire to be infantilized 
by a mother who long ago abandoned 
him. Mary and Jamie are the realists in 
the family. They know who they are, while 
James and Edmund just want the world 
to be different. It’s thrilling to watch 
Shannon go toe to toe with Lange as Mary 
deteriorates and grows chemically stron-
ger, and as day lapses into night, in that 
house, which is miraculously—despite 
the wreckage within—still standing. ♦
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A rock star’s seaside hiatus is interrupted in Luca Guadagnino’s new movie.

THE CURRENT CINEMA

ON THE ROCKS
“A Bigger Splash” and “The Man Who Knew Infinity.”

BY ANTHONY LANE

ILLUSTRATION BY MALIKA FAVRE

T
he island of Pantelleria lies in the 
Strait of Sicily, halfway between 

Italy and the Tunisian coast. It is the 
principal setting of “A Bigger Splash,” 
directed by Luca Guadagnino, who was 
born in Palermo, to a Sicilian father and 
an Algerian mother, and brought up in 
Ethiopia. He knows what it means to 
be caught—whether marooned or fruit-
fully suspended—between two cultures. 
No man is an island, but some come 
closer than others.

Pantelleria is volcanic, and it’s been 
a long while since I’ve seen a movie—
aside from “The Martian”—whose mood 
is so richly fed by both climate and soil. 
Many major releases could, you feel, 
swap locations with no harm done, but 
the clammy events of “A Bigger Splash” 
could have struck in no other spot. A 
balmy wind gusts through it, plucking 
at the nerves, and, during a mountain 
walk, a skulking fog appears from no-
where. The characters laze and roast be-
neath the sun, glowing like peaches in 
the heat, yet ripeness is not all; it has to 
contend with harshness, and you wince 
when a woman lies down near the sea, 
her bare flesh bedded on the coral-rough 

rocks. (Elsewhere, there is pain on a 
wider scale: we see refugees, aiming for 
the safety of the European mainland, 
caged as if in a zoo.) Even at the cli-
max, which borders on hysteria, weather 
plays a part: rain thrashes down in glit-
tering sunlight, although you shouldn’t 
expect a rainbow. 

It seems entirely fitting, therefore, 
that desire should be expressed in mud. 
Two lovers lounge by a lake, and smear 
each other with cool clay. Marianne 
(Tilda Swinton) is a rock goddess—two 
parts Chrissie Hynde to one part David 
Bowie—who has lost her voice and with-
drawn to Pantelleria. Like Philomela, 
in Greek mythology, she can neither 
sing nor speak. Paul (Matthias Schoen-
aerts) is her bearish beau, a documen-
tary filmmaker, who doesn’t say much 
himself. He is also a recovering addict, 
and the more we see of this idyll the 
more it seems to attract the walking 
wounded. 

As Marianne and Paul stretch out, a 
shadow passes over them. It is a plane, 
bringing an unexpected and largely un-
welcome guest: Harry (Ralph Fiennes), 
Marianne’s ex, and also her former pro-

ducer. (Flashbacks show them working 
in the recording studio, or fondly ce-
menting their bond with snorts of coke.) 
Now he is back, barging through the 
airport and breaching the peace, and 
with him is a young and unruffled 
blonde. Marianne and Paul presume 
that she’s a conquest, the latest in an 
immeasurable line: an easy mistake to 
make, for Harry ogles her and bran-
dishes her like a prize. (“She’s a lovely 
bitch.”) In fact, she is his daughter, Pe-
nelope (Dakota Johnson). From here 
on, a scent of something unhealthy hov-
ers around their relationship, never to 
be dispelled.

Why, then, do we not recoil from 
Harry and leave it at that? Because  
Fiennes is in his element, and his pomp. 
The hints of deep unhappiness—buck-
led down or warped into outright mal-
ice—that showed in his earlier roles 
have made way for a broader strain of 
play and expostulation, although, to one’s 
amazement, there has been no loss of 
intensity. Set beside the Nazi comman-
dant whom he depicted in “Schindler’s 
List,” his Lord Voldemort, in the Harry 
Potter saga, was a fantasy of ill intent, 
designed for kids, yet Fiennes laid seri-
ous siege to their imaginations. And so 
to this Harry: a loudmouth and a boor, 
arms spread wide in an engulfing hug. 
He will not take no for an answer, 
whether it involves ravishment or a 
restaurant table; indeed, he will barely 
ask the question, preferring to bully the 
world into an exhausted chorus of “yes.” 
Marianne and Paul don’t want Harry 
at their villa, and he knows as much, but 
he moves in anyway, with Penelope in 
tow. It is as though Falstaff had decided 
to try his hand at being Prospero, with 
a secluded little kingdom of his own, 
and a treasured child. 

Unsurprisingly, Harry powers the 
plot. He comes on to Marianne afresh. 
He dices with Paul, and the rivalry be-
tween them lends even their summery 
larks, like a swimming race, the blare of 
battle. A festival in a nearby town be-
gins with the parading of a Madonna, 
in pious procession, and ends with Harry 
taking over the karaoke machine at a 
local bar and crooning to the crowd. 
Life swells into a permanent head-to-
head, for which Guadagnino finds a 
startling dramatic shape. As Marianne 
and Harry bicker in the street, each of 



them confronts the camera, their faces 
filling the frame, and even Swinton’s 
makeup becomes a weapon. At the start 
of the film, her eyes are daubed with 
silver; here they gleam with a wicked 
yellow gold.

“A Bigger Splash” is the title of a 
David Hockney painting from 1967—
an ejaculatory shot of white on the sur-
face of a calm California pool. The 
screenplay of the new movie, by David 
Kajganich, is adapted from “La Piscine” 
(1969), a modish romantic thriller with 
Alain Delon and Romy Schneider, set 
in the South of France, as was “Bonjour 
Tristesse” (1958), another tale of a daugh-
ter perplexed by her father’s passions. 
Then, there’s “Stromboli” (1950), where 
Ingrid Bergman pursued her yearnings 
beneath volcanic hills. Above all, fans 
of Guadagnino’s previous work, “I Am 
Love” (2009), in which Swinton played 
an aristocrat who had an affair with a 
chef, will find much to savor here. Food, 
again, wields a vitalizing force. The close-
ups of fresh ricotta being spooned, still 
warm, into Marianne’s mouth, or of a 
fish having its belly stuffed with chilies 
and herbs (Harry, needless to say, is an 
unrestrained cook), exude a tang that 
verges on the erotic.

Not that we have to go without sex 
itself. The main characters keep having 
it, discussing it, or joking about it, and 
every carnal combination seems ready 
to be explored. In short, Luca Guada- 
gnino has made something rare and dis-
concerting: a genuinely pagan film. It 
rejoices not just in nudity, male and fe-
male, but in the classical notion of figures 
in a landscape, and of the earth itself 
demanding frenzied worship. That is 

why Harry, having put on a Rolling 
Stones LP, begins to dance to “Emo-
tional Rescue” and then, clearly fettered 
by interior space, bursts out onto the 
rooftop and continues his display under 
a scorching haze. Who would have 
thought that an Englishman, of all peo-
ple, would prove to be such a natural 
Dionysian?

“A Bigger Splash” is fiercely unrelax-
ing, and impossible to ignore. You 
emerge from it restive and itchy, as 
though a movie screen could give you 
sunburn, and the story defies resolution. 
Penelope, the youngest of the group, re-
mains the hardest to fathom, and pro-
vides a final twist. None of the four could 
be described as affable. Yet they all seem 
dangerously alive, in their indolence as 
in their rutting, and even the speech-
less Marianne is able to enunciate, 
through gasps and gestures, the storm 
of her body’s needs and her heart’s com-
plaint. The isle is full of noises, and they 
won’t die down.

O
ne day, early in 1913, the math-
ematician G. H. Hardy, a fellow of 

Trinity College, Cambridge, received a 
letter. The writer was an unknown In-
dian clerk, Srinivasa Ramanujan, who, 
despite having no degree, had schooled 
himself in math to a prodigious level; 
he was currently living, close to poverty, 
in Madras. What happened next has ac-
quired the patina of legend. Hardy ar-
ranged for Ramanujan to travel to En-
gland and became his mentor, striving 
to convince others of the young man’s 
preternatural gifts. Ramanujan grew sick, 
returned to India, and died in 1920, at 
the age of thirty-two. Almost a century 

on, his work remains a fertile field of 
study, an object of astonishment, and a 
source of pride to his native land. Ac-
cording to Robert Kanigel, in a 1991 bi-
ography of Ramanujan, “His life might 
seem the stuff of cinema.”

It ain’t necessarily so. “The Man Who 
Knew Infinity,” based on Kanigel’s book, 
and directed by Matthew Brown, feels 
sluggish and stuck, and it hits an insol-
uble crux. I hold no brief for “Chariots 
of Fire,” but if your hero comes to Cam-
bridge, feels half snubbed as an outsider, 
and exacts his revenge by winning a gold 
medal at the Olympic Games, your 
drama is ready-made. If, on the other 
hand, he achieves huge strides in num-
ber theory, even at a sprint, there is less 
for us to cheer, and scant hope that we 
will grasp the particulars of his triumph.

Yet all is not lost. Though Dev Patel 
makes little headway as Ramanujan, 
Jeremy Irons’s portrayal of Hardy is a 
thing of beauty. (Irons is now sixty- 
seven, whereas Hardy was thirty-six  
in 1913, but somehow the chasm of  
the years presents no obstacle.) Befud-
dled laymen everywhere are grateful to 
Hardy for “A Mathematician’s Apol-
ogy” (1940)—one of the most elegant 
tributes ever paid to the glories of pure 
math, and still the most persuasive. And 
yet, as Irons demonstrates, this cricket- 
crazy, God-disdaining don was a par-
agon of diffidence for whom eye con-
tact, let alone a handshake, was a human 
bridge too far. Infinity, being fit for cal-
culation, held no terrors; it was the finite 
world that he feared. 
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“It took us years to get somebody on the inside.”
Pete McCabe, Simi Valley, Calif.

“He’s pro-gun, but I like his stance on migration.”
Scott Goodenow, Emeryville, Calif.

“It must be great to be endangered.”
Bruce Samson, Central Point, Ore.

“I’m afraid they’ll give you life.”
Dan Crowe, Chicago, Ill.
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